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Abstract 
FEDERAL SPECIAL EDUCATION LAW AND DISCIPLINE OF STUDENTS WITH 
DISABIL TIES: A DESCRIPTION OF THE FACTORS INFLUENCING KEY 
ACTORS INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SECTIONS 6 1 2(a)( 1 )(A) AND 
6 1 5 (k )  OF THE 1 997 INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES EDUCATION ACT 
Cheryl Corona Magi l l .  Ph.D. 
A dissertation submitted in partial fulfi l lment of the requirements for the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy at  Virginia Commonwealth University. 
Virginia Commonwealth University. 1 999 .  
Director: Richard S .  Vacca. Ph .D.  Professor. School of Education 
Until the 1 997 reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabi l ities Education Act 
( I DEA ) .  policies regarding d iscipline of students with disabil i t ies were set primari ly by 
case law. In 1995. the debates over reauthorization of the IDEA focused on proposed 
pro"isions designed to describe. at the federal leye l .  the measures and procedures to be 
used by publ ic school officials when disciplining students with disabilit i es. 
The purpose of this study was to describe and analyze the factors inOuencing ke: 
actors in\'olyed in the deyelopment of the t\\·o sections of the 1 997 IDEA that address 
discipline of students with disabi l ities. A review of the l iterature suggested that certain 
factors had intluenced the development of other federal spec ial education legislation. 
These factors were: case la"': special interest group actiyity: views of federal ism:  and 
other related federal legislation passc:d at about the same time. 
The design of this study was a case study. Interviews were conducted with key 
informants from government and spec ial interest groups identified through a review of 
historical documents addressing the reauthorization of IDEA and through snowball 
sampling techniques. Interview data were corroborated with appropriate historical 
documents. 
Analysis of the data revealed that the key actors' goal was to develop a federal 
discipline policy that balanced maintaining school environments conducive to learning 
and safeguarding the rights of students with disabilities. They used a policy development 
model to balance seven policy issues and seven influential factors as they developed the 
1 997  IDEA discipline provisions. The influential factors were: beliefs; other federal 
legislation; case law: conflicts between doctrinal. functional. and strategic views of 
federalism; lack of data: stories; and emotions. Of these. the factors that most influenced 
key actors were their beliefs and their functional view of federalism. 
The study suggested further research on the appl icabi lity of the pol icy 
development model and its aspects to the development of other federal-level education 
legislat ion.  Further research was also recommended on the influence of case law on 
future versions of special education legislation. 
The study suggested that policy development at the state and local school levels 
focus on data col lection. proactive approaches to managing discipl ine of students with 
disabil ities. and means by \"hich al l students suspended long-term or expelled from 
school can continue to receive educat ional sen·ices. 
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
Establ ishing student discipline polic ies, regulations, and procedures in public 
school has been challenging for public school systems and their boards. Through the 
years. policy changes have reflected shifting philosophies and societal expectations. 
Student discipl ine issues became more complex with the introduction of federal 
legislation mandating that public schools educate children with disabil ities. While case 
law had served as the primary standard by which local school board pol icies regarding 
student discipl ine were developed, in 1 997 discipline of students with disabil ities was 
fomlal ly  included in federal legislation. Speci fically, sections 6 1 2  (a ) (  1 ) (A )  and 6 1 5(k ) 
of the 1 9 97 Indiyiduals with Disabi l it ies Education Act ( IDEA ) prescribe the degree to 
which publ ic schools may discipl ine students with disabi l ities for their inappropriate 
behaviors and the processes to be fol lowed when doing so. 
Background 
The United States Congress first required provision of a free appropriate public 
education to handicapped students. as they were then cal led. in 1 966 when it enacted 
Title VI of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act ( named the Education of 
Handicapped Chi ldren Act of 1 966). In the ne\-v statute. Congress authorized states to 
receiYe federal money for providing educational services to spec i fi c  populations of 
handicapped children. Four years later. with the reauthorization of Title V I  ( 1 970) 
Congress renamed the law the Education of the Handicapped Act and expanded 
conditions under which states could access federal funds for programs for handicapped 
students. However, student discipline was not mentioned in the reauthorized statute. 
Major changes occurred in 1 975  when Congress separated special education 
legislation from the E lementary and Secondary Education Act and renamed the law the 
Education for All Handicapped Chi ldren Act of 1 975 ( EAHCA), also known as Public 
Law 94- 1 42 .  In the EAHCA Congress inc luded definitions of handicapped children, as 
they were sti l l  called, and expanded the types of related services avai lable to those 
handicapped students. The EAHCA also required that ( 1 )  all identified children be 
provided free and appropriate publ ic education (F APE) in the company of regular 
education chi ldren to the greatest extent possible, and ( 2 )  that handicapped children be 
educated in accordance with individual ized educational program plans ( lEPs) .  The 
statute outl ined spec i fic procedures for determining goals. services, and evaluation 
methods to be provided for these chi ldren. While section 6 1 5  of the act described 
procedural safeguards for students and their parents to assure the protection of F APE. no 
specific mention of student discipline was made . 
Although each subsequent reauthorization resulted in the legislation becoming 
more complex. the focus of the statutes remained on providing educational and related 
services to children with disabilities. This held true through 1 990 when the legislation 
was renamed the Individuals with Disabil ities Education Act ( IDEA).  Once again. 
student d iscipl ine was not specifically included in  the law. 
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Overal L in the reauthorizations of federal special education legislation from 1 966 
unti l  1 995,  Congress had remained si lent on the i ssue of discipl ine of students with 
disabil it ies. Through 30 years of federal special education legislation the word 
" discipl ine" did not appear; and al l  procedures, regulations, and policies for discipl ining 
students with disabi l ities had been establi shed by case law and not by federal legislation. 
Historically, the federal courts had accepted the responsibi l ity of rul ing on due process 
i ssues, yet they reserved for schools the responsibi l ity of determining the appropriateness 
of specific disciplinary measures. 
In Goss v. Lopez ( 1 975),  for example, the United States Supreme Court 
establ ished its view that public education i s  an entitlement for students protected by the 
Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States, and that i t  can be taken 
away only by fol lowing due process procedures. At a minimum. the Court ruled, 
students being discipl ined must be given notice of  the charges against them. must have 
access to evidence against them. and must have a right to present thei r  versions of events. 
For suspensions over ten days or for expulsions. students must be afforded more rights 
such as appeal procedures and additional hearings (Goss v. Lopez, 1 975) .  
Beginning in the 1 980' s, several cases involving public school student discip l ine 
practices and students with disabi l ities reached the federal courts, whose rulings 
establ ished that students with disabi l ities were due more process than were thei r 
nondisabled peers. In S-I v .  Turl ington ( 1 98 1 )  the US Fifth Circuit Court ruled that a 
student with a disabi l ity could not be expelled if the behavior resulting in the expulsion 
was caused by the student ' s  disabi l i ty .  Doe v .  Maher ( 1 985)  extended this protection to a 
4 
student with a disabi l i ty being suspended long-ternl. As a result. school divisions and 
state educational agencies struggled to develop policies, regulations and procedures by 
which the degree of the relationship between a student's behavior and disabil ity could be 
deternlined. 
In  1 988 ,  the United States Supreme Court establi shed, in  Honig v. Doe, that 
suspensions of over ten days were to be considered a change in placement for students 
with disabi l ities; therefore the additional protections as described in section 6 1 5  of P L  
94- 1 42 appl ied t o  these chi ldren. I f  parents contested these long-term discipl inary 
measures, the student must remain in the then current educational placement, or "stay 
put," unti l  this issue was resolved through the hearing process (Honig v. Doe. 1 98 8 ) . 
Once again. the responsibi l ity of developing appropriate policies and regulations to 
implement the law fel l  to school divisions and state educational agencies. 
The 1 990' s produced conflicting federal court rulings as j udges struggled with an 
emerging legal issue of continuation of educational and related services to students with 
disabi l i ties who are properly suspended long-term or expel led for behaviors not related to 
their disabil it ies. In one of the earl iest cases on this point, Wayne v .  Davi la ( 1 992) .  the 
Seventh C ircuit ruled that states could not cease services to these students. Conversely. 
the Fourth Circuit ruled, five years later, that states could cease providing services to 
students with disabi l ities who were properly suspended long-tern1 or expelled for 
behavior not related to their disabi l ities (Commonwealth ofYirginia Department of 
Education \. Ri le,. 1 997). 
5 
Thus for over more than a decade. from S - I  v. Turl ington ( 1 98 1 ) through 
Commonwealth of Virginia Department of Education v. Riley ( 1 997) ,  the federal courts 
had addressed special education discipl inary i ssues regarding notice of discipl inary 
actions, relatedness of d isabi l ities to behaviors, defining and providing notice of changes 
in placements of students with disabi l ities, and the degree to which students with 
disabil ities, properly discipl ined, should have their educational services continued. 
School divisions and state agencies, in  response to court decisions, have reacted swiftly 
to create increasingly complex pol ic ies reflecting the intent of these laws. Unti l the most 
recent reauthorization of IDEA, the United States Congress gave publ ic school boards 
and officia ls l ittle help in the development of those policies. 
In the amended and reauthorized 1 997 Individuals with Disabi l ities Education Act 
( I DEA) Congress widened its scope from addressing primari ly educational topics to 
including other i ssues. The last reauthorization of IDEA was 1 8  months behind schedule 
because. in part. legislators could not agree on the degree to which discipl ine should be 
addressed in the legislation. if  at all (Jennings and Rentner, 1 996).  
In the end, two sections of the newly reauthorized I D EA focused specifically on 
discipli ne of students with disabi l ities. These two sections were 6 1 2(a)( I )(A)  and 6 1 5 (k). 
Section 6 1 2(a) ( 1 )(A) of the 1 997 IDEA, under State Programs. c learly disallows ceasing 
of educational services to school-age students with disabi l i t ies who are suspended long­
term or expelled from publ ic schools .  Section 6 1 5 (k )  of the 1 997 IDEA clearly states the 
scope of authority schools  have in discipl ining students with disabil it ies and procedures 
by which they may do so. 
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to describe the factors that influenced the key 
actors who developed sections 6 1 2(a)( l )(A) and 6 1 5(k) of the 1 997 Individuals with 
Disabi l ities Education Act ( IDEA), from the perspective of those key actors most closely 
involved in  the development of these two sections of IDEA. Factors described included 
federal-level case law, other federal legislation recently passed that addressed populations 
with disabil it ies or public education, federal i sm phi losophies of key actors, and special 
interest groups' activities. 
Del imitations 
Specifical ly_ this study was concerned only with the development of sections 
6 1 2(a)( I )(A) and 6 1 5(k) of the 1 997 Individuals with Disabi l ities Education Act. While 
section 504 of the Rehabi l i tation Act may have been an influential factor in the 
development of IDEA, the development of section 504 of the Rehabi l itation Act was not 
explored. While certain actions and policies of the US Department of Education may 
have been influential and needed investigation, the development of US Department of 
Education regulations accompanying the 1 997 IDEA was not explored. 
An historical overview of the United States Congress's development of special 
education legislation from 1 966- 1 997 was undertaken to provide a rationale for exploring 
the influence of spec ific factors on those involved in the 1 997 reauthorization of IDEA. 
However, th is  study was not an historical analysis of development of spec ial education 
legislation. Nor was it intended to be an historical analysis of any identified influential 
factor. 
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Justification for the Study 
Thirty years ago, only one-fifth of students with disabi l it ies was receiving spec ial 
education serv ices in public schools in the United States. According to the most current 
data avai lable, this number has steadi ly  increased over time. As can be seen in Table 1 . 1 .  
the numbers of students with disabi l it ies served from 1 988  until 1 995 increased almost 20 
percent. Approximately 85% of special education students served by public schools from 
1 993- 1 995 were between the ages of 6 and 1 7  inclusive, as indicated in  Table 1 .2 .  
Table 1 . 1  
Students Ages 3-21 Served, School Years 1988-89 through 1994-95 
School Year Percent Change Total 
from Previous Year Served 
1988-89 1.7 4,533,793 
1989-90 2.3 4,638,605 
1990-91 2.5 4,756.5 I 7 
1991-92 3.4 4.920,227 
1992-93 3.3 5,081,023 
1993-94 3.8 5,271.847 
1994-95 3.2 5,439,626 
Note. From US Department of Education, Office of Spec ial Education Programs. Data Analysis 
System 
During this same time period. over one-hal f of the students served were classi fied 
as having specific learning disabi l ities. Table 1 . 3 i l lustrates that the greatest increases in 
identification were in the categories of traumatic brain injury ( 3 3 . 2%). other health 
impai red (28.2%). and autism (19.5%). 
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Table 1.2 
Number of Chi ldren Served by Age Group, School Years 1993-1994 through 1994-95 
Number of Chi ldren Change Percentage of Total 
Age in 1993-94 1994-95 N umber Percentage 1993-94 1994-95 
Years 
--.-- ------- - --_. __ . - . _  ._- ---.... _--- ---,. -- ----- ---- -- .. _._-------
3-5 491,685 524,458 32,773 6.7 9.3 9.6 
6-11 2,458,924 2,520,863 61,939 2.5 46.6 46.3 
12-17 2,079,094 2,154,963 75,869 3.6 39.4 39.6 
18-21 242,144 239,342 -2,802 -\.2 4.6 4.4 
3-21 5,271,847 5,439,626 167,779 3.2 100.0 100.0 
Note. From US Department of Education, Office of Spec ial Education Programs, Data Analysis 
System 
Data showing increases in number of students with disabi l i ties identified and 
served by public schools is relevant to the i ssue of discipl ine of special education 
students. The data suggest that the number of students identified for and seryed by 
special education programs is l ikely to continue to increase. Specifical ly,  one could 
expect more students to be identified as other health impaired (most l ikely ADHD). 
auti stic, or suffering from traumatic brain inj ury. It becomes a matter of great 
importance, then, to monitor any federal legislation that wi l l  have an effect on the 
increasing numbers of students with disabi l it ies served by public schools .  
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Table 1.3 
Number and Percentage Change of Categories of Students Ages 6-21 Served, School Years 1993-94 
through 1994-95 
Total Change 
Disability 1993-94 1994-95 Number Percent 
Specific learning 2,428,062 2,513,977 84,915 3.5 
disabilities 
Speech or 1.018.208 1,023,665 5,457 0.5 
language 
impairments 
Mental retardation 553,869 570,855 16,986 3.1 
Serious emotional 415.071 428.168 13,097 3.2 
disturbance 
Multiple 109,730 89,646 -20.084 -18.3 
disabilities 
Hearing 64.667 65,568 901 1.4 
impairments 
Or1hopedic 56,842 60.604 3.762 6.6 
impairments 
Other health 83.080 106,509 23,429 28.2 
impairments 
Visual 24.813 24,877 64 0.3 
impairments 
Autism 19,058 22.780 3,722 19.5 
Deaf-blindness 1,367 1,331 -36 -2.6 
Traumatic brain 5,395 7,188 1,793 33.2 
injury 
TOTAL 4.780.162 4,915,168 135.006 2.8 
Note. From US Depar1ment of Education, Office of Special Education Programs. Data Analysis System 
According to the most current available data (reported in Table 1 .4) .  Virginia's 
publ ic schools  provide special education services to 1 34.2 1 7  chi ldren ages 5-2 1 .  
Students categorized as ha\·ing a spec ific learning disabil ity make up the largest 
percentage of students receiving special educational and related services from Virginia 
public school systems (49.3%) .  Lawmakers and educators in V irginia must have an 
understanding of the discipl inary procedures and actions allowed under IDEA to ensure 
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that they are not violating I DEA's requirement of providing a free and appropriate public 
education to V irginia's students with disabi l ities. 
Table 1.4 
Numbers of Chi ldren Ages 5-21 Served in V irginia Publ ic Schools, 1997-98, by Disab i l ity 
Category 
Disab i l ity Number 
Spec ific Learning Disab i l i ty 66,683 
Speech or Language Impairment 28,305 
Mental Retardat ion 13,342 
Serious Emotional Disturbance 12,189 
Mult iple Disabi l it i es 1 . 784 
Hearing I mpa i rment> 1.253 
Orthoped ic Impairments 838 
Other Health Impairments 7,790 
Visual Impairments 452 
Autism 1,300 
Deaf-bl indness 4 
Traumatic Brain Inj ury 277 
Total 134.217 
Note . From Common\\"ealth of V i rginia Department of Education. Office of Spec ial Education 
and Student Services (August. 1998)  
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Virginia lawmakers and educators haw a vested interest in understanding the 
development of section 6 1 2  (a)( I ) (A) of the 1 997 IDEA. Here, Congress made clear that 
states are prohibited from denying a free and appropriate public education to any students 
with d isabi l i ties, i ncluding those properly suspended long-term or expel led. V irginia had 
had a h istory of ceasing educational and related services to these students, and that was 
the impetus for Commonwealth of Virginia Department of Education v. Riley ( 1 997) .  
Ult imately, the Fourth Circui t  ruled in  Virginia's  favor in  February of 1 997.  Congress 
overturned this short- l ived decision with the passing and signing of I DEA in June of 
1 997 .  
Even prior to the reauthorization of IDEA in 1 997, educators felt that they had 
l inle control when it came to discipl ining students with d isabi l it ies .  In testimony before 
the Senate Labor and Human Resources Comminee, Dr. Michael Brown, president of the 
National Association of Secondary School Principals stated, "It is necessary to remove 
the barriers created by I DEA that deny principals the flex ib i l ity to maintain a safe and 
effective learning environment for al l  students" ( Individuals with d isabi l it ies, 1 997a ) .  In 
an earl ier address, Shankar ( 1 996 )  echoed this view stating that disrupti ve students who 
call110t be removed from school settings destroy the educational opportunities for all 
students. 
Princ ipals in part icular ha\'e been vocal about their  perceptions of disc ip l ine of 
spec ial education students, as  noted in Table 1 . 5 .  According to a survey taken at  the 
1 997 National Association of Secondary School Princ ipals '  annual conference. O\'er 80�o 
of school principals felt that special education disputes consume at least ten percent of 
!' 
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their t ime. A maj ority ( 52%) felt that special education disputes consume a 
disproportionate amount of time. Seventy-six percent cited at least one incidence where 
students with disabi l ities and students without disabi l it ies were disciplined d ifferently for 
the same offense. S ixty-seven percent strongly agreed that removal of chronical l y  
disruptive students with d isabi l i ties from their current placements would improve public 
schools'  learning environments overall ( S .  Yurek, personal communication, March 1 8 , 
1 997) .  
Table 1.5 
Disc ipl ine Survey, School Cl imate Voice Poll .  March 9, 1997 
Question 
I .  I n  the past two years has at least one firearm 
been confiscated on your school property? 
2. Are students who commit a v iolent act in your 
school provided services in alternate schools 
i n  l ieu of expulsion? 
3. Do d isputes about the special education law. 
ranging from admin istrative detai ls  to court 
appearances. consume a disproportionate 
amount of your day 
4. Approx imate ly what percentage of your t ime is 
devoted to spec ial education d isputes? 
Under 10% 
10-20% 
21-30% 
31-40% 
41-50% 
Over 50% 
5. In the past year. how many inc idents occurred 
in your school where a special education student 
was d iscipl ined differently than general education 
or a s imi lar school code v iolation':' 
Urban 
Yes 52% 
N 0 48% 
Yes 69% 
N 0 31% 
Yes 56% 
N o  44% 
19% 
26% 
30% 
11% 
9% 
6% 
Suburban Rural Total 
35% 33% 39% 
65% 67% 61% 
65% 51% 62% 
35% 49% 38% 
52% 48% 52% 
48% 52% 48% 
20% 15% 1 8% 
40% 43% 37% 
28% 32% 29% 
7% 9% 9% 
4% 1% 4% 
3% 0% 3% 
(table cont inues ) 
--
None 
1-2 
3-5 
6-10 
Over 10 
A 
Question 
6. To preserve an effective learning environment, 
principals must be al lowed to remove a 
chronical ly d isruptive d isabled student from their 
current placement 
I --Strongly Disagree 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 Strongly agree 
No Opin ion 
7. Swift removal of d isruptive students from the 
c lassroom would improve the confidence in public 
schools and result in improved learning for the 
majority of students who want to learn 
I --Strongly D i sagree 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 Strongly agree 
No Opin ion 
Urban 
27% 
14% 
17% 
12% 
25% 
5% 
13% 
2% 
6% 
6% 
11% 
59% 
4% 
1 0% 
2% 
2% 
1% 
14% 
69% 
3% 
Suburban 
22% 
20% 
20% 
11% 
25% 
1% 
8% 
0% 
3% 
3% 
11% 
71% 
3% 
4% 
1% 
4% 
3% 
13% 
72% 
3% 
Rural 
25% 
23% 
24% 
13% 
13% 
2% 
6% 
1 %  
5% 
6% 
1 1 %  
68% 
4% 
7% 
2% 
4% 
2% 
13% 
68% 
4% 
1 3  
Total 
24% 
19% 
20% 
12% 
22% 
3 %  
9% 
1% 
4% 
5% 
11% 
67% 
4% 
7% 
2% 
3 %  
2% 
13% 
70% 
3% 
- - - , , - _ ._--_. _ - _._- - ._----------
Note . .  N = 485. From ASSP Voice Poll .  Conducted at 1997 Convention in Orlando. Florida 
The Tenth Amendment of the US Constitution gives states the authority over and 
responsibi l ity for education of students by stating that powers not directly assigned to the 
federal government by the U S  Constitution are powers of the states. Since the tirst court 
cases arose regarding disciplinary issues. federal court rul ings have supported this 
philosophy through a "hands off' approach to the specifics of disciplinary measures 
meted out by schools.  
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There was a need, then, to explore how Congress interpreted the Tenth 
Amendment with regard to prescribing specific disc ipl inary measures allowed and 
spec ific procedures that schools and school divi sions must follow when d iscipl ining 
students with disabi l it ies .  There is a need to explore why, in an age emphasizing the 
importance of equality, Congress allowed schools to discipline students with disabi l i ties 
d ifferently from their nondisabled peers for committing the same offenses. 
Beyond the educational scope however, lay a more important reason for the study. 
The l 04th Congress 's  attempt to reauthorize this piece of legislation fai led as mentioned 
earlier, in  part because of lack of agreement on the discipline amendments. In the I OSth 
Congress, legislators were detennined not to be in that position again. As a result a new 
process was developed for drafting and passing this piece of legislation (J. Downing, 
personal communication. Apri l  1 0. 1 997) .  Understanding the factors that influenced the 
key actors who developed sections 6 1 2(a)( l )( A )  and 6 1 5(k) of the 1 997 I DEA provided 
insight on the possibi l ity of this "newer" process being used by Congress in the future 
Another trend prevalent in federal pol icy is the '"New Federal i sm" affecting state 
and local govenunents ( Gold, 1 996, p. I ) . From the States' perspectives, reduced federal 
aid in the fonn of matching grants accompanies increased flexibil ity for States in 
administration of federal programs. This trend has been evidenced by changes in federal 
policy relating to welfare and Medicaid systems ( Gold. 1 996).  
This trend has been called the " devolution revolution." a teml coined by Richard 
Nathan. This tenn is now being used to refer to the passing of responsibil ity for certain 
programs down to lower levels of government ( Gold. 1 996). 
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The 1 997 IDEA i l lustrated a " passing down" of the responsibil ity of educat ing 
students with disabi l ities to States and local school divisions. As a matter of federal 
policy, States are required to provide a free appropriate publ ic education to d isabled 
students, by way of this and earl ier special education acts. Federal funding of special 
education has held fairly steady since 1 966, which, with inflation and i ncreased expense 
of offering special education programs, could be construed to be a net decrease in federal 
funding. However, unlike the revised welfare and Medicaid systems, there has been no 
increased flexibil ity for States in  the administration of special education programs. 
Indeed, the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine amendments are very prescriptive in nature. 
These addition of these amendments called into quest ion. then. the effect of the 
devolution evolution upon federal-level education policy. Data from thi s  study provided 
insight i nto the degree of influence the devolution revolution may or may not have had 
upon the development of the 1 997 IDEA disc ipl ine amendments. 
Review of L iterature 
The review of l i terature served two purposes. First. hi storical documents from 
1 966- 1 997 were reviewed to help identify factors occurring around the times of major 
modifications to special education legislation. This study focused on the influence these 
factors may have had on the key actors involved in developing sections 6 1 2 (a)( I ) (A)  and 
6 1 5 (k )  of the 1 997 IDEA. Second. formal research was re\ ' ie'vved to detelmine \\hat 
studies had already been conducted that were germane to the purpose of this study. 
Historical records that were rev ie'vved fel l  into categories of case law, 
Congressional activity. legislation. and special interest group publications. Sources for 
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case law included Federal Slipplemenr. Federal Reponer. United States Report. and 
Supreme Court Reporter. InfOlmation related to congressional activity was obtained 
from such sources as Congressional Quarterly A lmanac, Congressional Record, minutes 
from Senate and House committee and subcommittee hearings, House and Senate 
Reports, and texts of Senate and House testimony, where available. Actual legislation 
reviewed consisted of the fol lowing: 
Civil Rights Act, 1 964; 
E lementary and Secondary Education Act , 1 966; 
Education of the Handicapped Act, 1 970; 
Rehabi l i tation Act. 1 973  
Education of a l l  Handicapped Chi ldren Act, 1 975 and successive revisions; 
Individuals with Disabi l ities Education Act. 1 990; 
Americans with D isabi l ities Act, 1 990; and 
Individuals with Disabi l ities Education Act. 1 997 .  
Language used in historical document section of the l iterature review reflected the 
politically correct terminology of the time. 
Information about the roles of special interest groups was obtained from 
newsletters and journals published by such groups as the Association for Retarded 
Citizens and the National Associat ion of Secondary School Principals. 
The information obtained through the review of documents was consol idated into 
tables. The tables provided a visual comparison of federal court rul ings and opinions. 
political philosophy or attitude evidenced in testimony and hearings. federal legislation. 
and special interest group activity with significant amendments to special education 
legislation over t ime. 
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The second part of the review of l iterature. the review of research.  establ ished the 
extent of study in the field of legislation development, and served two purposes. First, 
the review determined that studies had been conducted relating the influence of the 
factors identified in  the review of historical documents to the development of federal 
special education legislation. Secondly, the review determined that none of the studies 
paired historical analysis with key actor interviews to determine factors influencing the 
thinking and processes behind the development of special education legislation. Sources 
reviewed included A merican Journal of Political Science. A merican Politics Quarterl),. 
Review of Politics. books containing research related to the field of study. and 
dissertations appropriate to the field of study. 
Design and Methodology 
This study was qual i tat ive in nature. I t  was a case study that explored in depth the 
factors influenc ing key actors involved in  the development of sections 6 1 2(a) (  I )( A )  and 
6 1 5( k )  of the 1 997 IDEA. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with key actors. 
Questions were designed to gather data about the degree to which the factors identified in 
the review of l iterature influenced their thinking in the development of the discipl ine 
amendments. Interviews were conducted in persoll. As recommended by qual itati \'e 
research methodologies. interviews were tape recorded. and transcripts were made frolll 
the tapes ( Bogden and Biklen. 1 992) .  
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Interview transcripts were analyzed inductively to identify topics and categories. 
A visual representation of the anal ysis was created from the interview data to show the 
relationship between topics and categories, and to show the relationship of patterns of 
data. Data gathered through interviews was compared against the historical record to 
help identify those factors influencing the development of the discipline amendments of 
IDEA. 
An el ite, purposive sampl ing technique was used. Identification of key actors 
came initially from bi l l  sponsors and co-sponsors, committee and subcommittee chairs, 
representatives of special interest groups, and others mentioned in historical documents . 
Snowball sampling was also used to identify other key actors. 
Definitions of Terms 
The fol lowing terms and accompanying definitions used in this study are as 
fol lows : 
IDEA: Individuals vvith Disabil ities Education Act of 1 997 
Discipline amendments: Sections 6 1 2 (a)( 1 ) (A) and 6 l 5 (k)  of IDEA 
Suspension: removal of a student from the school for a spec ified period of time 
Expulsion: permanent removal of a student from the school 
Change in placement : altering the settings in which a special education student 
receives his/her educational and related serv ices; suspensions of over ten days 
Stay put: having a child remain in a currently specified educational setting 
Special education: "specially designed instruction, at no cost to parents. to meet 
the unique needs of a child with a disabil ity. including -- (A) instruction conducted in the 
classroom in the home. in hospitals and institutions. and in other settings: and ( 8 )  
instruction in physical education" ( IDEA, section 602(25)) 
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Student with a disability: < .  a child -- ( i )  with mental retardation. hearing 
impairments ( inc l uding deafness) ,  speech or language impairnlents. vi sual impairments 
( including bl indness), serious emotional disturbance . . .  orthopedic impairments, autism, 
traumatic brain inj ury, other health impairments, or specific learning disabi l ities; and ( i i )  
who, by  reason thereof, needs special education and related services" ( ID EA, section 
602(3 ) (A) ) .  
Federal ism:  < .  the mode of political organization that unites smal ler polities among 
general constituent governments in a maImer designed to protect the existence and 
authority of both national and subnational polit ical systems. enabling all to share in the 
overall system' s  decision-making and executing processes" ( Elazar. 1 972, p. 2 ) .  
Doctrinal view o f  federalism : a view o f  federal ism that presumes that each level 
of government specializes in certain functions, and that clear divisions of responsibi l ity 
and authority ex ists among levels of government (E lmore, 1 986)  
Functional view of federal ism: a yiew of federalism proposing that 
intergovernmental t ies among levels are necessary. and that the divisions of responsibi l i t� 
and authority are less clear ( E lmore. 1 986 )  
Strategic view of  federal ism : a view of federalism holding that organized 
interrelationships among levels of government are prominent. and that few clear diyisions 
of responsibi l i ty and authority exist ( Elmore. 1 986 )  
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Special interest group: an organized group with common obj ectives that uses one-
on-one meetings to influence public officials for some particular public pol icy (Murphy_ 
1 973 ) 
CHAPTER 2 :  REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Overview 
It was necessary to investigate the development of federal special education 
legislation in the historical context in which i t  had been developed. Therefore, the first 
part of the l iterature review described chronological ly events immediately preceding and 
occurring at the same time as major revisions to federal special education legislation from 
1 966 - 1 997 .  Looking at the events and amendments from an historical perspective 
allowed the researcher to identi fy those factors that may have influenced key actors 
involved in the development of the 1 997 IDEA disc ipline amendments. 
Language used in this part of the l iterature review reflected politically correct 
tem1inology of the t ime. For example. "handicapped chi ldren" was used when describing 
events and legislation from the 1 960·s .  whi le " child with a disabi l i ty" was used when 
describing events and legislation from the 1 990's .  
The second part of the l i terature review focused on academic research conducted 
on each factor uncovered by the historical perspective review. Close attention was given 
to studies examining the development of federal special education legislation and to 
studies designed to show the effect of \"arious factors on the legislat iw process. 
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Historical Perspectiw 
The Constitution of the United States, among other things, assigns powers to 
various branches of the federal government. By way of the Tenth Amendment, it 
reserves to the states those powers "not delegated to the United States by the 
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States . . .  " (Commission on the B icentennial . . .  , 
1 99 1 ) . The responsibil ity and power of providing an education to citizens is neither 
delegated to the United States nor prohibited to the States by the US Constitution; 
therefore. it is  a power reserved to the states. 
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E lmore ( 1 986) described this philosophy as the doctrinal view of federal ism, 
which is  characterized by a " set of principles describing how levels of government ought 
to relate to one another" ( Elmore. 1 986. p. 1 68) .  A clear division of labor enables the 
federal government to concentrate on matters of general and national concern whi le 
al lowing states and local ities to concentrate on those functions requiring adaptabi l ity to 
regional conditions. 
What became clear throughout the review of historical documents. is that those 
involved in developing federal- level special education legislation often had differing 
perspectives of what these sets of principles were. Therefore, confl icting views of 
federalism played a role in shaping federal- level education policy in general, and federal ­
level special education po l icy in particular. 
To better understand the theme of federalism evidenced in the historical 
documents. the fol lowing definition of federal ism was taken from Elazar ( 1 972 ) :  
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. . .  the 'mode of pol i tical organization that unites smal ler pol ities among general 
constituent governments in a manner designed to protect the existence and 
authority of both national and subnational political systems, enabling all to share 
in the overal l system ' s  decision-making and executing processes ( Elazar. 1 972, p. 
2 ) .  
Elmore ( 1 986) attempted to  explain how the polit ical organization unites to 
protect the decision-making authority and executing processes of its systems. He did this 
by proposing doctrinal, functional, and strategic v iews of federalism. 
The doctrinal view of federalism presumes that each level of government 
special izes in certain functions, and that clear divisions of responsibil ity and authority 
exists among levels of governnlent . The functional view of federal ism proposes that 
intergovernmental ties among levels are necessary, and that the divisions of responsibi l ity 
and authority are less clear. The strategic view of federal ism holds that organized 
interrelationships among levels of governnlent are prominent and that few clear divis ions 
of responsibi l ity and authority exist ( E lmore. 1 986 ) .  
Elmore ( \  986) and Elazar ( 1 972) provided this researcher with the  conceptual 
framework from which historical documents were analyzed. Throughout the historical 
perspective. events and legislation were v iewed through various federalism lenses. 
The 1 95 0 ' s  
Through the m i d  1 950 ' s  a fairly well defined border existed between the states' 
power and control over education and that of the federal go\·ernment . The three branches 
of the federal government while realizing the states' compelling interest in maintaining 
an educated citizenry .vas beneficial to the nation as a whole, chose not to interfere 
excessively in educational matters (Sharpes, 1 987) .  This changed in the mid- 1 950's .  
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In a case heard before the Supreme Court of the United States it was argued that 
separate educational fac i l ities for students of differing race did not offer equal 
educational opportunities to all .  With the fol lowing words, Chief Justice Earl Warren 
and the US Supreme Court ushered in a new philosophy regarding the role of the federal 
government in education: 
In  these days it is  doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed 
in l ife if  he is denied the opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity, where 
the state has undertaken to provide it, is a right which must be made available to 
all on equal temlS . . .  We conclude that in the field of public education the doctrine 
of ' separate but equal ' has no place. Separate educational faci l ities are i nherently 
unequal ( Brown v. Board of Education. 1 954). 
The decision in Brown ( 1 954) represents a federal level involvement in education. which 
had been considered to be a state right. 
With the dec ision in Brown ( 1 954) came the beginnings of the intergovernmental 
networking needed to ensure that federal policy was implemented at the state and local 
levels .  The Court legitimized such networking by recognizing the fact that education had 
a national as well as local impact; therefore. local, state, and federal levels of government 
could be called upon to \vork together to ensure an educated citizenry for the success of 
the nation. 
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Reactions to the Court ' s  intrusion into education were mixed. At least one 
Congressman was "shocked at the constitutionally unauthorized assumption of legislative 
power" ( Read, 1 996 quoting US Representative Dale Alford ( D-AR). Pioche Record, 
1 960) .  
Another view was expressed in a 1 955  newsletter published by the National 
Association for Retarded Citizens. A letter to the editor read, "You will recognize, I am 
sure, that this statement of equal opportunity applies to the handicapped as i t  does to the 
minorities" (Zettel and Ballard. 1 982, p. 1 3 ) . This letter suggested the potential for 
special interest groups to begin wielding influence on educational policy building. 
In that same year. the desegregation issue arose once more in Brown II ( 1 955) .  
Dissatisfied with the states' slow progress in eliminating separate educational faci l ities 
for black students, the Supreme Court again admonished states to desegregate schools 
"with all deliberate speed" ( Brown v. Board of Education, 1 955) .  
In addition to  creating policy regarding equality of  educational services provided 
to all chi ldren. Brown ( 1 954 )  appears to have had an impact in t\\ O other areas. The 
intrusion of the federal government into education raised questions about federal ism; and 
the door was opened for special interest groups to begin to ensure that children with 
disabi l ities also received public education services. Table 2 . 1 shows a summary of these 
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Table 2 . 1 
195 0 '  s Events Potent ial l\' Influenc ing Development of Federal Legislation Related to Education 
of Handicapped Chi ldren 
Court Cases 
Brown v .  Board of 
Education of Topeka 
(347 US 483, 1954) :  
Separate i s  not equal . 
Brown v. Board of 
Education 
(75 S .Ct. 753, 1955) :  
Desegregation i s  to 
take place " with a l l  
de l iberate speed." 
Federal ism Views 
Doctrinal V iew 
Spec ial Interest 
Groups 
National Association 
of Retarded Citizens 
The 1 960' s and 1 970 ' s  
Federal Legis lation 
Eleven years passed before education of handicapped children was addressed 
through federal legislation. E"ents occurring during the 1 960's  that may have influenced 
early special education legislation are summarized in Table 2 .2  
President Lyndon B .  Johnson' s Civi l  Rights Act of 1 964 and h i s  declaration of the 
War on Poverty lay the groundwork for the rights of the handicapped (Neal and Kirp, 
1 986) .  Seeing the success of these two actions. President Johnson proposed that the 
federal govenU11ent help fund. through state grants. educational centers and programs 
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sen'ing mentally retarded and physical ly  handicapped children (,"President calls for " , " ,  
1 965) ,  
Table 2 ,2  
1 960 's  Events Potent ial ly Influenc ing Development of Federal Legislation Related to Education 
of Handicapped Chi ldren 
Court Cases 
Grunwald v, 
Commissioner 
Taxation 
(5 1 T.c. 1 08, 1 968) :  
Refusal of school 
divi sion to provide 
free publ ic education 
for blind student does 
not mean parents can 
seek as tax write-off 
private school tuition 
under medical 
expense. which is 
on ly al lowable 
deduction; ord inary 
educational serv ices 
do not qual ify as 
medical care 
Federal ism V iews 
Doctrinal View 
Shifting toward 
Funct ional V iew 
Spec ial I nterest 
Groups 
National Association 
of Retarded Citizens 
Counc i l  for 
Exceptional Chi ldren 
Federal 
Legis lation 
Civ i l  Rights Act 
( 1 964) 
Elementary and 
Secondary Education 
Act ( 1 965)  
Elementary and 
Secondary Education 
Act Amendments of 
1 966:Title V I  
Education of 
Handicapped Chi ldren 
(PL  89-750) 
The National Association of Retarded Citizens (NARC) and the Council for 
Exceptional Chi ldren (CEC) were two of the few special interest groups representing the 
handicapped in the 1 960'  s, According to Levine and \\' exler ( 1 98 1 ) , the emergence of 
such groups began when those discriminated against became "fed up and politically 
band[ ed] together for the purpose of adj usting the system to accommodate them" ( p, 1 4 ) ,  
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During 1 965 and 1 966. NARC and CEC aligned themselves with special interest 
groups supporting educational programs for the underprivileged and working toward the 
passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Few influential politic ians or 
organizations were speaking in opposition to these two groups because their requests 
were not perceived to be excessive and because these same politicians and organizations 
did not want to appear to be against handicapped children ( Levine and Wexler, 1 98 1 ) . 
In committee hearings, representatives of NARC and the CEC spoke of the need 
for legislation that would provide free public education for handicapped children. They 
supported the need for proportional federal funding of state' s  educational systems and the 
need for an "administrative entity" at the federal level to advance pubic school education 
appropriate for each handicapped child ( Levine and Wexler. 1 98 1 ) .  
The result of presidential. congressional, and special interest group efforts was 
Title VI of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act Amendments of 1 966.  Title V I  
was cal led the Education of Handicapped Children Act, o r  EHA. I t  defined categories of  
handicapped chi ldren and establi shed federal moneys in the form of state grants to  assist 
states in initiation, expansion, and improvement of programs and projects for 
handicapped children at preschool .  elementary, and secondary levels .  The Act was 
specific as to the application for and administration of the grant moneys. but it described 
l i ttle in the way of what \\ as actual ly expected from such programs (PL 89-750, 1 966) .  
The entrance of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) in 1 965,  
along with i ts  accompanying amendments regarding handicapped chi ldren in 1 966. has 
been described as foreshadowing a "new . . .  chapter . . .  in the ever evolving history of 
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American federal ism" ( Bai ley and Mosher. 1 968. p. 234) .  Rather than being i l lustrative 
of the doctrinal view of federal i sm, the EHA was an example of the move toward a 
functional v iew of federalism. Whereas doctrinal federal ism focuses on the d ifferences 
in function and power between levels of government, the functional view is characterized 
by the interrelationships of power and influence among levels of government. Those 
supporting a functional view of federal i sm recognized the need for governmental t ies and 
interrelationships necessary for federal policies to be effectively implemented at state and 
local levels .  Such functional interdependence among levels of government arose from 
the need to assure that federal policy was being carried out and to assure that the needs of 
state and local government were being taken into account by the federal government 
( Elmore. 1 986) .  
ESEA as a whole and Title VI  in particular described a set  of relationships 
between the federal and state government and articulated the responsibil ities of each in 
working together to provide a sound education for underprivileged and handicapped 
children. This meant that as more money was given to the states to carry out a national 
education agenda. more accountabil ity on the part of the states was expected by the 
federal government to ensure the resulting policies were being implemented in the 
manner in which the federal government had envisioned. 
The Act was reauthorized in 1 970 with few substantive changes. Descriptions of 
services and centers for the handicapped were expanded. and a new section regarding the 
development of media for use by handicapped chi ldren was added. The amount of 
money available to states was also increased (PL 9 1 -230. 1 970) .  
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During the  late 1 960's and early 1 970 's. the courts could not seem to agree on the 
degree to which federal government should seek to control the states' education of 
handicapped children. Several conflicting rul ings were handed out at the federal level .  
I n  Grunwald v .  Commissioner of Taxation ( 1 968) a school division had refused to 
provide a free public education for a blind child. The parents sought a tax write-off for 
private school tuition under a medical expense category, seemingly the only allowable 
place for the deduction at the time. In  ruling against the parents, the court stated, "It i s  
not  for us to rewrite the statue in  a new image by j udicial edict. We must leave that to 
Congress" (Grunwald v. Commissioner of Taxation" 1 968).  
In  McMi llan v .  Board of Education of New York ( 1 97 1 )  the court seemed 
unwil l ing to infringe upon the states' right to determine the degree of educational 
serv ices it could afford to provide to its children. Despite the fact that handicapped 
students were not receiving the services they needed to succeed in schools, the court 
ruled that the state could l imit  offerings of and funding for special education programs as 
part of operating in  a "fiscally responsible" manner. 
A landmark ruling the same year i l lustrates a more functional view of federalism. 
The Pennsylvania Association of Retarded C itizens (PARC) filed suit on behalf of 1 3  
mental ly retarded children who were unilaterally excluded from participating i n  public 
education by state law. After the court found the law to be an unconstitutional violation 
of the Fourteenth Amendment. a consent agreement was entered into which stipulated the 
fol lowing: 
the existing Pennsyh ania spec ial education mandate would be expanded to 
include mental ly retarded children; 
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all mentally retarded children were to be provided with a free appropriate public 
education appropriate to their needs; 
whenever possible such education should occur with non-disabled peers; and 
no mentally retarded child could be excluded from public school without due 
process (Pennsylvania Association of Retarded Citizens v .  Pennsylvania, 1 97 1 ;  
Zettel and Ballard. 1 982) .  
All  of these conditions stipulated were later reflected in federal special education 
legislation, as wil l  be seen . 
Mi l l s  v .  Board of Education of DC ( 1 972 ) brought suit on behal f  of seven 
mentally retarded chi ldren who were not being provided with a public education in the 
Washington, DC schools .  The court ruled that "fiscal inefficiency" was no excuse for 
refusing to provide a free public education for mentally retarded chi ldren. While at first 
appearing to conflict with McMi l lan ( 1 97 1 ) . a close inspection of the opinion shows that 
it did not: 
The defendants are required by . . .  the District of Columbia Code and their own 
regulations to provide a publicly supported education for these 'exceptional '  
chi ldren. Their fai lure to fulfi l l  th is  clear duty . . .  and their fai l ure to afford them 
due process hearings and periodical review cannot be excused by the claim that 
there are i nsufficient funds . . .  The inadequacies of the D istrict of Columbia 
Public School System . . .  certain ly  cannot be permitted to bear more heavi ly on 
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the ' exceptional ' o r  handicapped child than o n  the normal child (Mi l l s  v .  Board of 
Education of DC , 1 972) .  
This decision also establ ished case law procedures for providing written notice to parents 
prior to changing any aspect of a handicapped child' s education, for procedural 
safeguards for such changes, and for due process should disagreements occur between 
parents and schools .  Many aspects of the court ' s  opinion were later reflected in federal 
legislation, as shall be shown. 
While PARC prevailed in its attempt to ensure that mental ly retarded chi ldren 
received a free publ ic education, the New York State Association for Retarded Children 
was not so fortunate two years later. As foreshadowed by McMil lan ( 1 97 1 ), the court 
ruled that the state was not Constitutionally required to provide mentally retarded 
children with a specific level of educational services. Again citing fiscal responsibil ity. 
the court ruled that New York should "rationally  distribute" fiscal resources, even i f  it 
meant l imit ing services to mental ly  retarded chi ldren �ew York State Association for 
Retarded Chi ldren. Inc. v. Rockefeller, 1 973 ) .  
A 1 974 class action suit brought to  the forefront the discrepancies in  federal 
district court rulings. Famil ies in Wisconsin were forced to send their handicapped 
chi ldren to private schools because the state did not provide a free publ ic education for 
them. A class action suit was brought seeking tuition reimbursement from the state of 
Wisconsin for the famil ies. Because Wisconsin was in  the process of implementing a 
new state law providing a free publ ic education for such chi ldren. the court continued the 
case; u1timately no ruling was needed. However, in i ssuing its opinion, the court 
acknowledged the disparate rulings. citing Mil ls ( 1 972) and PARC ( 1 97 1 )  in favor of the 
plaintiff and citing McMil lan ( 1 97 1 ) and NYSARC ( 1 973 ) against the plaintiff (Panitch 
v. Wisconsin, 1 974). 
In the midst of the court cases surrounding the education of handicapped chi ldren, 
the Vocational Rehabi l i tation Act, originally  passed in 1 943, was undergoing significant 
changes in Congress (LaVor, 1 976) .  It  appears that the interests of the handicapped 
community were continuing to be recognized at the federal legislative level .  Section 504 
was added to the Rehabi l itation Act. and it stated: 
No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United States . . .  shal l ,  
solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in,  be denied 
the benefits of. or be subj ected to discrimination under any program or activity 
receiving Federal financial assistance (29 USC sec . 794. 1 973 ) .  
During the 1 970' s the numbers of special interest groups increased, a s  d id  their 
activ ities. The establishment of the Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped in 1 972 
brought state and local special interest groups to national prominence (Mi ller, 1 983 ) .  
Most act ive were NARC ( boasting 1 700 state and local chapters totaling 2 1 8 .000 
members) and CEC, with over 70,000 members national ly (Levine and Wexler, 1 98 1 ) . 
Both organizations worked together to lobby for what they perceived to be needed 
changes in federal special education legislation. They cited the Fi fth and Fourteenth 
Amendments of the US Constitution (due process clause and equal protection clause. 
respectively),  Title VI of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. and the 
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numerous federal court case rul ings as  rationale for devising and supporting the changes 
in federal legislation they wanted Congress to make (Levine and Wexler, 1 98 1 ) . 
Maj or revisions to the federal legislation involving education of handicapped 
chi ldren occurred with the passage of the Education for All  Handicapped Chi ldren Act of 
1 975 .  EAHCA, better known as PL 94- 1 42 ,  resolved and codified many i ssues raised in  
the courts during the late 1 960's  and early 1 970·s .  The Act was removed from the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act as stand-alone legislation; this in itself 
strengthened the impact of the Act on education for the handicapped. I t  set forth a clear 
purpose to ensure a free and appropriate publ ic education, and to ensure that the rights of 
handicapped chi ldren were protected. 
In addition to defining special education and related services, the Act 
accompl ished the fol lowing:  
required states and local school agencies (LEAs) to provide a free and appropriate 
public education (F APE) for handicapped chi ldren; 
required the development of i ndividual ized education plans ( IEPs) for these 
students, and described the components of such plans and how they were to be 
developed; 
outli ned procedural safeguards for protecting F APE; 
required prior written notice \\ henever a LEA " proposes to initiate or change or 
refuses to initiate or change identification. evaluation. or placement . . .  of the 
child"; 
establ ished rights to due process hearings and appeals of such hearings; and 
required that handicapped chi ldren remain in their " then current educational 
placement"" during hearings and appeals processes (PL 94- 1 42, 1 975) .  
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The Act also provided a significant increase in  federal funding for such programs 
for handicapped students. States would be el igible, through the Act, for up to 40% 
funding for education programs designed to meet the needs of handicapped students. To 
receive the funding, however, states would have to submit annual plans to the 
Commissioner of Education indicating how all of the Act ' s  requirements were being met 
(PL 94- 1 42) .  
Congress appeared to have paid attention to case law when developing EAHCA. 
As mentioned earlier. several aspects of courts' opinions are mirrored in the Act's 
language. Congressional subcommittees cited discrepancies in federal court rulings 
regarding financial resources that must be committed to funding progran1s for 
handicapped chi ldren. They used the apparent lack of state funding as a rationale for 
increasing federal funding to the 40% levels proposed ("Aid to education . . .  ", 1 975 ) .  
The speci ficity of  design of  special education programs and services and the federal 
funding form them came as a direct result of Congress's acknowledgment of the 
"dramatically increased burden" placed on schools as a result of case law mandating 
F APE for disabled students ("Congress overrides . . .  ", 1 975 ,  p. 789). 
Congress ' s  focus on ensuring the protection of due process for handicapped 
chi ldren was drawn not only from case law but also from the Fourteenth Amendment of 
the US Constitution. This amendment states, "nor shal l any State deprive any person of 
l ife, l iberty, or property, without due process of law . . .  " (Commission on the 
Bicentennial . . .  , 1 99 1 ) . Congress was indicating. through EAHCA. that handicapped 
students could not be deprived of a free appropriate public education without following 
the specific processes prescribed by the legislation. 
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Conflicting views of federalism appeared to arise over EAHCA. Congress 
seemed content to take a functional view, wil l ing to provide federal money to states in 
exchange for states' documenting their fol lowing of the detailed instructions and 
procedures outlined in the Act. President Gerald Ford 's  administration, however, leaned 
toward a doctrinal view. Concern was expressed that the degree of prescription in  
EAHCA infringed upon states '  rights of control over educational i ssues as  provided in  
the US Constitution. Congress was chastised as  irresponsibly promising a level of 
funding that could never be met ("Aid to education . . .  ", 1 975) .  Almost in protest. Ford 
signed EAHCA and vetoed the appropriations bi l l  to which the funding was attached. 
Congress overrode the veto and the money was appropriated. 
Table 2 . 3  shows the events occurring around the time of the development of 
EAHC A which may ha\'e influenced the extensive revisions made to special education 
federal legislation. Revisions to the Rehabi l i tation Act prevented the exclusion of 
handicapped persons. solely because of thei r  handicap, in programs receiving federal 
money. The language and intent of case law was reflected in EAHCA, along with 
promises of increased funding. Views of federalism were clashing among federal 
branches of government. F inal ly. state-level special interest groups were becoming more 
visible as they represented handicapped chi ldren in class action suits. 
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Table 2 . 3  
1 970 's  Events Potential ly Influenc ing Development of Federal Legislation Related to Education 
of Handicapped Chi ldren 
Court Cases 
Pennsylvan ia 
Association of 
Retarded Citizens v .  
Pennsylvan ia 
(334 F. Supp. 1 257,  
E .D .  PA, 1 97 1 ) : 
Deemed as 
unconstitutional state 
laws which al lowed 
uni lateral exclusion of 
mental ly retarded 
ch i ldren from free 
public education: 
Mi l l s  v .  Board of 
Education of DC 
(348 F .  Supp. 886, D. 
DC ., 1 972) :  
F i scal ineffic iency is 
no excuse for not 
prov iding free publ ic 
education to retarded 
ch i ldren . 
McMi l lan v. Board of 
Education of New 
York 
(33 1 F. Supp. 302, 
S.D. NY, 1 97 1 ) : 
State can l imit 
offering of and 
funding for spec ial 
education programs as 
part of operating 
fiscally responsibl: . 
even though it may 
mean d isabled 
students wi l l  not get 
a l l  needed services 
Federal ism V iews 
Functional V iew: 
Congressional 
subcommittee cites 
federal funding as 
rationale 
Doctrinal V iew: 
Concern on part of 
Ford admin istration 
that federal legis lation 
of spec ial education 
infringes on state right 
of control over 
education 
Spec ial Interest 
Groups 
Pennsylvania 
Association of 
Retarded Citizens 
New York State 
Association for 
Retarded Chi ldren 
National Association 
of Retarded Citizens 
Counc i l  for 
Exceptional Chi ldren 
Federal Legislation 
Education of the 
Handicapped Act of 
1 970 (PL 9 1 -230) 
Rehabi l itation Act of 
1 973 :  Section 504 
Education for Al l  
Handicapped Chi ldren 
Act of 1 975  (PL 94-
1 42)  
( table continues ) 
Court Cases 
New York State 
Association for 
Retarded Chi ldren, 
Inc.  v. Rockefel ler 
(357 F .  Supp. 753 ,  
E .D.  NY, 1 973) :  
State i s  not 
Constitut ionally 
required to provide 
mental ly retarded 
ch i ldren with a certain 
level of education; 
NY rationally 
d i stributed l im ited 
resources to prov ide 
l im ited services. 
Pan itch v .  W isconsin 
(390 F .  Supp. 6 1 1 ,  
ED.  Wi sc . ,  1 974) :  
Class action suit for 
tuition reimbursement 
for fam i l ies forced to 
send hand icapped 
ch i ldren to private 
schools  because state 
d idn' t  prov ide free 
public education for 
them; court continues 
case pending 
implementat ion of 
state law designed to 
guarantee provis ion of 
free public education: 
c ites Harris M i l l s, 
P ARC in favor of 
plaintiff and c ites 
McMi l lan, NYSARC, 
Aspira against 
plaintiff. 
Federa l i sm Views Special Interest 
Groups 
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Federal Legis lation 
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1 980  - 1 993 
From approximately 1 976 to 1 980, all three branches of the federal government 
were fairly quiet with respect to special education legislation. With the 1 980 · s  came new 
case law, continued debate oyer federalism philosophies. and increased involvement of 
special interest groups (see Table 2 .4) .  Sti l l ,  the 1 983 amendments to EAHCA resulted 
in few substantive changes to the legislation (PL 98- 1 99, 1 983) .  
In  1 982,  a Supreme Court ruling addressed the educational services aspects of 
EAHCA. Parents of a handicapped child brought suit against a school board because 
they felt the services being provided to their child were not enough for the child to reach 
hislher potential . Upon appeal. the Supreme Court ruled that the purpose of EAHCA was 
to ensure access to educational services by handicapped students and not to maximize 
such students· potential (Board of Education v .  Rowlev, 1 982) .  
In 1 984, the Supreme Court i ssued a rul ing regarding the abil ity of parents of 
special education chi ldren to recover damages in  the forn1 of attorney's fees. In Smith v .  
Robinson ( 1 984) the Court determined that even if parents prevailed in a suit regarding a 
spec ial education controversy. EAHCA's  wording exc luded attorney" s fees from being 
recoverable. 
Congress responded to this in 1 986.  With the reauthorization of EAHCA, 
Congress added an amendment al lo\\'ing recovery of attorneys · fees wheneyer a 
handicapped student or parents of the student prevail · · in any action or proceeding" (PL 
99-372. 20 USC S I 4 1 5 (e) (4» . 
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The first court case involving discipl ine of handicapped students occurred in 
1 98 1 .  Several mental ly  retarded children were expelled from school for violations of the 
code of student conduct. Parents of one child took the case to court. In S- 1 v. Turl ington 
( 1 98 1 )  the court ruled that to expel handicapped students without determining whether or 
not the student' s  behavior was a manifestation of hislher disability was depriving the 
student of a free and appropriate public education describe in EAHCA without providing 
the student due process. The opinion read: 
[ We] hold that a termination of educational services occasioned by an expulsion is 
a change in educational placement, thereby invoking the procedural protections of 
the EAHCA . . .  before a handicapped student can be expel led, a trained and 
knowledgeable group of persons must detemline whether the student's 
m isconduct bears a relationship to his handicapping condition . . .  (S- 1 v. 
Turlington. 1 98 1 ) .  
This  opinion was supported by the rul ing in Doe \'. Maher in 1 98 5 .  Here the 
Supreme Court ruled that a handicapped child could be neither suspended long term nor 
expelled without detemlining if the behavior was a manifestation of the disability. The 
Justices' opinion extended the opinion expressed in � ( 1 98 1 )  by stating :  
We agree that the EAHCA prohibits the expulsion of a handicapped student for 
misbeha\ ior that is a manifestation of his handicap . . .  I f  the chi ld 's  misbehavior 
is  properly determined not to be a manifestation of his handicap. the handicapped 
child can be expelled . . .  the school district may cease providing all educational 
services j ust as it could in any other case . (Doe Y. Maher. 1 985 ) .  
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Table 2 .4 
1 980's  Events Potential ly Influencing Development of Federal Legislation Related to Education 
of Handicapped Chi ldren 
Court Cases 
S - I  v. Turlington 
(454 U S  1 030, 5th 
Cir . ,  1 98 1 ) : 
Disabled ch i ld  cannot 
be expel led without 
determining i f  
behavior was 
man ifestation of 
d isabil ity. 
Board of Education v .  
Rowley 
( 1 02 S .Ct. 3 034, 
1 982): 
Purpose of EAHCA is  
to ensure access of 
d i sabled students to 
educational services. 
Smith v .  Robinson 
(468 US 922; 1 04 
S.Ct. 3457. 1 984): 
Parents' attorneys ' 
fees not recoverable 
under EAHCA. 
Doe v.  Maher 
( 1 075 S .Ct. 1 284, 
1 985) :  
Disabled ch i ld  cannot 
be suspended long­
term or expel led i f  
behavior was 
manifestation of 
d isab i l ity; can cease 
educational services if 
behav ior not related to 
disabi l ity. 
Federalism V iews 
Functional V iew: 
Representative 
Goodl ing (R-Pa.) and 
Representative Gregg 
(R- NH)  move to deny 
federal funds to 
d istricts which don ' t  
have procedures for 
ensuring "functional 
l iteracy" as condition 
for h igh school 
graduation; 
Doctrinal V iew: 
Democrat" s interpret 
above move as 
"unwarranted federal 
IIltrusion. 
Reagan supports 
National Commission 
on Excellence in 
Education while 
stat ing that the 
respon s ib i I i  ty for 
improv ing educat ion 
l ies with parents and 
locales, not the federal 
government 
Special Interest 
Groups 
National Counci l  of 
Hand icapped removed 
from US DOE and 
made independent 
National Commission 
on Education 
Federal Legis lation 
Education of the 
Hand icapped Act 
Amendments of 1 983 : 
PL 98- 1 99 
Education of the 
Handicapped Act 
Amendments of 1 986: 
PL 99-372 
( table continues ) 
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Court Cases Federal ism V ie\\ s Spec ial I nterest 
Groups 
Federal Legis lation 
Honig v. Doe 
( 1 08 S .Ct. 592, ( 988)  
Suspensions over 1 0  
days are long-term; if  
d ispute over 
discipl inary action 
occurs, chi ld "stays 
put" unti l resolved. 
Del lmuth v. Muth 
( 1 09 S .Ct. 2397,  
( 989): 
States not providing 
free publ ic educat ion 
to d isabled students 
immune from suit .  
Length of suspensions, the placement of special education students during 
disputes over disciplinary actions, and continuation of educational services to special 
education students were the key parameters set by the Supreme Court in Honig v. Doe 
( 1 988) .  In this case, two emotionally disturbed students were suspended for five days for 
inappropriate behaviors. The suspensions were continued indefinitely pending expulsion 
proceedings. The students sued, c i ting violation of EAHCA's requirement that there 
could be no change in placement without prior written notice to the parent. and that 
during disputes over placement a special education child must remain in the then current 
educational placement. or "stay put. '· In Honig (1 988),  the Supreme Court ruled that 
suspensions of over ten days constitute a change in placement and procedural protections 
established in EAHCA apply. and that during disputes over disciplinary actions that 
result in a change in placement. the disabled child must remain in the then current 
educat ional setting unt i l  the dispute is resolved. The opinion read : 
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. . .  [schools and school divisions may] implementing regulations [that] al low the 
use of nonplacement changing procedures. including temporary suspensions for 
up to 1 0  days . . .  [EAHCA's] ' stay put' provision [prohibits the state or local 
education agency from unilaterally excluding disabled chi ldren from class for . . .  
di sruptive behm ior . . .  (Honig v. Doe. 1 988 ) .  
The Court also ruled in Honi g ( 1 988 ) that states could be  held responsible for directly  
providing educational services to disabled students when local schools districts fai l  to do 
so. 
Dellmuth v .  Muth ( 1 989) was a Supreme Court case that addressed directly 
neither discipline of disabled students nor specific types of services to be made available 
to disabled students. At i ssue was whether or not states could be sued for fai l ing to 
pro\ide a free and appropriate public education to disabled students. In Dellmuth ( 1 989) .  
the Supreme Court looked to the Eleventh Amendment of the US Constitution. which 
states. "The Judicial power of the Uni ted States shall not be construed to extend to any 
suit in law or equity. commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by 
Ci tizens of another State .. . '. (Commission on the Bicentennial. 1 99 1 ) . 
Interpreting the EAHCA and the Eleventh Amendment of the US  Constitution. 
the Supreme Court ruled in a 5-4 spl i t  that states not providing a free and appropriate 
education to disabled students were immune from suit. The section of the opinion 
addressing current federal spec ial education legislation stated. "Congress fai led to make 
clear . . .  that it intended to hold states l iable for not providing a free and appropriate 
public education . . .  " (Dellmuth v .  Muth, 1 989).  
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I t  appeared, then, that although previous court rulings required states to provide a 
free and appropriate education to students with disabil ities, there was no recourse for 
students whose schools or school divisions failed to provide them with it .  It also 
appeared that by stating, "Congress fai led to make clear . . .  ," the Supreme Court gave 
indication that Congress could amend EAHCA to exempt states from immunity in such 
instances (Dellmuth v .  Muth, 1 989). 
During the 1 980's  federalism philosophies continued to clash. In a move 
indicative of E lmore ' s  ( 1 986) functional view of federalism, Representative Wil l iam 
Goodling (R-PA) and Representative Judd Gregg (R- NH) proposed an education bill to 
be attached to the Rehabilitation Act. Gregg i ndicated that the federal government was 
well within its rights to hold states accountable for improving education when using 
federal money earmarked for that purpose. The bi l l  would have denied federal funds to 
school districts which did not have procedures for ensuring functional l i teracy as a pre­
condition for high school graduation CHouse approves bi l l  . . .  ," 1 983) .  
Reflecting Elmore ' s  ( 1 986) concept of a doctrinal view of federalism. Democrats 
i nterpreted the move as "unwarranted federal intrusion" i nto the states' right to develop 
educational systems ("House approves bi l l  . . .  ,'., 1 983,  p. 1 927) .  The proposed measure 
was defeated. 
In the meantime. the newly formed National Commission on Education went 
about its task of studying American education and making recommendations. Whi le 
supportive of the Commission, President Ronald Reagan and his administration stated 
that the responsib i l ity for improving education lay with parents and localities and not 
with the federal government CHouse approves bi l l  . . .  ," 1 983 ) .  This was another 
i l lustration of a doctrinal vie\v of federalism (E lmore, 1 986) .  
Federalism views continued to conflict with one another in  the 1 990's as 
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Congress sought to deregulate money going into federal programs and to propose more 
prescriptive disabi l ity legislation at the same time. Courts again became quiet on the 
i ssue of discipline of students with disabi l ities, and new federal-level disabi l ity legislation 
was developed. Significant events of the 1 990's potential ly influencing special education 
legislation are shown in Table 2 . 5 .  
In  January o f  1 990, Representative Smith (R-VT) spoke i n  support of 
deregulating federal money going to federal programs. He made it clear that EAHCA 
funding should be included in the deregulation. Despite support from the Bush 
administration and other Congressman, his  proposals were defeated ("Bill seeks to untie 
. . . .  ' . 1 990). 
Congress showed further support for c itizens with disabi lities by passing the 
Americans with D isabi l ities Act in 1 990 ("Disabil ity rights legislation . . . .  " 1 990) .  The 
Americans with Disabil ities Act protected the employment rights of citizens with 
disabi l it ies. Employers could no longer discriminate in their hiring practices based upon 
a person's disabi l i ties, real or perceiwd. Employers were required to make "reasonable 
accommodations" that would allow persons with pennanent or temporary disab i l ities to 
perfonn their job-related duties successfully (PL 1 0 1 -336. 1 990). 
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Table 2 . 5  
1 990's  Events Potentia l ly Influencing Development of Federal Legislation Related to Education 
of Chi ldren with Disab i l i ties 
Court Cases 
Wayne v. Dav i la (969 
F.2d. 485, 7th C ir., 
1 992): 
States cannot cease 
educational services 
to students expel led or 
suspended long-tenn. 
Virgin ia Department 
of Education v.  Ri lev 
( 1 06 F .3d .  559, 4th 
Cir., 1 997) :  
Congress did not state 
c learly and 
unambiguously that 
funding would cease 
if  educat ional services 
to students with 
d isabi l it ies who were 
expel led or suspended 
long-term were 
ceased; therefore, 
services can be ceased 
to these students 
without funding being 
lost . 
Federal ism V iews 
Doctrinal V iew: 
Representative Smith 
(R-VT) supports 
deregulation of 
federal money going 
to federal education 
programs, including 
EAHCA: has support 
from other 
congressmen and 
President George 
Bush 
Strategic View: 
Increased activity of 
special interest 
groups; change in 
process for drafting 
and pass ing 1 997 
amendments to I DEA. 
Spec ial Interest 
Groups 
"Zero-Tolerance" - ­
American Federation 
of Teachers; 
American Association 
of School 
Administrators; 
National Association 
of Secondary School 
Principals. 
"Zero-Reject" - ­
Consortium for 
Cit izens with 
Disabi I ities; Counci I 
for Exceptional 
Chi ldren; Chi ldren 
and Adults with 
Anention Deficit 
Disorders; Autism 
Soc iety of America; 
Justice for A l l .  
"Middle of  t he  Road" 
-- National 
Association of State 
Directors of Spec ial 
Education; National 
Education 
Assoc iation. 
Federal Legis lat ion 
Indiv iduals with 
D isab i l ities Education 
Act of 1 990: PL 1 0 1 -
476 .  
Americans with 
Disab i l ities Act of 
1 990 
Gun Free Schools 
Act, 1 994 
Jeffords' Amendment 
to I DEA ( 1 994) 
I nd ividuals with 
Disabi l i ties Education 
Act of 1 997 :  PL 1 05-
1 7 . 
The reauthorization of EAHCA also occurred in 1 990. For the first t ime. some 
discussion during committee reauthorization hearings centered upon student disc ip l ine. 
Representative Major Owens (D-NY)  was instrumental in the defeat of a proposed 
amendment that would have al lowed corporal punishment of students with disabil ities. 
Unwil l ing to have the option el iminated, Representative Bartlett ( R-TX) suggested a 
compromise amendment that would allow parents and teachers to jointly decide 
conditions under which corporal punishment could be used, if at a l l .  This proposed 
amendment was also defeated in committee ("House panel OKs . . .  ," 1 990). 
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The 1 990 version of EAHCA was renamed the Individuals with Disabi l ities 
Education Act, or IDEA. The changes to the Act were mainly technical in  nature, 
although some definitions were made more clear. More spec ific information was added 
regarding data to be collected, components of State plans, and accountability processes 
(PL 1 0 1 -476).  Despite the numerous federal court rul ings in the 1 980's  regarding student 
disc ipl ine, none of this the case law was incorporated into the federal special education 
legislation. 
The ruling in  Del lmuth v. Muth ( 1 989), however, did not appear to have been 
ignored by Congress. however. Perhaps in response to the opinion ' s  statement that 
Congress did not make clear its intent to hold states l iable for not providing a free and 
appropriate education to students with disabil ities, a new section was added to IDEA in 
1 990. Section 604 read: 
A State shal l  not be immune under the Eleventh Amendment to the Constitution 
. . .  from suit in Federal court for a violation of this Act . . .  In a suit against a State 
. . .  remedies ( including remedies both at law and in equity) are avai lable for such a 
violation to the same extent as such remedies are available for such a violation in 
the suit against any publ ic entity other than a State . . .  (PL 1 0 1 -476 ) .  
The continued confl icting of views of federali sm, the discussion in committee 
meetings of discipl ine of students with disabi l ities, special interest group activity, and 
what appeared to be Congressional response to case law were subtleties in the early 
1 990's .  The subtleties would not hold true for the mid- 1 990 's, during the next 
reauthorization of IDEA. 
1 994- 1 997 
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Discipline of  students with disabil ities was complicated by the Gun Free Schools 
Act (GFSA) of 1 994. In  this Act, Congress required school divisions to develop policies 
providing for the immediate removal from schools of any students carrying weapons onto 
school grounds and for procedures al lowing case-by-case review of such infractions, as 
needed (Gun Free Schools Act, 1 994). 
It became quickly apparent that case law governing special education discipli ne 
and GFSA appeared to be in conflict (Hehir, 1 995) .  Senator James Jeffords (R-VT) was 
successful in getting the Jeffords' Amendment to IDEA passed almost immediately. The 
amendment al lowed school personnel to immediately  place students with disabi lities who 
bring weapons to school into an alternative educational setting for up to forty-five days. 
If disputed, this placement would be the stay-put placement unti l  hearings and court 
proceedings could take place (Education of Individuals with Disabil ities, 1 994). 
During this same time period, Virgin ia  was embroiled in a court case over ceasing 
educational services to students with disabi l ities. The Virginia Department of Education 
submitted i ts annual special education plan to the US Department of Education in 1 995 .  
This plan stated, as  i t  always had. that educational services to  students with disabi l ities 
would cease i f  these students were expelled for behaviors unrelated to their disabil ities. 
In fact, Virginia had gone on record citing 1 26 instances in which students with 
disabi lities were expelled for reasons not related to their disabil ities, and in which 
educational services were terminated (Commonwealth of Virginia Department of 
Education v. Riley, 1 997).  
This was in  direct conflict with the Wayne v.  Davila ( 1 992) ruling. Here, the 
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that educational services must be continued to 
students with disabilities who were suspended long term or who were expelled for 
reasons unrelated to their disabil i ties (Wayne v. Davila, 1 992). 
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V irginia ' s  case was heard in 1 996 before a three-judge panel in the Fourth Circuit. 
The court ruled against Virginia, and authorized the US Department of Education to 
withhold federal special education funds from Virginia. Upon appeal, however, an 
eleven-judge panel ruled in Virginia' S favor. nine to two. In February of 1 997, the panel 
issued Justice Luttig ' s  opinion for the majority and noted, 
In order for Congress to condition a state ' s  receipt of federal funds, Congress 
must do so clearly and unambiguously . . .  Congress has not spoken through the 
IDEA with anywhere near the clarity and the degree of specificity required . . .  
When a child ' s  misbehavior does not result from h i s  handicapping condition . .  
when a handicapped child i s  properly expelled, the school district may cease 
providing all education services . . .  (Commonwealth of Virginia Department of 
Education v .  Riley, 1 997) .  
The reauthorization of IDEA was beginning during the same time that this case 
was bei ng tried in court. The first hearing on the reauthorization was held on May 9 ,  
1 995 before a joint subcommittee meeting of the Committee on Labor and Human 
Resources Subcommittee on Disabi l ity, US Senate and the Subcommittee on Early 
Childhood, Youth and Fami l ies of the Committee on Economic and Educational 
Opportunities, US House of Representatives. 
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For eighteen months hearings by both Senate and House subcommittees focused 
on the need to balance IDEA's provisions of FAPE and due process and the need to allow 
school divisions to discipline students with disabil ities in a manner more consistent with 
the way nondisabled students are disciplined. Both House and Senate subcommittees 
agreed that any IDEA amendments addressing discipline of students with disabil ities 
should provide schools and school divisions with clear provisions and procedures for 
disciplining students with disabi lities who violate local codes of conduct ( S .  Rep. No.  
275 .  1 996). These provisions should. under certain conditions. allow exceptions to or a 
redefining of the "stay-put" provision of IDEA (H.R .  Rep. No. 6 1 4. 1 996) .  
During the hearings, proponents of such amendments were vocal. Senators 
Jeffords ( R-VT) and Paul S imon (D-IL) along with former Congressman John Brademas. 
the original sponsor of P.  L. 94- \ 42,  were supportive of efforts to balance F APE and 
"stay-puC provisions with harsher discipline for severe offenses (S .  Rep. No. 275,  \ 996 ) .  
Senator Slade Gorton (R-WA) promised support to  measures that would better address 
safety of all students in schools by relaxing the "stay-put" provision and, therefore. make 
it easier to discipline students with disabi l ities ("Senators agree . . . .  " \ 995) .  
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Representative James Greenwood (D-CA) spoke in support of provisions allowing 
teachers to directly address discipl ine of those students with disabilities who consistently 
exhibit patterns of disruptive behavior. He also expressed a desire that IDEA discipline 
revisions focus on extreme behaviors when considering stay-put exceptions. 
Representative George Mil ler (D-CA) suggested that a mandatory behavior manifestation 
hearing be held whenever expulsion was being recommended, and that the IEP teams' 
recommendations be considered as part of disciplinary hearings (H .  R. Rep. No. 6 1 4, 
1 996). Senator John Ashcroft (R-MO) supported a tougheni ng of discipline for seriously 
disruptive students. He proposed planning an amendment which would allow ceasing 
educational services to students suspended long-term or expelled when their behavior 
was not a manifestation of thei r  disability ("Senators agree . . .  ," 1 995) .  
IDEA amendments focusing on discipli ne found support outside of Congress as 
wel l .  Dr .  Steve Kukic. former president of the National Association of State Directors of 
Special Education (NASDSE). supported a zero-tolerance policy workable, he believed. 
within the IDEA framework. The American Federation of Teachers (AFT) supported the 
ability of administrators to unilateral ly remove dangerous students with disabi lities, 
although they felt educational serv ices should sti l l  be provided to them in an alternative 
setting ( S .  Rep. No. 275 ,  1 996) . The AFT went on record as supporting any changes to 
IDEA which would end the " double standard" of disciplining students with disabil it ies 
differently from their nondisabled peers ("AFT takes hard line . . .  , " 1 995, p. 3 ) .  While the 
National School Boards Association (NSBA) did not favor unilateral authority to expel or 
suspend students with disabilities, its members did support changes to the "stay-put" 
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provision what would al low for temporary removal of dangerous chi ldren. The National 
Education Association (NEA) furthered this idea by supporting alternative placements for 
students who possessed weapons, exhibited dangerous behaviors, or who chronically 
disrupted classrooms. Parents of disabled children speaking in favor of the amendments 
indicated that children must be taught that thei r  disabi l ities are not excuses for their 
behavior (S .  Rep. No.  275, 1 996). 
Less numerous but j ust as vocal were those Congressmen opposing I DEA 
discipl ine amendments. While they did not oppose disciplining of students with 
disabil ities per se, opponents did express concerns about the i ntent and severity of 
disciplinary actions that could be al lowed by such amendments. Opposition stemmed 
mainly from the Senate. Senator Tom Harkin  (D-IA) vowed early on to fight revisions 
that he felt would return education of students with disabil ities to where it was decades 
ago. Sharing his views were Senators S imon (D-IL) (who earl ier had supported such 
measures) and Ed\\'ard Kennedy (D-MA) ("Senators agree . . .  ," 1 995) .  Senators Gorton 
(R- W A), Gregg (R-N H ). and Dan Coats (R-IN) expressed concern that too many 
specifications in the amendments would put Congress in the position of micro-managing 
school business. They explained thei r  rationale in l ight of Congress 's  fai lure to provide 
the forty percent funding promised by original IDEA legislation (S .  Rep . No. 275 ,  1 996) .  
The National Parent Network on Disabil i t ies, a two-year-old organization. saw the 
proposed discipl ine amendments of IDEA as a means by which students with disabi l ities 
could again be excluded from general education classes and publ ic schools("Senators 
agree . . . .  " 1 995) .  Parents of chi ldren with disabi l ities who opposed the proposed changes 
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expressed concern that making i t  easier to  remove students with disabil ities from classes 
and publ ic schools would relieve the schools of their obligation to provide them with an 
education and to teach them appropriate responsible behaviors (S .  Rep. No. 275,  1 996). 
In  the 1 041h Congress, two Bills resulted from the numerous hearings and 
committee meetings. House of Representatives Bi l l  3268 ( 1 996), sponsored by 
Representative Randy Cunningham (R-CA), was the House version of IDEA which 
passed the House Economic and Educational Opportunities Committee in May, 1 996. 
Senate Bill 1 578 ( 1 996), sponsored by Senator Wi l l iam Frist ( R-IN), was the Senate 
version of IDEA which was passed unanimously by the Senate Labor and Human 
Resources Committee in March, 1 996. Discipline amendments to IDEA in both Bi l l s  
proposed time l imits for suspension and expulsion of special education students, 
redefined the stay-put provision, establish parameters for ceasing educational services to 
special education students, and define terms related to discipl ine offenses (HR 3268;  
S 1 578,  1 996) . 
House of Representatives Bi l l  3268 ( 1 996) was approved unanimously by the ful l  
House on June 1 0, 1 996. Senate Bi l l  1 5 78 ( 1 996), although passed by full committee, 
was never brought before the full Senate for a vote because there was sti l l  too much 
disagreement on discipl ine procedures school officials would need to fol low (Jennings 
and Rentner, 1 996) .  Measures to reauthorize IDEA died, requiring Congress to begin the 
process again during the 1 05th session of Congress. 
Any agreements that were struck during the 1 041h Congress were lost by the time 
the I 051h Congress convened its first session. Advocacy groups formerly in agreement 
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with d isc ipl ine amendments withdrew their support, having been told by their supporters 
that they gave away too much. Also during the hiatus, Congressional changes occurred. 
The Senate D isabil ities Subcommittee, headed by Senator Frist (R-IN )  and responsible 
for drafting earlier IDEA amendments, had been dissolved; the Senate Labor and Human 
Resources Committee, chaired by Senator Jeffords (R-VT) was now leading 
reauthorization efforts. In the House, Representative Wil l iam Goodling ( R-PA) 
continued to chair the House Economic and Educational Opportunities Committee; but its 
Early Chi ldhood Youth and Famil ies Subcommittee, charged with earl ier IDEA 
reauthorization efforts, was chaired by Representative Frank Riggs (R-CA), a newcomer 
to the IDEA reauthorization process ("IDEA", 1 997) .  
The tone for the reauthorization efforts was set, not very positively, with 
Representative Goodling's opening remarks to Congress on January 7,  1 997.  He 
expressed his displeasure with a letter from the Consortium for Citizens with D isabil ities 
reversing thei r  agreement with prior efforts to reauthorize IDEA. His intentions for the 
latest efforts were made clear when he said, 
. . .  I must bel ieve that certain segments of the disability community . . .  are not 
interested in releasing a working legislative document to the public at large for the 
consideration of all interested parties . . .  While I had previously stated that I 
intended to introduce a bi l l  that included a sign of good faith for the disabil ity 
community, I must take the [Consortium'S] letter as a rejection of that sign. For 
that reason, I have chosen not to introduce such a bi l l .  Instead I have introduced a 
bi l l  that saw unanimous passage just seven months ago in the House ( IDEA 
Improvement Act. 1 997) .  
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Three weeks later, Senator Jeffords, in  testimony before the Senate Labor and 
Human Resources Committee, introduced IDEA amendments in the form of Senate Bi l l  
2 1 6, which was also identical to that introduced the previous year. He recognized that 
the amendments were in need of improvement, and called upon Congress and special 
interest groups to work together to resolve controversial i ssues (Reauthorization of the 
Individuals with Disabil ities Education Act. 1 997) .  
Congress was adamant i s  i ts  resolve to pass IDEA during the first session of the 
I 05th Congress. To that end, a unique process was put into place for the passing of the 
Bi l l .  
Typically, a Congressman introduces a B i l l  to  either the House or  the Senate. The 
Bi l l  is assigned a number and is then referred to one of the 1 9  standing House committees 
or one of the 1 6  standing Senate committees. It is the charge of these committees to 
oversee the drafting of the legislation and to process proposed amendments. The Bi l l .  
once voted on and passed by a committee, comes before the ful l  House or Senate for 
approval. The House and the Senate can approve the Bi l l  as is,  approve the B i l l  with 
amendments, or can vote the Bi l l  down ( Johnson, 1 997) .  
Because of the highly contentious nature of the IDEA discipl ine amendments, this 
process did not work for the reauthorization of IDEA. The process for drafting this 
legislation was changed. Senator Jeffords' staff, key House and Senate members. and 
representatives from the US Department of Education met regularly in closed sessions to 
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develop a bipartisan consensus Bi l l .  As sections of the Bi l l  were drafted, the bipartisan 
committee presented them at weekly "town meetings" open to the pUblic .  In so doing, 
representatives of various professional organizations, special interest groups, and the 
public at large could react to the proposed amendments and provide feedback. Only 
those sections of the amendments approved by the committee through this process were 
released as public information. The discipline amendments were among the last to be 
discussed at the town meetings ( Senator Jeffords' office, J. Downing, personal 
communication, Apri l  1 0, 1 997) .  
There were several indications that support for a doctrinal view of federalism 
existed during the last reauthorization of IDEA. Senators Gorton (R-W A), Gregg (R­
NH), and Coats (R-IN) expressed concern that too many specifications in  the amendment 
would put Congress in the position of micro-managing school business. Their rationale 
was that Congress had never funded the legislation at the promised 40% level and 
therefore could not expect to tightly control the law ' s  implementation ( S .  Rep. No. 275 .  
1 996). Special interest groups also perceived problems with discipl ine of students with 
disabil ities not as a federal i ssue, but i nstead as "problems with implementation of the 
law at the local level" (Justice for All .  personal communication, March 1 9, 1 997) .  
Because tightly structuring student discipline could be considered unnecessarily intrusive 
to State ' s  rights. the development of discipl ine policies. i t  was felt. should be at the State 
and not federal level (NASDSE. M. Mandlawitz, personal communication, April 1 1 , 
1 997) .  
What was clearly in place during the development of the legislation was a 
strategic view of federal ism. Elmore ( 1 986) states, "When the number of federal 
categorical programs increases and the restrictions accompanying them multiply with 
only modest increases in federal support, the net value of federal support to states and 
localities decl ines" (p.  1 83 ) .  
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According to  Elmore ( 1 986), increased restrictions and net decreases in  funding at 
the federal level create conditions favorable for the emergence of the strategic view of 
federalism. The strategic view of federali sm is  characterized by special interest group 
activity. The federal government moves strategically to increase restrictions and 
procedures under which their funds can be used for specific programs. States and special 
interest groups move strategically to ensure that the restrictions will  not unnecessarily 
burden them and to ensure that the limited funding will continue to come their way 
(Elmore, 1 986).  
As the proposed special education discipline amendments were destined to 
become more prescriptive in  nature with no additional funds forthcoming. it became 
obvious to various special interest groups that they would need to compete with one 
another to ensure that their needs would be met through the federal legislative process. 
Advocacy groups quickly l ined themselves along the "zero-tolerance" to "zero reject" 
continuum (Opuda, 1 996) .  
Those supporting zero-tolerance phi losophies felt that students with disabil it ies 
should be held to the same behavioral standards as their nondisabled peers. They felt that 
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less-safe learning environments resulted from not being able to discipline those students 
with disabilities who were truly dangerous. (Debenedictus, 1 994). 
Those standing at the zero-tolerance end of the continuum believed that there 
were instances when, regardless of the disabi lity ,  a child should be removed from the 
public school setting and be treated as would any other child, including ceasing the 
chi ld's  educational services. Al Shankar ( J  996) of the American Federation of Teachers 
(AFT) stated at the organization's August conference, " . . .  if you can' t  remove disruptive 
youngsters who destroy the education of everybody else, the schools are not going to 
work . . .  " .  The president of the National Association of Secondary School Principals 
(NASSP),  H. Michael Brown, stated in the hearing of the Senate Labor and Human 
Resources Committee, "Students, whether they are disabled or not, must receive the same 
discipline as any other student who violates the rules" ( Individuals with Disabilities. 
1 997a) . 
Those supporting the zero-reject philosophy believed that students with 
disabilities, because they would a lways have their disabi lities, should not be further 
disabled by being excluded from having an education. Children and Adults with 
Attention Deficit Disorders (CHADD) "firmly believes that all chi ldren with disabil ities 
deserve access to education" ("House holds two hearings .. . " , 1 997) .  They did not 
support ceasing of services to students with disabilities under any circumstances. The 
Autism Society of America (ASA) did not support amendments al lowing for interim 
alternative educational settings because, from their perspective, these alternatives were 
already available through the IEP process (S .  Kowanacki. personal communication, 
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February 2 1 ,  1 997) .  Gerald H ines, representing the Counci l  for Exceptional Children, 
stated that "no child should be permanently expelled" and that "children with disabil it ies 
who are suspended should continue to receive a free appropriate publ ic education" 
(Individuals with D isabi lities. 1 997b).  
A variety of official positions relating to discipl ine of students with disabi l i ties 
fell  in between these two extremes. Federal lawmakers, House Republicans in  particular, 
watched with interest the developments in Commonwealth of Virginia Department of 
Education v .  Ri ley ( 1 997) ,  described earlier. The ruling in this case supported their view 
which was expressed by Representative Riggs ( R-CA) who stated. "Republicans simply 
want to permit  schools to treat children with disabil ities l ike any other child in  their 
school where the disabil ity has no relation to the child's actions" ("House wrestl ing . . .  " ,  
1 997. p .6) .  
While the National Association of State Directors of Special Education 
(NASDSE) would have preferred that the discipline i ssue be left to states to resolve. they 
realized this was not l ikely to happen. A compromise suitable to them required school 
divisions to determine, as part of the expulsion process, which educational services would 
be provided and the locations for such services (M. Mandlawitz, personal 
conmmnication, April I I , 1 997) .  In a softening of H .  Michael Brown's  January remarks. 
NASSP's  official position in March of 1 997 was, 
Educational services to a child should not cease . . .  IDEA should be modified to 
require the appropriate state or local agency to provide educational services to a 
child whose dangerous actions cause that child to lose the opportunity to attend 
the local school (S .  Yurek, personal communication, March 1 8, 1 997) .  
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Close to this position was that of the Council on Exceptional Chi ldren. They had gone on 
record supporting the position that educational services should never be tenn inated for 
students with disabi l ities. and that students with disabi l ities should not be expelled. They 
did support the removal of such students to interim alternative settings pending review of 
the students IEP if these students exhibited dangerous behaviors ("Advocacy in Action," 
1 997) .  
Resulting Legislation 
IDEA was s igned into law in June of 1 997.  Two sections were added that 
specifically address discipl ine of students with disabi l ities. These were sections 
6 1 2 (a)( I )(A) and 6 1 5(k) .  These sections are found in Appendices A and B.  respectively .  
Section 6 1 2(a)( 1 ) (A) describes conditions under which states are eligible to  
receive federal funding for special education programs. In direct contradiction to  the 
opinion handed down in Commonwealth of Virginia Department of Education v. Ri le\' 
( 1 997), the legislation requires that states provide educational services to all students with 
disabil ities, even those suspended long-tenn or expelled, in order to receive federal funds 
(PL 1 05 - 1 7 ) .  The comparison of the language in  the court's opinion and the language in 
the legislation is shown in Table 2 .6 .  
Section 6 1 5(k)  outl ines many speci fics of discipline of students with disabi l i t ies .  
This section addresses under what conditions students with disabi l ities may be suspended 
or expelled. the numbers of days such students may be suspended or removed to 
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alternative educational senings other than what i s  prescribed i n  the IEP, and procedures 
that are to be fol lowed if parents contest disciplinary action (PL 1 05 - 1 7 ) .  Much of the 
language seems to have been i nfluenced by various judges' opinions in the court cases 
described earlier. 
Table 2 .6  
Comparison of Language in Opinion Issued in Commonwealth of Yi rginia Department of 
Education v.  R i ley (1 997) and I DEA section 6 I 2(a)( I )(A) 
Language in Just ice's Opinion 
"When a ch i ld 's  m isbehavior does not result 
from h i s  handicapping condition . . .  when a 
hand icapped ch i ld  is properly expel led, the 
school d istrict may cease providing al l  
education services . . .  " 
"Congress has not spoken through the I DEA 
with anywhere near the . . .  specificity required 
for us to conclude that the State' s receipt of 
spec ial education funds is condit ioned upon 
their continued prov ision of education to 
hand icapped students expe l led for . . .  
misconduct unrelated to  their d i sab i l it ies. The 
majority is unable to c ite a single word from 
the statute or from the l egislat ive history of 
I DEA evidenc ing that Congress even 
considered such a condition." 
Language in IDEA, section 6 1 2(a)( 1 )(A) 
. " . . .  A State i s  el igible for assistance under this 
part for a fiscal year i f  the State demonstrates 
. . .  that it meets each of the fol lowing 
conditions: ( 1 )  . . .  A free appropriate publ ic 
education is avai lable to a l l  ch i ldren w ith 
d i sabi l it ies residing in the State between the 
ages of 3 and 2 1 ,  inclusive, inc luding ch i ldren 
with d isab i l it ies who have been suspended or 
expel led from school .'· 
The 1 997 IDEA now states that special education students may be suspended for 
up to ten days without it being considered a change in placement (PL 1 05 - 1 7 ) .  As shown 
in Table 2 .7 ,  this seems to be consistent with the ruling in the Honig v. Doe ( 1 98 8 ) . 
Table 2 . 7  
Comparison of Language in Opin ion I ssued in Honig v. Doe ( 1 988) and I DEA section 6 1 5(k). 
Language in  Justice's Opinion Language in IDEA, section 6 1 5(k)  
" . . .  allow the use of . . .  nonplacement- "( I )(A) School personnel under this 
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changing procedures, including temporary section may order a change in placement of 
suspensions for up to 1 0  school days . . .  " a child with a disabi l ity -- ( i )  to an 
appropriate interim alternative educational 
setting, another setting, or suspension, for 
not more than 1 0  school days . . .  " 
The 1 997 IDEA also states that before a student with a disabil i ty can be removed 
from school for more than ten days, appropriate personnel must determine if the 
misbehavior is related to the disabi l ity. As shown in Table 2 .8 ,  this is consistent with the 
ruling in S-I  v. Turlington, ( 1 98 1 ) . In  addition, IDEA clearly speci fies criteria by which 
personnel determine whether or not there i s  a relationship between the disabi l ity and the 
behavior (PL 1 05 - 1 7 ) .  Case la\\ does not stipulate these criteria. 
If school personnel determine that a student with a disabi l ity exhibits an 
inappropriate behavior that is not related to the student' s  disabi l ity, then the 1 997 IDEA 
allows the student to be suspended or expelled, just as any other student would be. This 
i s  consistent with the ruling in Doe v .  Maher, ( 1 985 ) .  
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Table 2 . 8  
Comparison of Language in Opin ion I ssued in  S- I v. Turlington, (198 1 )  and IDEA section 6 1 5(k) 
Language in Just ice's Opin ion 
H . . .  before a handicapped student can be 
expel led, a trained and knowledgeable group of 
persons must determine whether the student 's  
misconduct bears a relationship to h i s  
handicapping condition . . .  " 
Language in IDEA, section 6 1 5(k)  
H(  4)(A) . . . if a d iscipl inary action . . .  for more 
than 1 0  days is contemplated for a ch i ld  with a 
d isabi l ity who has engaged in behavior that 
violated any rule or code of conduct . . .  that 
applies to a l l  ch i ldren -- ( i i )  . . .  a review shall be 
conducted of the relationship between the 
ch i ld 's  d isabi l ity and the behavior subject to 
the discipl inary action. 
(4)(8 )  . . .  by the I EP Team and other qualified 
personnel ." 
However, the 1 997 IDEA nul l ifies the portion of the Doe v .  M aher opinion 
allowing for ceasing of educational services to students with disabil ities who are 
suspended or expelled for behaviors not related to their  disabil it ies (PL  1 05 - 1 7) .  The 
language comparisons are shown in Table 2 .9 .  
Table 2 .9 
Comparison of Language in Opin ion Issued in Doe v .  Maher, ( 1 985) and I DEA section 6 1 5(k) 
Language in Justice's Opin ion 
H If the ch i ld 's  m isbehavior is properly 
determined not to be a manifestation of his 
handicap, the handicapped chi ld can be 
expel led . . .  the school d istrict may cease 
providing a l l  educational services just as it 
could in any other case." 
Language in  I DEA, section 6 1 5(k)  
H(5)(A) . . .  I f  the result of the review described 
in paragraph (4) is a determination . . .  that the 
behavior of the chi ld with a d isabi l ity was not a 
manifestation of the ch i ld ' s  d isabi l ity, the 
relevant d iscipl inary procedures app l icable to 
ch i ldren without d isab i l ities may be appl ied to 
the chi ld in the same manner without 
d isab i l it ies, except as provided in  section 6 1 2  
(a) ( I ) ." 
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The 1 997 IDEA allows for exceptions to the above in three instances. Students 
with disabil ities may be immediately placed in alternative educational settings for up to 
45 days if they bring weapons to school, possess or sell drugs at school ,  or are found by a 
hearing officer to be dangerous to themselves or others (PL 1 05 - 1 7) .  As shown in Table 
2 . 1 0, the language in IDEA extends the ten-day l imit on removal from school imposed by 
Honig v. Doe ( 1 988 )  to 45 days under these three conditions. 
The origin of the 45-day limit i s  not specified in  the l iterature. I t  can be noted, 
however, that the 1 994 Jeffords' Amendment to IDEA allowed students with disabi l ities 
who brought guns to schools to be placed in  alternative educational settings for up to 45 
days (Education of Individuals with Disabi l ities, 1 994). Table 2 . 1 0  compares the 
language of 20 USC § 1 4 1 5 , the Jeffords' Amendment, to that of the 1 997 IDEA. 
Table 2 . 1 0  
Comparison of Language in Jeffords' Amendment (20 USC § 1 4 1 5) and I DEA section 6 1 5(k) 
Language in Jeffords' Amendment 
. . .  if the proceed ings conducted pursuant to 
this section involve a chi ld with a d isabi l i ty 
who is determined to have brought a weapon to 
school under the jurisdiction of such agency, 
then the chi ld may be placed in an interim 
alternative educational sett ing, in accordance 
with State law, for not more than 45 days." 
Language in  I DEA, section 6 1 5(k)  
"( I ) (A) School personnel under this section 
may order a change in placement of a chi ld 
with a d isabi l ity -- ( i i )  to an appropriate interim 
alternative education sett ing . . .  for not more 
than 45 days if -- ( I )  the ch i ld carries a weapon 
to school or to a school function . . . ( I I )  the 
child knowingly possess or uses i l legal drugs or 
sel l s  or solic its the sale of a controlled 
substance wh i le at school or a school function 
. . .  (2) . . . A hearing officer under this section 
may order a change in  the placement of a chi ld 
with a d isabi l ity to an appropriate interim 
alternative educational sett ing for not more 
than 45 days if . . .  (A) maintaining the current 
placement of such chi ld is substantial ly l ikely 
to result in injury to the chi ld or to others . . .  , .  
(table continues) 
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Language in Jeffords' Amendment Language in  IDEA, section 6 l 5 (k)  
if a parent or  guardian of a ch i ld described 
in c lause ( i )  requests a due process hearing . . .  
then the ch i ld  shall remain in  the alternative 
educat ional setting described in such c lause 
during the pendency of any proceedings 
conducted pursuant to this section, unless the 
parents and the local educational agency agree 
otherwise. " 
"(7 )(A) . . .  When a parent requests a hearing 
regard ing the discipl inary action described in 
paragraph ( I  )(A)( i i )  or paragraph (2) to 
chal lenge the interim alternative educational 
setting or the man ifestation determination, the 
ch i ld shall remain in the interim al ternative 
educational setting pending the decis ion . . .  " 
The opinion in Honig v. Doe ( 1 988)  also stated that if there were controversies 
over the discipl inary actions, students with disabi l ities were to remain in the educational 
settings stipulated in the IEP until the i ssues were resolved. As shown in Table 2 . 1 1 , the 
1 997 IDEA contradicts this rul ing to a degree, stating that if controversies arise in the 
above three instances, students with disabi l ities remain in the alternative educational 
setting until the i ssues are resolved (PL 1 05 - 1 7) .  In so doing. IDEA upholds the 
language of the Jeffords' Amendment. 
Through an historical perspective, it was noted that court cases, special interest 
group activities. shifting views of federal i sm and other federal legislation initiatives 
related to public education and individuals with disabi l ities were occurring near the times 
that significant changes were made to federal special education legislation. H istorical 
documents did not conclusively verify, however, that any of these were considered 
directly by Congressmen or their staff as they drafted the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
amendments. 
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Table 2 . 1 1  
Comparison of Language in Opin ion I ssued in Honig v. Doe ( 1 988) and IDEA section 6 1 5(k) 
Language in J ust ice 's  Opin ion 
, . . . .  implementing regulations a l low the use of 
. . .  non placement-changing procedures. 
including temporary suspensions for up to 1 0  
school days . . .  " 
' stay put' provi sion proh ibits the state or 
local education agency from uni laterally 
exc luding d isabled chi ldren from c lass for 
dangerous or disruptive behavior . . .  " 
Language in IDEA, section 6 1 5(1-;) 
"( I )(A) School personnel under this section 
may order a change in placement of a chi ld 
with a disab i l ity -- ( i i )  to an appropriate interim 
alternative education sett ing . . .  for not more 
than 45 days if -- ( I )  the ch i ld carries a weapon 
to school or to a school function . . .  ( I I )  the 
ch i ld  knowingly possess or uses i l legal drugs or 
sel l s  or sol icits the sale of a controlled 
substance while at school or a school function 
... (2) .. . A hearing officer under this section 
may order a change in  the placement of a ch i ld  
with a d isabi l ity to an appropriate interim 
alternative educational setting for not more 
than 45 days if  . . .  (A) maintaining the current 
placement of such chi ld is substantial ly l ikely 
to result in  injury to the chi ld or to others ... " 
"(7 )(A) . . .  When a parent requests a hearing 
regard ing the discipl inary action described i n  
paragraph ( I  )(A)( i i )  o r  paragraph (2 )  to 
chal lenge the interim alternative educational 
setting or the man ifestation determination, the 
chi ld shal l  remain in  the interim alternative 
educational sett ing pending the decision . . .  " 
The historical perspective was inconc lusive with regard to what influenced the 
key actors involved in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline amendments. The 
historical perspective did uncover four factors that required further investigation as 
potential ly influenc ing key actors involved in the development of the 1 997 IDEA 
discipl ine amendments. These factors were: case law, special interest group activities, 
views of federal ism, and federal legislation relating to publ ic education and indiyiduals 
with disabi l ities. The second part of this chapter, the Review of Research. investigated 
studies conducted on each of these factors. 
Review of Research 
Courts 
Several theories regarding implementation and impact of court decis ions were 
found throughout the l iterature. These theories suggested guidance in the design and 
analysis of research on court decisions. 
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The implementation of court decisions can be analyzed according to the Utility 
Theory, which basically involves a cost-benefit analysis. I f  the benefits of complying 
with the decision outweigh the costs or consequences of noncompliance, it is more 
probable that the court ' s  decision will  be implemented. The converse is also held to be 
true (Canon, 1 99 1 ) . There is ,  however, no empirical analysis useful in testing this theory 
in the j udicial arena (Spriggs, 1 996). 
Legitimacy Theory proposes that the perceived degree of authority of  a court to 
make a particular decision also affects the degree of implementation. I f  the court is 
perceived as respected and having the authority to make a part icular decision, i t  is more 
l ikely that the decision will  be implemented (Canon, 1 99 1 ;  Mondak, 1 992).  
According to the Communications Theory, the clarity of the decision affects the 
degree to which a court decision is properly implemented. Ambiguous decis ions are less 
l ikely to be implemented. The voting configuration of a panel of judges also 
communicates the degree of support of a decision. Unanimous decisions send a more 
"clear" message and are more l ikely to be implemented than spl i t  decisions (Canon. 
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1 99 1 ) . Empirical studies do not exist testing this theory, but there have been several case 
studies, the conc lusions of which seem to support the theory (Spriggs, 1 996). 
Organizational Theory rests on two premises :  ( 1 )  organizations wil l  protect their 
goals at all costs; and (2) organizations have an optimal operational inertia, which they 
attempt to maintain (Canon, 1 99 1 ;  Spriggs, 1 996). Court decisions which are in conflict 
with the goals of the organization create "policy tension" and are less l ikely to be 
implemented than those decisions which are more congruent with organizational goals 
(Canon, 1 99 1 ,  p.  443 ).  Also, court decisions which have less of an effect on 
organizational inertia are more l ikely to be implemented that those that will affect the 
inertia substantially (Canon, 1 99 1 ) . 
The impact of court decisions should be studied through these theories over time 
to determine the "second order" consequences of a decision upon those who interpret, 
implement, and " consume" the decision (Canon, 1 99 1 ,  p. 439) .  All too often, there i s  
l ittle in the way of follow-up study to  determine the impact and degree of implementation 
of a dec ision over time (Canon. 1 99 1 ) .  
These theories lent credence to  th is  researcher's bel ief that federal court decisions 
had an impact on those key actors involved in  the development of 1 997 IDEA discipline 
amendments. The theories helped lay the foundation for exploring that i nfluence as part 
of thi s  study. 
Hoekstra ( 1 995 ) used an experimental design to assess the impact of Supreme 
Court decis ions on attitude change . The use of an experimental design allowed her to 
control for some extraneous variables and to determine whether or not a causal 
relationship existed between sources of policy and attitudes towards the policy. 
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Subjects read two stories (randomly ordered), one about policy regardi ng funding 
for a controversial art exhibit and the other about policy regardi ng private property. They 
were randomly assigned to one of three sources about the policy: Congress, the Supreme 
Court, or a nonpartisan think tank. Stories were also written from conservative and 
l iberal ideological perspectives. Students' opinions on the i ssues were measured prior to 
and after readi ng the stories, and appropriate statistical tests were used to analyze the 
results. 
Hoekstra concluded that the Supreme Court could influence the opinions of those 
who hold i t  in "high esteem" (p. 1 2 1 ) ; she further concluded that those holding the Court 
in high esteem could be persuaded by its rul ings. These findings held most true on 
moral/social policy i ssues decided conservatively. 
This study involved students. not members of Congress or special interest groups. 
Even so, the conclusions suggested that Supreme Court rul ings could be influential in  
developing policy; and it was up to this researcher to  establ ish whether or  not federal 
legislation decision-makers held certain Court rul ings in "high esteem" and considered 
them when developing 1 997 IDEA discipline amendments. 
American courts and Congress have both been studied by pol itical scienti sts, but 
l i ttle research has been done on the interactions between the two (Mil ler, 1 993 ) .  
Congress has. in  the past, added strength to Supreme Court dec isions b y  enacting related 
legislation (as with the Federal Aid to Education Act of 1 965 prohibiting funding of 
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segregated public schools), and it has effectively nul l i fied Supreme Court opinions by the 
same means (Spriggs, 1 996). Levine and Becker ( 1 973 )  reported that Congress is in a 
better position than the courts to promote significant social change. While empirical 
studies have looked at the numbers of times these two institutions have supported or not 
supported one another in their actions, l ittle research attempted to explain the rationale or 
interrelationships of their actions. 
Studies suggested that the United States Congress acts as a policy maker in 
designing and passing legislation. The Supreme Court, other studies showed, is held in 
high esteem in  the policy arena (Mondak, 1 992) .  These two findings were melded in 
research conducted by Adamany and Grossman ( 1 989). 
Adamany and Grossman ( 1 989) suggested that Supreme Court decisions in 
particular wi l l  have an impact on national policy when three conditions exist in  the 
legislative branch of the national government. First. Court decisions must appeal to the 
ideology of at least a sub-group of a major political party. Second, that sub-group must 
be "represented in a substantial number of strategic positions" of the national government 
(p.2 1 4) .  Third,  i t  must be possible to forward or block the implementation of the Court ' s  
decisions from these positions. 
Their theories resulted from a review and compi lation of several studies. Using 
data from a 1 976 Wisconsin survey (N=5 8 1 ), they concluded that those they define as 
political activists showed either stronger support of or stronger disfavor for some 
Supreme Court dec i sions than did those defined as politically inactive. When cross 
tabulating ideology and Court decision support, they found that l iberal ism and activism 
are the variables defining those most committed to Supreme Court decisions (Adamany 
and Grossman, 1 989) .  
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Adamany and Grossman ( 1 989) looked closely at Congress ' s  actions, ideological 
factions, and the ideology of those placed in strategic positions to explain the "difficulty 
of enacting court-curbing legislation" during the 1 98 2  session (p.2 1 4) .  Specifically, they 
concluded that it was the l iberal nature of the activists in strategic positions in Congress 
that strengthened the congressional support of Court decisions. 
Perhaps the greatest flaw in drawing their conclusions was that their study did not 
involve data from any members of Congress. Instead, they imposed upon congressional 
leaders the characteristics of the Wisconsin sample and other samples they had 
consolidated. This researcher's  study obtained data directly from congressional staff 
regarding the degree of perceived influence of special education case law on the 
development of the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine amendments. 
Mil ler ( 1 993) conducted interviews using 1 2  open-ended questions designed to 
explore individual Congress member' s  agreement with and support for agency, court, and 
committee decisions. While not stating a specific hypothesis, Mil ler ( 1 993)  proposed to 
explain the behaviors of individual members of congressional committees through an 
analysis of institutional factors that may have an impact on those behaviors. 
The participants in Mil ler 's ( 1 99 3 )  study were from the US House of 
Representatives Judiciary. Interior and Insular Affairs, and Energy and Commerce 
committees .  Mi l ler ( 1 993)  chose these committees because of their overlapping 
memberships and their varying proportions of members who were lawyers. 
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Mi l ler ( 1 993)  used a primarily qualitative approach, gathering his data from semi-
structured interviews with over 75 members and staff in the US House of Representatives 
during the summer of 1 989.  Data were reported in charts as percentages. Quotations 
from participants were used throughout the results and conclusions reported. 
Mi l ler ( 1 993)  concluded that there was some common ground among committee 
perceptions. Committees studied held courts in "higher esteem" than they held agencies 
(p . 477) .  Those interviewed perceived courts to be less political ly motivated in their 
decision-making process. He concluded that Congress was more l ikely to allow courts 
the final say in policy questions than it would allow agencies the final say. 
Mi ller ( 1 993)  also reported some differences among committee perceptions. 
Committees with higher percentage of lawyers, the Judiciary Committee in particular, 
were less l ikely to attempt to propose legislation that would nul l ify court decisions. The 
Judiciary Committee was more l ikely to attempt to nul l ify agency policy decisions than 
court statutory interpretation or constitutional decisions. The Energy and Commerce 
Committee had less respect for courts than the Judiciary Committee, seeing courts as 
"just one more player in the game of politics" (p.482) .  The Interior and Insular Affairs 
Committee, primari ly focused on constituency demands, rarely reacted to court decisions 
because of their low saliency. 
Mi l ler' s ( 1 993 ) research again added credence to this researcher's  belief that court 
decisions were an important factor influencing those key actors involved in the 
development of the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine amendments. Mil ler' s ( 1 993)  study, however. 
did not gather and analyze the data in relation to one piece of legislation, as this study 
did.  Instead, US  House of Representatives committee members' behaviors were 
analyzed in relation to several committee decisions about several pieces of legislation. 
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These studies established that courts' decisions were given attention, and they 
discussed the degree of legitimacy some legislators gave these decisions. These studies 
focused on the influence of court decisions as a single variable, and they did not attempt 
to determine if any of the other factors identified for examination in this study interacted 
with court decisions to influence the degree to which case law was codified or rejected. 
None of the research cited above examined exactly the research questions in this 
researcher 's  study. Nor were these studies conducted in the manner designed by this 
researcher. While supporting the use of qualitative data to investigate the degree of 
influence of federal court decisions upon lawmakers, current research did not address 
doing so with regard to the key actors involved in the development of the 1 997 IDEA 
discipline amendments. 
Special Interest Groups 
Throughout the l i terature. the terms pressure group. interest group. and special 
interest group are used interchangeably. For the purposes of this study, this researcher 
preferred Murphy's ( 1 973) description of an interest group as an "organized group with 
common objectives" that uses one-on-one meetings to "influence publ ic officials  for 
some particular public policy" (p.6; p .62) .  
Over the years. researchers conducted studies attempting to determine the degree 
of influence special interest groups have had in the development of state and federal 
legislation. Virtually all of these studies were quantitative in nature. The conclusions 
drawn from these studies often contradicted one another. 
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The number of special interest groups has increased since the 1 930 ' s, and it is 
expected that the number of interest groups will continue to increase. Haider-Markel 
( 1 997)  concluded from a quantitative study that rather than compete for new members, 
new interest groups find issue niches and attract membership based on the issues. When 
first formed, special interest groups meet with criticism, and therefore their long-term 
survival depends upon maintaining large memberships (Nownes and Cigler, 1 995) .  
Sheppard ( 1 985 )  theorized that special interest group activity at  the federal level 
depended upon the numbers of beneficiaries of the legislation and the degree to which the 
cost i s  borne by constituents. For example, if  many constituents were l ikely to benefit 
from legislation, and many constituents were l ikely to bear the cost of the legislation, 
then special interest group activity was least l ikely to occur. Conversely, if  few were 
l ikely to benefit from the legislation and few were l ikely to bear the burden of the costs. 
then there was likely to be a high level of special interest group activity on both sides of 
the issue as these groups competed for the benefits and lobbied to have others help bear 
the costs (Sheppard, 1 985 ) .  These theories are summarized in Table 2 . 1 2 .  
Sheppard ( 1 985)  based these theories o n  a review o f  historical records and on 
some research in the area of special interest groups. Sheppard's  work focused primarily  
on the degree of special interest group activity, and not on the degree of special interest 
group influence in shaping legislation. Sheppard' s  works opened the door for exploring, 
based upon the theoretical framework established. the degree of activity and influence 
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various special interest groups had in shaping the opinions of the key actors involved in 
the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline amendments. 
Another body of research addressed the tactics used by special interest groups to 
influence legislation. Again, these studies were primarily quantitative in nature. 
Table 2 . 1 2  
Special Interest Group Act iv ity As a Function of Cost and Benefit 
Costs of legis lation borne by 
few 
Costs of legis lation borne by 
many 
Benefits of Legislation to Few 
Most l ikely to have h igh level 
of spec ial interest group 
act iv ity on both sides, 
competing for benefits and 
anempting to increase number 
of payees 
Most l ikely to have h igh level 
of act ivity in  favor of 
legis lation by spec ial interest 
groups representing 
beneficiaries and h igh level of 
special interest group activ i ties 
in opposition by those 
represent ing payees 
Benefits of Legislation to 
_ _�_aI1)' 
Most l ikely to have h igh level 
of special interest group 
act iv ity in opposition to 
legislation. from groups 
representing those whom it 
wi l l  cost 
Least l ikely to have spec ial 
interest group act ivity 
Steel, Pierce. and LO\Tich ( 1 996) conducted a study to compare empirically the 
resources available to public and private special interest groups and the strategies used by 
these groups to influence federal forestry policy. The study required analysis of data 
obtained from surveys returned by special interest groups representing private interests 
(businesses) and special interest groups representing public interests. 
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The researchers concluded that special interest groups representing public 
interests were characterized by a relatively higher degree of public support and relatively 
fewer financial resources. Such groups wielded influence by mobil izing public support 
to pressure governmental decision-makers. 
Conversely ,  special interest groups representing businesses were characterized by 
relatively less public support and relatively more in the way of financial resources. These 
groups tended to wield influence by using traditional lobbying tactics and by contributing 
money to campaign funds of selected government officials (Steel,  Pierce, and Lovrich 
1 996). 
Bailey ( 1 975)  conducted a two-year study concerning the activities of education­
focused special interest groups in Washington, DC, from 1 972-1 974. Bailey considered 
spec ial interest group as attempting to influence legislation if the organization contacted 
or urged clientele to contact legislators and share a specific point of view relating to an 
issue. or if the special interest group openly advocated or rejected a specific piece of 
legislation in total or in part. Bailey obtained data from congressional documents and 
from special interest group interviews and l iterature. He analyzed the data statistical ly to 
determine how specific, education-focused special interest groups attempted to influence 
legislation being developed in Washington, DC. 
Bailey ( 1 975)  concluded that the groups being studied had goals of ( 1 )  protecting 
thei r cl ientele from "ham," (p . 30 ) :  ( 2 )  obtaining rules and resources favorable to their 
c l ientel e ' s  perceived interests: and ( 3 )  gaining respectabi l ity and recogni tion. These 
special interest groups attempted to reach their goals by focusing on l imited numbers of 
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legislators (approximately s ix) .  Rather than try to  persuade the legislators with hard data 
and quantitative research, these groups attempted to gain " sympathetic consideration" by 
sharing personal stories (p.64). These groups perceived public hearings to be mere 
formalities and preferred to concentrate their efforts behind the scenes in one-on-one 
meetings. 
Davis ( 1 995) conducted a case study of public special interest group activity 
during the consideration of mining legislation in Oregon. In this instance, these special 
interest groups rel ied on expanded communications and the use of symbol ism as 
strategies to influence state legislators. They used themes tied to emotional i ssues and 
expanded attention to their cause by heavily uti l izing media. 
These studies supported this researcher' s claim that special interest group activity 
influenced key actors involved in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
amendments. These studies, however. rel ied on information obtained only from special 
interest groups .  They did not attempt to investigate, from the perspective of members of 
Congress or their staff, the degree to which special interest group activities influenced 
key actors involved in the development of federal special education legislation. 
Special interest groups appeared to work more closely with agencies and 
committees having similar perspectives about an issue (Hamm, 1 983) .  Kollman ( 1 997)  
conducted a study to determine how special interest groups choose which congressional 
committees to lobby. Kollman ( 1 997) developed instruments to measure congressional 
committee members' ideology and certain special interest groups' ideologies and 
behaviors. Using bivariate correlation and t-tests as statistical analyses, Kollman ( 1 997) 
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concluded that there was a positive correlation between ideologies of interest groups and 
the ideol ogies of the committees they lobby. 
Several studies attempted to determine the degree of influence special interest 
group activities have had on resulting legislation. From the research, no clear 
conclusions could be drawn. Research conducted in the 1 950 's  and 1 960's  suggested that 
special interest groups had l ittle influence on federal legislation. Studies conducted 
within the last twenty years suggested special interest groups have been more successful 
in having their wishes reflected in federal legislation (Smith, 1 995) .  
Most  researchers agreed that no direct causal l ink could be drawn from special 
interest group activity and congressional roll  call votes favorable to these groups ( Smith. 
1 995 ;  Evans, 1 996; Sheppard, 1 985) .  The influence of special interest groups could not 
be measured empirical ly  because of the covert and complex nature of their activities 
( Sheppard. 1 985 ) .  Hard data on their activities were generally not available or were 
difficult to acquire ( Caldiera and Wright, 1 998) .  Between the inception of interest group 
activity and the congressional voting on legislation, many variables could have 
intervened that would have increased or decreased the l ikel i hood of decisions being made 
that were favorable to special interest groups (Evans, 1 996). 
Furlong ( 1 997) used surveys to measure special interest groups' perceptions of 
the influence they had in attaining rules and policies favorable to them. He determined 
that special interest group influence was a function of seven independent \ ariables. such 
as legitimacy (age) of the organization and type of pol icy .  In their critique of such 
studies. Jackson and Kingdon ( 1 992) concluded that there was too much subjectivity in 
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selecting accompanying independent variables for study, and that selecting inappropriate 
independent variables would have given inflated values to other independent variables 
chosen for study. 
Smith ( 1 996) conducted a case study investigating the degree of influence of 
special interest groups on federal legislation. He used information available regarding 
the House and Senate' s  efforts to create a separate Department of Education in 1 979 .  He 
used this case to test h is  hypotheses that 
interest groups could create situations such that congressional members would not 
oppose the interest groups' position; 
interest group influence depended upon congressional members' interpretation 
(abil ity to predict consequences of supporting various positions) and explanation 
(abi l ity to successful ly explain their  opposing position to other influential key 
actors) processes: and 
interest group influence was a function of how wel l  its political and lobbying 
activities affected interpretation and explanation processes of congressional 
members. 
Taking a quantitative approach, he collected data on reported positions of 
members of Congress throughout two months of the debate. He tracked special interest 
group activity during this time period as wel l .  Smith ( 1 996) appl ied appropriate 
statistical analyses to his data and reported the following conc l usions: 
interest groups were able to strongly influence the extent to which congressional 
members publicly opposed interest group positions: 
interest groups had the capacity to create situations in which congressional 
members would rarely oppose special interest group positions; and 
statistical analyses of quantitative data did not capture the influence of 
relationships between interest groups and congressional members. 
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Again, these studies reinforced this researcher' s  belief that special interest group 
activities influenced key actors involved in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
amendments. What was unique about this study was that it was qualitative, it uncovered 
perceptions of degree of influence from both legislators and special interest groups 
representatives, and that i t  focused on two sections one piece of special education federal 
legislation. In so doing, the researcher uncovered some clues as to the complexities of 
the relationships, consideration of other factors, and decision-making processes at  work 
during the drafting of the 1 997 I DEA discipline amendments. None of this was 
satisfactori ly explained by current research on special interest group activity and 
influence. 
Federal ism 
A review of the l iterature revealed many theoretical and philosophical writings 
related to federalism. At the base of them all was an underlying theme of federalism as 
power sharing. To better understand these writings, the fol lowing definition of 
federal ism is repeated: 
. . .  the mode of political organization that unites smaller polities among general 
constituent governments in a manner designed to protect the existence and 
authority of both national and subnational political systems. enabling all to share 
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in the overall system' s  decision-making and executing processes (Elazar. 1 972. p. 
2 ) .  
Current theory suggests that federal ism should not be  viewed as  a continuum of 
totally centralized to total ly decentralized authority and responsibil ity (Elazar, 1 987) .  
Rather, the integrity of federalism is  preserved by an "intricate framework of cooperative 
relationships" designed to best serve the needs of citizens (Elazar, 1 972, p .2) .  
Federal ism as a system also reflects cooperation and the means by which conflict among 
levels of government is managed and l imited. The existing system of federalism contains 
elements of centralization (policies controlled by the national government), 
decentralization (programs delegated to states and locales), and noncentralization 
(policies originating with and controlled by states and locales ) (Wi ldavsky, 1 998) .  
Elmore ( 1 986) mirrored this phi losophy in his presentation of doctrinal, 
functional . and strategic view's of federal ism. Although mentioned previously in the 
historical perspective. it is worth review here. 
A doctrinal view of federalism provides a description of various levels of 
government and their functions. It presumes that each level of government (national. 
state, and local ) specializes in certain functions and has responsibil ity for those functions. 
There is  a clear. distinct division of labor ( Elmore. 1 986). 
A functional view of federal ism supports the bel ief that the diyision of labor is  
less clear. This view presumes that intergovernmental t ies are necessary for national or 
state pol icy to be effectively implemented at state and local levels.  respectively. While 
the levels of government remain dist inct, working relationships emerge across these 
levels to ensure proper policy development and implementation (Elmore, 1 986).  
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A strategic view of federalism holds that various levels of government work in  an 
organized fashion to influence one another in policy development and implementation 
processes. The strategic view of federalism is  more prominent in instances when the 
national government increases requirements of the states without increasing funds to the 
states to carry out the i ncreased responsibil ities (Elmore, 1 986).  
Wildavsky ( 1 998 )  took a more culinary approach when describing his models of 
federalism. He suggested that federalism can be of the "layer cake," "marble cake," or 
"fruitcake" variety (p.SS) .  
Layer cake federalism proposes that the federal, state and local levels of 
government are distinct, and that their functions and responsibil ities are j ust as  distinct. 
These distinct functions and responsibil ities are not interrelated and are not shared among 
the governmental levels (Wildavsky, 1 998) .  
Marble cake federalism proposes that the levels of government may st i l l  be 
distinct, but their functions and responsibil it ies are somewhat intertwined. I t  i s  sti l l  
possible, however, to  distinguish one level of government ' s  functions and responsibil ities 
from another (Wildavsky, 1 998) .  
Fruitcake federalism proposes that the purposes and functions of the various 
levels of government are not well defined. The blending of power, responsibi l ity and 
benefits results in confusion. Under these conditions, hosti l i ty rises as it becomes 
impossible to distinguish who has gained or lost power and benefits (Wildavsky. 1 998) .  
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Research suggested that efforts to  place a l l  current policy developments into one 
federalism box would be futi le and would be a mistaken application of the various 
models and views. The term "federalism" is no longer taken to mean a clear delineation 
of functions and responsibil ities of levels of government. Instead, there is an 
understanding of a variety of intergovernmental relationships that change and shift as 
needed to ensure policy implementation. Views and philosophies are shifted depending 
upon perceived advantages and disadvantages to stakeholders, and are based on economic 
benefits to the stakeholders represented at various governmental levels (Wildavsky, 
1 998) .  
According to Shapiro ( 1 995),  the most effective national programs began with 
policy set at the national level, with states given the authority to shape the resulting 
programs to meet the "complexion and shape" of each individual state in which it is 
administered (p.77) .  Peterson ( 1 995)  suggested that the federal government should focus 
on those policies which promote redistribution of resources among "haves" and "have 
nots:" states and localities should focus on those policies which develop economic 
growth (p . l 7 ) .  
Two common themes emerged when exploring under what conditions the national 
government determined to centralize a policy or set of procedures. When the federal 
government increased federal funding for a program, then policies regarding the program 
were l ikely to be more central ized (Wildavsky, 1 998) .  When the federal government 
perceived that states could not or would not comply with laws, then federal intervention 
and centrali zation of policies were l ikely to result ( Elazar, 1 972; Cole, Stenberg, and 
Weissert, 1 996).  
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The review of l iterature revealed common theories about the trend of federalism 
in the United States. Theories suggested that the process of devolution would continue to 
result in the passing down of some responsibilities to lower levels of government (Gold, 
1 996) .  Continued reductions in federal funding for some programs would continue, and 
funding reductions would be accompanied by noticeable reductions of the federal 
government' s  role in those same programs ( Schram and Weissert 1 997) .  Especially 
under Republican Party influence, the federal government would continue to reassign 
power and responsibil ities between and among levels of government such that all would 
retain elements of autonomy (McClay, 1 995) .  
Recently researchers closely analyzed Supreme Court decisions to detem1ine the 
federalism philosophy reflected in the Court 's  decisions. By scrutinizing the various 
Justice ' s  opinions representative of the majority, the studies concluded that the Court. 
under Chief Justice Rehnquist, has been attempting to limit Congress 's  power to control 
states (Schram and Weissert, 1 997; Palmer and Laverty, 1 996). 
Because research indicated that case law may have had an impact on federal 
legislation, these Supreme Court decisions were noteworthy in relation to this study. In a 
sense, these studies merged federalism and case law as factors having the potential to 
influence key actors involved in developing federal legislation. None of the studies. 
however. addressed the influence of case law and federal ism philosophies on key actors 
who developed the 1 997 I DEA disc ipline amendments, as did this study. 
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Mintrom and Vergari ( 1 997) used the previously discussed federal ism theories 
and available historical document data to analyze the federal government ' s  role in various 
education policies. They noted that federal funds provided for education had increased 
from 1 .4% in 1 945 to 6.9% in 1 993 .  They noted that the federal government' s  
involvement in  developing education policy has also increased during this time period. 
To support thei r  claims, they cited the fol lowing reforms promoted by the Clinton 
administration:  development of national standards; open enrollment plans and charter 
schools ;  allowances for private contracting of public school functions; and voucher 
programs. From their perspective, these federal innovations were an effort to increase 
states' accountabil ity for providing quality public education and have the potential to 
"recast intergovernmental relations" (Mintrom and Vergari, 1 997, p. 1 56) .  
Peterson ( 1 995 )  used special education legislation as an i l lustration of the 
federal ism theories described above. From his perspective, when providing funding for 
special education in the 1 960's  the federal government centralized policy regarding 
special education as a means of ensuring that policy was being implemented. However. 
after a time the federal government perceived that state special education programs were 
inadequate and that students with disabi l ities were sti l l  being excluded from public 
education systems. Therefore, in the 1 970's, the federal government centralized further 
special education policy (Peterson, 1 995) .  
Whi le  the above two studies were interesting applications of theory, they were 
j ust that. Neither study provided data to support the conclusions. The studies indicated 
that shifting views of federalism may have had an impact on federal policy. a factor that 
this researcher investigated more fully through interviews with congressional staff 
regarding the development of the 1 997 I DEA discipline amendments. 
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The number of hearings and debates conducted by congressional committees and 
subcommittees was evidence that the issue of federalism has been an apparent area of 
concern for Congress. Federal control has been perceived to be inversely related to the 
degree of trust in and among various levels of government. As Belaga stated during 
recent congressional hearings, "This tension i s  very real and it forces us to take a look at 
the role of the government and the possible l ines of responsibility between all  of the 
players" (The federalism debate . . .  , 1 995) .  
The l iterature provided a sound framework from which to  explore the federalism 
philosophies and views present during the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
amendments. The true influence of varying federalism philosophies upon key actors 
could only be determined with the data made available through this study. 
Legislation 
Research has been conducted regarding factors influencing the development of 
legislation at the state and federal level .  These studies consisted of quantitative and 
qualitative research methods. 
Goren ( 1 997)  analyzed the content of the Americans with Disabi l ities Act and the 
1 997 Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. In his conclusions, he shared what he 
perceived to be the commonalties of (e .  g. ,  stipulating certain rights of the disabled) and 
differences between (e .  g . ,  definitions of disabi l ities) the two pieces of legislation. He 
indicated that these two pieces of legislation gave support to one another. His conc lusion 
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that the two Acts supported one another was logical in l ight of the presentation of his 
content analyses. His was not a tightly designed research study, however, and there were 
no empirical data to support his claims. 
Goren' s  ( 1 997)  study added support to this researcher 's  bel ief that other 
legislation may have been a factor influencing the key actors involved in developing the 
1 997 IDEA d iscipline amendments. His  study did not provide interview or other data to 
support h is  claim, as did this study. 
Roberson ' s  ( 1 98 7 )  quantitative descriptive study investigated the factors that 
influenced V irginia legislators to vote certain ways on 1 2  state bi l ls  relating to education. 
From a review of l iterature, he determined that the five factors to be investigated were: 
constituents, colleagues, interest groups, staff, and personal feel ings. By completing a 
questionnaire. all state legislators chose which factor(s) most influenced their vote on 
each of the bi l ls relating to education that were presented in the 1 986 V irginia General 
Assembly.  
After appropriate statistical analyses, Roberson ( 1 987 )  concluded that at least one 
of these five factors had statistically significant influence on legislators ' decisions on 
one-half of the bi l ls .  Interest groups were a statistically significant influence 67% of the 
time, and staff were a statistically significant influence 50% of the time (Roberson, 
1 987) .  
Roberson ' s  ( 1 987 )  study borrowed concepts from earlier studies a t  the federal 
level by Milbrath ( 1 963) .  Over a one-year period in the early 1 960'  s. Milbrath ( 1 963 )  
conducted interviews with a random sample of 1 0 1  Washington lobbyists and 3 8  
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members of Congress or their staff. The purpose of h is  study was to  determine the 
influence of lobbyists and other factors on the decisions made by members of Congress 
as they developed and voted on legislation. He concluded that in addition to lobbyists, 
staff and colleagues were influential in shaping federal legislators' decisions about i ssues 
and laws under discussion. He determined that the communications network and 
interrelationships were complex. It was, therefore, hard to isolate any one factor's  
influence in guiding Congress members' decisions about legislation (Milbrath, 1 963 ) .  
Both of these studies were relevant to  this study because they both relied on  
reviews of research to  identify potentially influential factors, as d id  this study. Each 
researcher concluded that staff may have been be a factor influencing Congress members' 
opinions and decisions. Sharpes ( 1 987)  suggests further, "Staff can control the elements 
of legislat ive policy by control l ing the content" of i nformation provided to Congress 
members and to special interest group representatives (p. 1 1 3) .  Staff as an influential 
factor was not uncovered in this study' s  review of historical documents, and it became 
another factor for the study to explore. 
Both Roberson's  ( 1 987 )  and Milbrath' s  ( 1 963)  studies fel l  short of addressing the 
research problem in this study. Both identified and focused upon people (e. g . .  
constituents and staff) as  influential factors rather than events, as  d id  this study. In  
addition, Roberson' s ( 1 987)  study was at the state level, and neither h i s  nor Mi lbrath'  s 
( 1 963 )  study addressed special education legislation in general or the 1 997 IDEA 
discipline amendments in particular. 
A review of  research uncovered several case studies of special education 
legislation. These studies investigated both state-level and federal-level legislation. 
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Identification of key actors and their roles was an important aspect of several case 
studies of state-level special education legislation. Individual members of the state 
legislature, the governor, the director of the state board of education, and representatives 
of certain special interest groups helped shape Pennsylvania's special education 
regulations and standards (George, 1 99 1 ) . Analyses of written records, archival 
materials, and interviews revealed that the development of Washington State' s  special 
education legislation was influenced by parent support groups, goal-directed planning, 
and complex yet efficient communication (Holm, 1 99 1 ) . 
Geary ( 1 992) conducted a case study of three Utah bi l ls enacted over a I S -year 
period. His  study revealed that single-issue interest groups, previous and current 
legislation, political conditions, and prediction of policy effects were influential i n  
shaping these bi l ls .  
One case study of state-level special education legislation focused on only one 
aspect of that state ' s  legislation. Baxt 's  ( 1 997) was an historical case study of the 
development of inclusion legislation in Texas. She defined inclusion as the placing of 
special education chi ldren in c lassrooms with regular education children for at least part 
of their instructional day. Using archival data. observations, and interviews with persons 
knowledgeable about the research problem, she found that two factors that influenced 
legislators to support inclusion. Legislators were influenced by their 0\\'11 beliefs that 
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inclusion was best for these students, and they were influenced by a smal l number of very 
active special  interest group representatives (Baxt, 1 997) .  
These studies were of interest because they were case study designs using 
documents and interviews as data sources. These designs and methodologies were 
similar to what used by this researcher. They also focused on special education 
legislation, as did this study. None, however, focused on federal level legislation, and 
none addressed the development of the 1 997  I D EA discipline amendments. 
Four studies investigated development of federal-level special education 
legislation. Al l  were case studies, and all attempted to explain factors influencing the 
development of the legislation. 
Colachico ( 1 985 )  used interviews and archival data to convey a history of the 
development of PL 94- 1 42 ,  the Education for Al l  Handicapped Children Act (EAHCA). 
Through his study he identified key actors and their roles, described their rationales and 
tactics, and described those factors influencing the development of the legislation. He 
concluded that case law and special interest groups were influential in PL 94- 1 42 being 
developed and signed into law (Colachico, 1 985) .  
Both Coleman ( 1 990) and West ( 1 988)  investigated the amendment to 1 986 
federal special education legislation allowing parents to  seek damages in the form of 
attorney's fees from school divisions found by courts to be not meeting the educational 
needs of their children. Coleman ( 1 990) conducted an historical case study that reviev;ed 
legislation and case law pertinent to the development of the 1 986 federal special 
education legislation. West ( 1 988)  analyzed data gathered from archival records. 
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documents, observations. and interviews with key actors. Both concluded that case law 
was influential in the development of the amendment. Also, framing the issue as a civil  
rights i ssue had an impact on the perceived importance of the legislation. West ( 1 988)  
also concluded that special interest groups and parents of handicapped children were 
factors that influenced legislators to support the amendment. 
Read' s  ( 1 996) study explored the interactions among interest groups, 
Congressional staff members, and situational variables to explain the development of the 
highest personnel standard amendment to the 1 986 reauthorization of the Education for 
All Handicapped Children Act. The highest personnel standard amendment required that 
school divisions hire the most qual ified staff to teach special education children (Read, 
1 996).  
Read ( 1 996) explored these interactions through various federalism frameworks. 
She conducted an historical analysis of archival materials, documents and court cases as a 
means of identifying those factors potentially influential in the development of this 
standard and to lay the groundwork to explore these factors more completely . 
After the historical analysis was complete, Read ( 1 996) interviewed ten special 
interest group representatives and Congressional staff who were deemed to have 
knowledge about the development of this amendment to the 1 986 special education 
federal legislation. Participants were asked to respond to questions about: roles of the 
states and role of the federal governn1ent in developing the personnel standard 
amendment; the role of certain special interest groups in the development of the 
personnel standard: factors considered in the development of the personnel standard: and 
compromises made that resulted in the personnel standard being included in the federal 
legislation (Read, 1 996) .  
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Read ( 1 996) analyzed data inductively. Historical documents were critically 
evaluated internal ly (for accuracy and bias) and external ly (for authenticity). Interview 
data were analyzed to identify emergent themes and patterns. Themes were identified 
across all  data sources and data were categorized. From the data, Read ( 1 996) concluded 
the fol lowing: 
special interest group activity was influential in the development of the highest 
personnel standard; 
those supporting federal intervention through legislation did so because of lack of 
trust in the states' abi l ity or wil l ingness to establish a state standard for personnel ;  
the most influential and active special interest group employed activities resulting 
in extensive communications and a broad base of support; 
this particular amendment to the 1 986 legislation was not perceived to be as 
important as other amendments; and 
timing lead to relatively quick passage of the amendment, as little time was 
allotted by Congress to debate its content. 
Read ' s  ( 1 996) case study of the development of an amendment to federal special 
education legislation was similar in design to this study" s .  She used an historical 
perspective to lay the groundwork for what would be explored further in the study, and 
she interviewed available congressional staff to learn their perspectives. 
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Read's  ( 1 996) study lent strength to the purposes and design and methodology 
used by this researcher. Her study. however, addressed an amendment developed over 
ten years ago . This sti l l  left unanswered questions surrounding the factors influencing the 
key actors involved i n  the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline amendments, and 
this researcher 's  study answered those questions. 
CHAPTER 3 :  DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Purpose 
This study focused on the reauthorization of the 1 997 Individuals with Disabi l ities 
Education Act over an 1 8-month period from January of 1 996 through June of 1 997, 
which was when President Wil l iam J .  Clinton signed the Act into law. The purpose of 
this study was to describe and analyze the factors influencing the key actors involved in 
developing sections 6 1 2(a)( 1 ) (A) and 6 1 5(k) of the 1 997 Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act ( IDEA), from their own perspectives. The review of l iterature suggested 
that factors to be investigated should include case law, special interest groups' activities. 
differing perspectives of federalism and other federal legislation related to education and 
to individuals with disabil ities. 
Organizational Framework 
To achieve the purpose, the fol lowing foreshadowed problems were proposed, 
modeled after an approach taken by Childs ( 1 997) :  
I .  Who were the key actors in the framing of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions? 
What were their roles and how did they exert their influence? 
2. How did case law regarding discipline of students with disabi l ities influence the 
framing of the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions? 
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3 .  Which special interest groups were influential in framing the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provisions, and how did they exert their influence? 
4. How did recently passed federal legislation regarding education or individuals with 
disabilities influence the drafting of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions? 
5. Which federalism philosophies influenced the development of the 1 997  IDEA 
discipline provisions? 
6 .  Was the change in  processes by which this legislation was drafted and passed 
considered to have significance? 
Design 
While a review of historical documents suggested certain events may have 
influenced development of special education legislation over time, these documents did 
not show conclusively which factors most influenced key actors who developed the 
discipl ine amendments of the 1 997  IDEA. It must be acknowledged, therefore, that in 
studying these historical documents neither the documents themselves nor the 
infonnation they contained were sufficient for explaining this phenomenon. 
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Because the purpose of this study was to describe the factors influencing key 
actors involved in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions and to do so 
from their perspectives. a qualitative design was best. A qualitative study is built upon 
the philosophy that social context is key to understanding a social event (Neuman. 1 994: 
Marshall and Rossman. 1995) .  
It was a lso necessary to select a design that would allow flexibil ity in procedure 
data collection. based upon events that might occur and based upon emerging data 
throughout the study. One characteristic of qualitative research is its abi lity to be fluid 
and changing through constant comparative methodology (Bogden and Biklen, 1 992) .  
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Case studies allow the researcher to become immersed in the data sources 
(Neuman, 1 994). Case studies also allow the researcher to investigate complexities of a 
single phenomenon in depth (McMil lan and Schumacher, 1 997) .  Therefore, a case study 
was the appropriate approach to answer the research questions in this study. A case study 
allowed a detailed examination of one event : the development of the 1 997  IDEA 
discipline provisions. 
The proposed interyiew questions were revised slightly during the study. based on 
emergent themes and topics i dentified by the researcher as part of the data analysis 
process. This resulted in sl ight revisions of the design and methodology as the study 
progressed. 
Sample Selection 
The sample was a nonprobabi lity purposive sample. The sample was chosen 
because each person in it possessed specific characteristics deemed important and 
relevant by the researcher. The researcher chose an elite sample composed of those most 
knowledgeable about the research questions. Such participants are known as key 
informants (Weiss.  1 994). 
Identification of these key informants came initially from an analysis of historical 
documents from 1 995 - 1 997 describing the 1 997 reauthorization of IDEA. This included 
but was not l imited to special interest group newsletters and journals, l istings of Bi l l  
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sponsors, Senate and House reports, and testimony at hearings. ames of individuals and 
organizations mentioned were l isted, with those mentioned most frequently l i sted first. 
To obtain a richer understanding of the factors influencing the development of the 
discipline amendments of the 1 997 IDEA, it was necessary to include in the sample 
participants with differing opinions about the amendments. For that reason, the 
researcher inc luded those key infonnants who supported the amendments and those key 
infonnants who opposed the amendments. 
The sample was subdivided into two main sub-samples representing government 
and special interest group key infonnants ( see Figure 3 . 1 ) .  Potential government key 
infonnants were selected from congressmen, congressional staff, and the US Department 
of Education. Potential special interest group key infom1ants were chosen from those 
organizations representing individuals with disabi l ities and from those organizations 
representing educators. 
The list of potential key infonnants was shared with the executive director and the 
director of a national organization representing state superintendents of pubic schools.  
They reviewed the l ist of potential key infonnants and confinned that six were most 
knowledgeable about and heavily involved in reauthorization efforts. The director 
provided names of three additional key actors. Both the director and executive director 
gave the researcher permission to use their names when contacting key infonnants for 
interviews. 
Congress members, 
staff 
Individuals with 
disabil ities 
Government Sub-sample 
1 997 IDEA 
Disc ipl ine 
Amendments 
US Department 
of Education staff 
Educators 
\ /' 
Special Interest Group Sub-sample I 
Figure 3 . 1 .  Key Informant Sub-Samples 
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The researcher selected five key informants from the special interest group sub-
sample and six key informants from the government sub-sample. Four key informants 
from the special interest group sub-sample agreed to interviews. Five key informants 
from the government group sub-sample agreed to interviews. 
Using "snowball" sampling techniques described by Bogden and B iklen ( 1 992),  
the researcher asked each key informant to provide the names of key actors having 
knowledge about the research question. Key informants from the special interest group 
sub-sample named those already selected as part of the government sub-sample. Key 
informants from the government sub-sample named each other. 
Confidentiality of all key informants was maintained to the greatest extent 
possible. Key informants' names were coded to identify them as belonging to the special 
interest group (S )  or government (G)  sub-sample, to identify their roles, and to identify 
their gender. The codes for spec ial interest group key informants and government key 
informants are l isted in Tables 3 . 1  and 3 .2,  respectively, along with positions held and 
descriptions of their roles in the reauthorization process. 
Table 3 . 1 
Special  Interest Group Sub-sample Kev Informants 
Code 
SEF I 
SDF2 
Position Held 
Director, special interest group 
represent ing general education 
admin istrators 
Pol i cy analyst, spec ia l  interest 
group representing indiv iduals with 
d isabi l i t ies 
Role During Reauthorization 
Brokered lobbying efforts to other spec ia l  
i nterest groups 
Commun icated with key actors; attended 
publ ic hearings 
( table cont inues ) 
Code 
SDEF3 
SEF4 
Table 3 .2 
Position Held 
Director, spec ial interest group 
representing special education 
administrators 
Lobbyist, spec ial interest group 
representing general education 
admin istrators 
Government Sub-sample Kev Informants 
Code Posit ion Held 
GUM I Agency head during Bush 
admin istration 
GUM2 Director, US Department 
Of Education 
GHM3 Staff for h igh-ranking 
Repub l ican in House 
GSM4 Staff for h igh-ranking 
Democrat in Senate 
GSM5 Staff for h igh-ranking 
Republ ican in  Senate 
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Role During Reauthorizat ion 
Communicated with key actors; part ic ipated in 
c losed-door negotiations with other spec ial  
interest group lobbyists to draft legislation in 
1 996; test ified at pub l ic hearings in  1 997  
Communicated with key actors; 
part ic ipated in c losed-door negotiations with 
other spec ial interest group lobbyists to draft 
legislation in 1 996; testified at pub l ic hearings 
in  1 997 
Role During Reauthorization 
Halted efforts to include discipl ine in  IDEA, 1 990-
9 1  
Developed administration ' s  proposal; part ic ipated 
in c losed-door negotiations to draft 1 997 I DEA; 
attended public hearings 
Participated drafting House version of I DEA in 
1 996; part ic ipated in  c losed-door negotiations to 
draft 1 997 I DEA: attended public hearings 
Part ic ipated drafting Senate version of I DEA in 
1 996; participated in c losed-door negotiations to 
draft 1 997 IDEA; attended publ ic hearings 
Provided input for Senate version of I DEA in 1 996; 
designed. faci l itated consensus process by which 
1 997 I DEA was drafted and passed; part ic ipated in 
c losed-door negotiations to draft 1 997 IDEA: 
fac i l itated public hearings 
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Data Collection Strategies and Management Techniques 
The primary source of data in this study came from interviews. When 
appropriate, documents were used to corroborate data obtained during interviews. 
Appendix C il lustrates data sources for answering organizational questions and research 
questions. 
Interviews 
Interviews are appropriate for gathering data about a phenomenon from those who 
have direct experience with the phenomenon (Creswell, 1 998) .  Interviews allow the 
researcher to gain a richer development of the i nformation found in other sources (Weiss.  
1 994) .  This study used i n-depth semi-structured interviews that helped guide the key 
informant, yet allowed the researcher to ask follow-up questions that clarified new ideas 
introduced by the key informants. 
The interviews contained questions and probes to elicit information about the 
following: 
what was i ntended and accomplished by including the discipline provisions in  the 1 997 
IDEA; 
the major areas of discussion relating to these discipline provisions; 
the sections of the discipl ine provisions that were more easily agreed upon by all key 
actors and the bases for those agreements; 
the sections of the discipline provisions that were most controversial and the bases for 
those controversies; 
the ways these controversies were resolved; and 
how speci fic time l imits. disciplinary offenses, and disciplinary actions came to be 
included in the amendments. 
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The researcher uti lized a set of interview questions developed for each sub­
sample. I nterview questions for each sub-sample are provided in Appendices D and E .  
The researcher developed and modified probing questions a s  needed based upon the 
responses of the key informants. 
To increase the trustworthiness of the data, one representative from each sub­
sample was asked to review the interview questions. Reviewers determined that the 
questions would l ikely provide the data necessary to answer the research questions. They 
determined that the tone of the interview questions was non-threatening. 
Reviewers suggested two changes in terminology. Reviewers recommended using 
the term " 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions" rather than "discipline amendments of the 
1 997 IDEA" to avoid any confusion with efforts in the I 06th Congress to amend those 
sections of the 1 997 IDEA addressing discipline. Reviewers also suggested, when asking 
about federal i sm views, that the tem1 " states '  responsibil ities" for providing education be 
used rather than " states' rights" for providing education. 
Interviews were one-on one in-person interviews. Each interview l asted about 
one hour. Probing questions were asked as necessary to gain further data to help answer 
the research questions. 
The researcher obtained permission to tape record each interview. During the 
interviev. . the researcher also took notes. These notes described the setting. key 
infom1ants' nonverbal cues. and reactions of the researcher. 
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At the conclusion of the interview, the researcher reviewed the content of the 
notes with the key informants uti l izing participant review techniques. Key informants 
were given an opportunities to verify the information they provided, to add information, 
or to request that i nformation be deleted from the data source. The researcher gave each 
key informant an opportunity to request a copy of the typed transcript prior to its analysis .  
The researcher requested permission for follow-up contact, i f  needed, to clarify 
statements made by the key i nformants. 
Documents 
Documents were reviewed to corroborate data obtained from interviews. as 
indicated in Appendi x  C. Documents fel l  into categories of case law, Congressional 
records, legislation, and special interest group communications. Documents used to 
corroborate data gathered from interviews were coded to identify them as coming from 
special interest group .(S)  or government (G) sources. Documents and their codes are 
provided in Appendix  F .  
Role o f  the Researcher 
When interviewing key informants, the role of the researcher is to create a 
trusting, comfortable atmosphere throughout the interview (McMillan and Schumacher. 
1 997) .  This researcher was open and honest about the purpose of the study. the manner 
in which data would be col lected and analyzed, means by which confidentiality would be 
maintained. and the degree to which the results of the study would be shared. 
The researcher approached this study from the perspective of a public school 
educator. In her former posit ions of teacher and school administrator, it was necessary 
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for her to ensure that special education policy was understood and implemented. In her 
current position as a university employee, it is her responsibil ity to maintain a solid 
understandi ng of special education policy in  order to share this  i nformation with other 
public school educators during professional development programs faci l itated by the 
researcher. With this perspective, the researcher maintained a neutral approach to the 
discipline amendments and to the factors potentially influencing key actors involved in  
their development. 
Data Analysis 
An inductive approach was used to analyze the data, as recommended by Marshall 
and Rossman ( 1 995) .  Data analysis included segmenting, decontextualizing. and 
developing an organized system of classification or categorization of the data (McMil lan 
and Schumacher. 1 997) .  Such an approach brought, over a period of time, order and 
meaning to the data. 
The researcher analyzed separately the interview transcripts and field notes from 
each i nterview. Doing so allowed i nitial sets of topics to be identified (Neuman, 1 994) .  
These are l i sted in  Appendix G.  Participant quotes i l lustrative of a topic were labeled in  
the transcript margin with the topic name. Using a cut and paste method, quotations from 
the transcript and other data from the field log and the personal journal supporting the 
topic were transferred to a table labeled with the topic. Each piece of data was coded 
back to its original source. 
Across the interview data sets, topics were analyzed to detern1ine which themes 
emerged. Using an emic approach, the themes were named to reflect the perceptions of 
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the key informants (Creswell ,  1 998) .  Emerging themes were: balance, emotions, stories, 
and federalism. All data i l lustrative of a theme were labeled as such. Again using a cut 
and paste method, data supporting the theme were transferred to a table labeled with the 
theme names. Each piece of data was coded back to its original source. 
When analyzing the data categorized into topics and themes, the researcher paid 
careful attention to discrepant or negative evidence that emerged. The thick descriptions 
that were part of the analytic document enabled the researcher to identify patterns of the 
data. Logical cross analyses and diagrams showed the resulting interrelationships of 
topics, themes. and patterns. As part of the analysis, the plausibil ity of the patterns was 
explored, and plausible rival explanations were eliminated. 
Procedures 
The researcher contacted a national-level professional organization representing 
the interests of public school state superintendents. The staff of this organization advised 
the researcher as to the accuracy of the preliminary list of key informants. They 
confirmed six as heavily involved in the reauthorization process and they provided the 
names of three additional key informants. The staff provided background information 
about the key informants\ and gave the researcher permission to use their names to gain 
access to the key informants. 
Key informants were first contacted by phone. The purpose of the study was 
explained as was the methodology. Follow up letters were mailed to key informants 
along with a brief description of the study and preliminary interview questions. A sample 
letter with enclosures is provided in Appendix H.  
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The researcher interviewed all key informants in person. All interviews were tape 
recorded, and notes were taken during the interviews. 
The researcher maintained a field log. The log contained the dates, places, and 
names of key informants of each interview. In the field log, key informants' names were 
coded to identify them as a government or special interest group source and to identify 
their gender. The log contained physical descriptions of partic ipants and settings. 
The researcher maintained a personal journal. The purpose of the journal was to 
record feelings and perceptions occurring during the interviews, during review of the 
data, and during prel iminary analyses of the data. The journal also contained information 
from peer debriefing sessions. 
Some analysis of the data took place while in the field. As topics or themes 
appeared to emerge during interviews, the researcher pursued them by asking probing 
questions. Such analysis resulted in slight changes to interview questions. 
Data obtained during each interview was reviewed as soon as possible after each 
interview. This allowed the researcher an opportunity to clarify remarks, make additional 
notes, and to clarify statements that were il legible or hard to hear. 
Data from the tapes and from the notes were transcribed and stored on computer 
disk .  A hard copy was filed. 
The researcher met regularly with a peer debriefer. At these meetings, 
impressions, thoughts and preliminary data analysis findings were discussed. 
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Maintaining Quality of the Study 
The quality of case studies and other qualitative designs is maintained by 
incorporating strategies to enhance design validity (trustworthiness and rigor of the data) 
and to minimize researcher bias, and by incorporating components to generate use of the 
study and extension of findings (McMillan and Schumacher, 1 997) .  
Enhancing Design Validity 
Multiple data sets were used in the study. Data was available from relevant 
documents and from i nterview data that had been tape recorded and transcribed. 
This study uncovered the perceptions of nine key i nformants most directly 
involved in the development of the discipline amendments of the 1 997 IDEA. Verbatim 
accounts of participants' own language were the primary data used in the study. 
Collecting and analyzing data from various interviews and documents al lowed 
negative cases or discrepant data to emerge. These exceptions to panerns were explored 
as part of the data analysis process. 
Minimizing Researcher Bias 
A field log was used to log such objective information as dates, t imes, places, and 
names of key informants in each of the interviews. Means by which access was granted 
to participants was also noted in the log. 
A personal j ournal was used to ensure that the researcher maintained a record of 
the data analysis process. The journal contained the researcher' s rationale in making 
certain analytical decisions regarding the validity of the data and emerging themes and 
patterns. The j ournal also contained infonnation related to the meetings held with the 
peer debriefer. 
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The strict adherence to coding of all data provided a decision trail .  Data filed by 
topics, themes. and patterns could be traced to the original source. 
Generation of Use of the Study and Extension of Findings 
Conclusions from case studies are not generalizeable in  the same sense that results 
from certain quantitative studies are. There are, however, lessons to be learned that can 
be transposed to other s imi lar situations. The design incorporated several components 
allowing generation of use and extension of findings. Specifically, the design: 
described the role of the researcher throughout the i nterview process; 
clearly described the rationale for purposeful sample selection and described the 
characteristics of each sample set; 
employed multiple data col lection strategies; 
clearly described data analysis processes used and provided for thick descriptions; 
addressed plausible rival explanations and interpretations; and 
provided sufficient detail of methodology. design, and analysis to allow extension of its 
design for use in  conducting other case studies investigating simi lar phenomena. 
Limitations 
The design of this study is a case study design, and, as such, its results are not 
general izeable. The researcher did not intend for the results of this study to be 
generalized to explain the development of other federal legislation. 
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As part of the study, an historical overview of the United States Congress's 
development of special education legislation from 1 966- 1 977 was necessary. However. 
this study was not intended to be an historical analysis of federal-level special education 
legislation. The historical overview was necessary to frame the rationale for exploring 
the influences of specific factors upon key actors involved in the development of the 1 997 
IDEA disc ipline provisions. The historical documents also served to corroborate data 
obtained through interviews. 
Al l  sections of the 1 997 IDEA and section 504 of the Rehabil i tation Act have 
implications for public schools educating students with disabilities. This study explored 
neither the development of other sections of IDEA nor section 504 of the Rehabil itation 
Act. This study was concerned only with the development of sections 6 1 2(a)( 1 )(A) and 
6 1 5(k) of the 1 997 IDEA. 
Discussions and hearings regarding the amendments to IDEA took place for 1 8  
months prior to its being signed into law in June of 1 997. Interviews conducted with key 
informants required that they rely heavily upon their perceptions of what occurred almost 
two to three years earl ier. As time and memory may have had an impact upon their 
recollections. appropriate documents were used to corroborate interview data, as noted in 
Appendix C .  
Some negotiation meetings were closed and written records o f  them were not 
available for analysis. In these instances. the researcher used inforn1ation provided by 
other key infortnants to corroborate the data. While perhaps not as accurate as 
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documents, mUltiple sets of interview data were sti l l  useful for <;:orroboration, generating 
probing questions, and for pro\'iding some factual data. 
Not all key actors were available for interviews. Despite this, the researcher was 
able to obtain data that could be used to describe and analyze those factors i nfluencing 
key actors i nvolved in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions. 
The researcher accomplished this by interviewing key i nfonnants from special 
i nterest groups representing educators and individuals with disabil ities. Two of the key 
infonnants from the special interest group sub-sample met with other special interest 
group lobbyists in closed-door negotiations in 1 996 where they drafted two versions of 
IDEA that were presented to members of Congress. All key infonnants from the special 
i nterest group sub-sample participated in open hearings in 1 997.  
The researcher also interviewed key infom1ants from the government representing 
the US Department of Education. both houses of Congress. and Republicans and 
Democrats. Four of the five key infonnants from the government sub-sample participated 
in closed door-negotiations and public hearings in 1 997.  The same four were involved in 
writing all sections of the final 1 997 IDEA legislation. 
CHAPTER 4 :  FRAMEWORK FOR ANAL YSIS 
Overview 
Providing a framework for analyzing the data obtained in this study is a necessary 
first step towards understanding the description and analysis of the factors influencing the 
key actors who developed the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. This chapter wil l ,  
therefore, provide information regarding: 
the purpose of the study; 
profiles of key informants; 
identification of key actors; 
the need to amend IDEA; 
origins of the 1 997 IDEA discipline pro\'isions: and 
emergent pol icy i ssues revealed by the data. 
Purpose of the Study 
This study focused on the reauthorization of the 1 997 Individuals with Disabil ities 
Education Act over an 1 8-month period from January of 1 996 through June 5 ,  1 997, 
which was when President Will iam .l. Cl inton signed the Act into law. The purpose of 
this study was to describe and analyze the factors influencing the key actors involved in 
developing sections 6 1 2(a)( I ) (A) and 6 1 5 (k )  of the 1 997 Individuals with Disabi l ities 
I I I  
Education Act ( IDEA) ,  from their  own perspectiYes. These two sections of the 1 997 
IDEA are referred to as the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions. 
Profiles of Key Informants 
Data were primari ly obtained through interviews with nine key informants. 
Identification of key informants came from a review of h istorical documents related to 
the reauthorization of the 1 997 IDEA and from snowball sampling techniques. 
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Four key informants were from the special interest group sub-sample, and five 
key informants were from the government sub-sample. Codes and brief descriptions of 
the key informants are found in Tables 3 . 1  and 3 .2 .  
The fol lowing profiles of key informants are provided to  give more mean ing to 
the data. Within each sub-sample, key i nformants are l isted in order from those least 
involved in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions to those most 
involved in the development 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
Special Interest Group Sub-sample 
This key informant currently works in Washington, DC, with a national-level 
professional organization representing general education administrators. In  her current 
position as a director, she interacts with key members of Congress to lobby for 
educational i ssues. 
She has had former experience in Washington polit ics, having been employed as a 
staff member in a high-ranking Republican senator' s  office. She is, therefore, wel l 
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connected political ly .  She is intell igent and has a good understanding of Capitol H i l l ' s  
political machinery . 
She did not involve herself or her organization in the development of the 1 997 
IDEA discipline provisions, preferring to "broker" this responsibil ity to a group 
represented by another key infonnant. As she stated, "We didn't want to spend energy 
on discipl ine when so many other issues in IDEA were of concern, and we knew we 
couldn ' t  make a difference on the discipl ine issue." 
This key infonnant is  a policy analyst for a national-level special interest group 
representing individuals with disabil ities. She joined the organization in 1 996, toward the 
end of reauthorization efforts of the I 04th Congress. She fonnerly served as an 
administrator for the juvenile justice system in a state other than Virginia. 
In  1 997 she attended all of the public hearings scheduled as part of the consensus 
process put into place during the I osth Congress to reauthorize IDEA. She and others in 
her organization expressed their views by writing to and meeting with key members of 
Congress during 1 997 .  
She is  dedicated to the mission and beliefs of her organization and to doing what 
is best for all children. She encapsulated this by saying that this special interest group 
" . . .  does not support cessation of sen' ices for any chi ld.  And that" s something we' re 
very strong on." 
This key informant is the government relations director for a national-level 
special interest group that represents special education administrators. Because of the 
nature of this special interest group, she understands and represents the interests of 
educators as well as the interests of children with disabilities. 
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Beginning in 1 996, she coordinated efforts with a special interest group 
representing public school administrators and took responsibi l i ty for tracking the 
proposed changes in the discipline amendments. In 1 996 during the 1 04 th Congress, she 
and other special i nterest group lobbyists participated in two weeks of intense, c losed­
door negotiations where two versions of IDEA were drafted and presented to key 
members of Congress for their consideration. In 1 997 she attended and testified at public 
hearings. which were part of the consensus process established during the 1 0Sth Congress 
to reauthorize IDEA. 
She articulated clearly those things that her organization wished to see 
accomplished by the 1 997 IDEA discipline amendments. She stated: 
We represent administrators who are very sympathetic to other school 
administrators whether they be general ed or special ed. And I think that we 
wanted to safeguard the rights of the children while also ensuring that the other 
chi ldren in the classroom were able to enjoy al l  the benefit of their education 
experience. 
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This key infonnant is a lobbyist for a national-level special interest group 
representing general education administrators. She came to work for this organization in 
1 994 . She had fonnerly served as a lobbyist for another nation-level special interest 
group representing educators. She began her career as a special education teacher i n  
1 975 ,  the first year that P .  L .  94- 1 42 was enacted. 
During the reauthorization of I DEA, she met with members of Congress and 
wrote letters on behalf of the organization. In 1 996 during the 1 04th Congress, she and 
other special interest group lobbyists participated in two weeks of intense, closed-door 
negotiations where two versions of IDEA were drafted and presented to key members of 
Congress for their consideration. In 1 997, she testified in public hearings that were part 
of the consensus process put i nto place during the I 05th Congress to reauthorize IDEA. 
The focus of her efforts during the reauthorization was on attempting to affect the 
language of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. She stated : 
My members feel very strongly about this issue [discipline] . The further we went 
in this process it was clear that we were going to be the only people who real ly 
stood up for general ed,  in our view, on the discipline aspect. And we really went 
after some changes. 
Government Sub-sample 
As a Republican, this key infonnant held a high-ranking position in the US 
Department of Education during the Bush administration. During his  tenure in the US 
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Department of Education, he halted 1 99 1  efforts to introduce discipline provisions into 
federal special education legislation. 
This key informant i s  currently a director for a national-level special interest 
group representing general education administrators. While not directly involved in the 
last reauthorization of IDEA, his views and former activities shed light on 
Commonwealth of Virginia Department of Education v. Riley ( 1 997),  which was a key 
point of contention during the reauthorization. 
He spoke with great frustration about the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions, 
stating, "Suspension and expulsion are local school issues. They [Congress] have no 
business getting into that." 
This key informant is the director of one of the offices in the US Department of 
Education. He was appointed to his position in 1 993 and is a Democrat. He has served 
as a building level and central office administrator for two large urban school systems.  
During the reauthorization of IDEA, he was responsible for developing the 
administration' s  reauthorization proposal . In 1 996 and 1 997 he was heavily involved in  
the reauthorization of IDEA. He and another member of the Department assisted in the 
development of the 1 997 I DEA discipline provisions. 
This key informant i s  the president of a Washington. DC, based organization 
representing educational issues. During the reauthorization of IDEA, he sen'ed as staff to 
a high-ranking Republican in the House. In 1 996 and 1 997 he was heavi ly involved in 
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the reauthorization of IDEA. He and another member of the Congressman' s  staff assisted 
in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
This key informant directs a policy center for a major university located in 
Washington, DC. He has recently joined the university after having been involved in 
Capitol Hi l l  politics since the mid- 1 980's .  He has a strong background in law and 
extensive experience with developing federal-level disabil ity policy. 
During the I 04th Congress, he served as staff for a high-ranking Democrat in the 
Senate. In 1 996 and 1 997 he was hea\" i ly involved in the reauthorization of IDEA. He 
assisted in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
This key informant serves as staff for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate. 
Most of his career has been in politics. and he has held this current position for several 
years. 
Toward the end of the I 04th Congress. he assisted in drafting a portion of I DEA 
that dealt with transfer of records. He was heavi ly involved in the IDEA reauthorization 
efforts of the 1 osth Congress. He assisted in the development of the 1 997 IDEA 
discipline provisions. 
All but two key infomlants were involved in the reauthorization of IDEA. The 
degree of involvement in the reauthorization and kind of involvement in the 
reauthorization varied among the remaining seven key informants. The relative degree of 
involvement of each key informant in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provisions is shown in  Table 4 . 1 .  
Table 4 . 1 
Key Infonnants' Degree of Involvement in Developing 1 997 IDEA Discipl ine Prov isions 
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Sub-sample Not Involved Very Involved 
Special I nterest Group SEF I  
Government GUM I 
SDF2 SDEF3 
SEF4 
GUM2 
GHM3 
GSM4 
GSM5 
All key i nformants provided data that allowed the researcher to describe and analyze the 
key factors influencing the key actors involved in developing the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine 
provisions. 
Identification of Key Actors 
For the purposes of this study, the researcher identified as key actors those most 
closely involved in drafting the 1 997 IDEA discipline provi sions. All of the key actors 
came from the government sub-sample. Descriptions of these key actors fol low. 
GUM2 
US Department of Education and its staff were mentioned three times in historical 
documents reviewed for this study. Four key informants named this key actor as being 
heavily involved in  the reauthorization of the 1 997 IDEA. They described him as being 
very concerned about special education legislation and as being very honest. 
During the reauthorization of IDEA, he was responsible for developing the 
administration ' s  reauthorization proposal. In 1 997 he was heavily involved in the 
consensus process established during the I 05th Congress to reauthorize IDEA. He 
attended the public hearings and l i stened to testimony. He participated in  closed-door 
negotiations and helped draft the final legislation, including the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provi sions. 
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He spoke with great emotion and very animatedly. Of his own role in the process 
he said :  
Basically my role in  the reauthorization was developing the administration' s  
reauthorization proposal . . .  We felt pretty strongly that there was a need to do 
some amendments to the law, given that it was twenty-plus years old . . .  My own 
personal v iew, as wel l  as that of the career staff here, was that we real ly had to 
bring special education to a greater results orientation. 
GHM3 
The name of the House Republican that this key actor worked for during the 
reauthorization of the 1 997 IDEA appeared four times throughout the historical 
documents reviewed for this study. Three other key informants named this key actor as 
having been heavi ly involved in reauthorization efforts. He was described by special 
interest group key informants as a " mover and a shaker"' throughout the reauthorization 
process (SEF I ,  SDEF4). 
During the reauthorization of IDEA, this key actor served as staff to the 
Republican chairman of the House committee responsible for drafting IDEA legislation. 
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He came to the committee in 1 995, and his primary area of responsibil ity was disabil ity 
legislation. As i ssues in other disability legislation became resolved, his focus shifted 
solely to the reauthorization of IDEA. In 1 997, he was heavily involved in the consensus 
process establi shed to reauthorize IDEA during the 1 05th Congress. He participated in 
closed-door negotiations and drafted the final version of the legislation, including the 
1 997 IDEA discipline provi sions. 
He i s  very politically astute. Describing his role he stated, "I was the chief staffer 
responsible for seeing that the legislation was ultimately introduced. In fairness and 
honesty, I handled everything that was technical all the policy i ssues." 
The name of the Democrat in  the Senate for whom this key informant worked 
during the reauthorization of the 1 997 IDEA appeared twice throughout the historical 
documents reviewed for this study. Four other key informants named this key actor as 
having been involved in reauthorization efforts. They described him as instrumental in 
maintaining the integrity of the consensus process. and as someone who represented well 
his party' s  views. 
During the 1 04th Congress, he served as the staff director and chief counci l  for the 
Senate subcommittee charged with the responsibi lity of drafting the IDEA legislation. 
When this committee was disbanded at the beginni ng of the 1 05th Congress. he became 
the chief disabil ity advisor for the Senate committee responsible for overseeing disabi lity 
legislation. He was designated as the primary Democratic staffer to work on the 
reauthorization of IDEA. In 1 997 he was heavily involved in the consensus process 
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establ ished to reauthorize IDEA during the 1 OSlh Congress. H e  attended the publ ic 
hearings and participated in  closed-door negotiations to draft the final version of IDEA. 
including the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
stated : 
He spoke thoughtfully and intellectually  about his role in the reauthorization. He 
I wanted to ensure that school systems had the flexibi l i ty that they needed to 
ensure that schools were safe and conducive to learning. And I wanted to ensure 
that when inappropriate behavior was identified, that there were steps taken to 
maximize the l ikelihood that that behavior would not reoccur. 
GSMS 
The name of the high-ranking Republican in the Senate for whom this key actor 
worked during the reauthorization of IDEA did not appear in the historical documents 
reviewed for this study. Six key informants named him as being very involved in 1 997 
IDEA reauthorization efforts. All six key informants spoke about him with great 
reverence. They applauded him for his efforts in bringing about passage of this Bi l l .  
During the reauthorization efforts of the 1 041h Congress, he met with special 
interest group representatives and shared their views with the senator for whom he 
worked. He assisted in  drafting a portion of IDEA that dealt with transfer of records. 
He was heavily involved in the IDEA reauthorization efforts or the 1 0Slh 
Congress. He designed the consensus process by which this Bil l  became a law. He 
presided over the publ ic hearings. which were part of the consensus process. He 
faci l itated the closed-door negotiations where the Bi l l  was drafted, and participated in  
drafting the IDEA legislation, including the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
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His  perspectives reflected his experiences on Capitol Hi l l  and reflected his 
experiences as a father of a child with a disabil ity. He was humble about his involvement 
in the reauthorization of IDEA and stated: 
What real ly got me into it was being the Chief of Staff for [a high ranking 
senator] on an issue that was contentious for the Republican committee. It was 
more by chance than by grand design that I got involved in doing this. 
Al l  key actors belonged to the government sub-sample. They provided data 
through i nterviews that were valuable in answering the research questions. The codes and 
roles of the key actors are provided in Table 4 .2 .  
The Need for Amending IDEA 
Al l  key actors agreed that IDEA needed amending. The director with the US 
Department of Education stated. " We felt pretty strongly that there was a need to  do some 
amendments to the law to basically update it. given that it was over 20 years old" 
(GUM2). Speaking specifically about the issue of discipline, the chief of staff for a high­
ranki ng Republican senator stated, "Once I got involved, it was c lear that this was an 
issue which needed updating" (GSMS) .  The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat 
in the Senate posed the question that would guide the efforts of the key actors asking, 
"What i s  the message these amendments would send to local communities far, far a,va), 
from Washington, DC?"" (GSM4). 
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Key actors held different perspectives on the degree to which IDEA should be 
amended. These differing perspectives are expanded upon in the remainder of this study. 
Table 4 .2  
Codes and Descriptions of Key Actors Involved in Developing 1 997 I DEA Discipl ine Prov isions 
Code Position Held Role During Reauthorization 
GUM2 Director in  US Department of Developed administration ' s  
Education during C l inton statement of position 
admin istrat ion regard ing mEA 
reauthorization in  1 996; 
participated in c losed-door 
negotiations in 1 997 to draft 
IDEA amendments; attended 
public hearings 
GHM3 Staff for h igh-ranking Developed I DEA draft 
Republ ican member of House amendments in  1 996; 
Part ic ipated in closed-door 
negotiations in 1 997 to draft 
I DEA amendments; attended 
pub l ic hearings 
GSM4 Staff for high-ranking Developed I DEA draft 
Democrat in Senate amendments in 1 996; 
Part ic ipated in c losed-door 
negotiations in  1 997 to draft 
I DEA amendments; attended 
public hearings 
GSMS Staff for h igh-ranking Designed and fac i l itated 
Republ ican senator consensus process by which 
1 997 IDEA was drafted and 
passed; participated in c 1osed-
door negotiations to draft 
I DEA amendments; fac i l itated 
public hearings 
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The Origins of Discipl ine Provisions in IDEA 
Documents provided data to indicate that a short-lived effort was made in  the 
early \ 990's to include discipl ine provisions in IDEA. Some discussion in congressional 
subcommittees revolved around allowing corporal punishment of students with 
disabi lities, if the parents and school personnel agreed to it (GI4- l ) . The request to 
i nclude discipline in IDEA did not gain support from the Bush administration, however. 
A government key informant who served in the US Department of Education at that t ime 
stated, "[Disc ipl ine] is a local school i ssue. We had no business getting into that. I 
buried that thing (GUM l )." 
Special interest group key i nformants and key actors agreed that as the 1 990's  
progressed, d iscipl ine of students with disabi l ities became a growing concern. Numbers 
of students identified with disabi l ities were increasing, as were the numbers of disabi l ity 
categories. The staff member for a for a high-ranking Republican in  the Senate indicated : 
When you look at the growth in IDEA students over the 20 years of the Bi l l .  
you've gone from the clearly physically and mentally disabled to those who have 
learning disabilities and other things . . .  The increase in parents' concerns about 
safety of their kids in school was going to be an i ssue that was going to overtake 
IDEA, if IDEA didn't  try to get out in front of it (GSMS) .  
Educators and special interest groups representing them began to  contact 
members of Congress with their concerns. A staff member for a high-ranking Democrat 
in the Senate stated: 
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The regular education community felt that they were hamstrung in tern1S of what 
they could and could not do under the IDEA. That included school boards" 
associations . . .  and those representing principals. They found champions up here 
who otherwise had expressed concern about this i ssue and j ust kept meeting with 
members over and over again (GSM4). 
A director from a special interest group representing special education administrators felt 
that these contacts might have precipitated efforts to include discipline in  IDEA. She 
shared: 
It seems to me that it [ discipline] arose because there were several members of 
Congress who were getting phone calls . . .  from local superintendents, principals 
in  thei r  d istricts, talking about the fact that they thought that disciplin ing kids with 
disabi l ities was a problem (SDEF3 ) .  
Federal legislation in  1 994 addressed the i ssue of  school safety. The Gun Free 
Schools Act of 1 994 became law as part of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
(ESEA).  The Act required that school divisions develop policies for i mmediate removal 
of students who brought guns to schools (GL4-2). 
The IDEA in  effect at the time of the passage of the Gun Free Schools Act 
stipulated that students with disabi l ities could not always be immediately removed from 
their current educational settings without prior written notice to and approval by the 
child" s parents. Nor could the child be immediately removed i f  it was determined 
through a hearing that the child " s behavior was related to his or her disabil ity. IDEA also 
stated that if parents did not agree to removal, the child was to remain in the current 
educational setting unti l  the dispute was resolved (GL4-3) .  
I t  became quickly apparent to  legislators that the two laws together created a 
conflict for schools. There was no clear policy on how to deal with a child with a 
disabi l ity who brought a gun to school. A director in the US Department of Education 
stated, "The issue of how that [Gun Free Schools Act of 1 994] related to kids with 
disabil i ties was becoming prominent as a public policy issue" (GUM2). 
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In an effort to resolve the apparent conflict, Senator Jeffords proposed an 
amendment to IDEA. The Jeffords' Amendment, passed by Congress in 1 994. allowed 
for i mmediate removal of a child with a disabi l ity who brought a gun to school to an 
alternative educational setting for up to 45 days (GI4-4) .  
Special interest group key informants perceived the Gun Free Schools Act and the 
resulting Jeffords' Amendment to IDEA to be the origins of federal legislation addressing 
discipline of students with disabilities. When asked about the origin, a policy analyst for 
a special interest group representing individuals with disabi l ities stated, "Probably 
Senator Jeffords. He was big on the discipline issues" (SDF2).  A lobbyist for a special 
interest group representing general education administrators added, "That 's  where this 
discipl ine stuff first got in  IDEA . . .  through ESEA [Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act. to which the Gun Free Schools Act is an amendment)'" (SEF4) .  
Key actors connected the Gun Free Schools Act and the Jeffords' Amendment to 
the discipline provisions of the 1 997 IDEA. They articulated the connections more 
clearly than did key informants from the special interest group sub-sample .  A staff 
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member for a high-ranking Republ ican in the House said, "Pretty clearly, the Jeffords' 
Amendment was the genesis of this [discipline provisions]" (GHM3) .  A director in the 
US Department of Education expanded the perspective, stating: 
The i ssue of discipl ine to some extent from a polit ical perspective, was an i ssue 
that was active all the time we were here. And it was an issue that Congress had 
been concerned about with the Gun Free Schools Act. . .  which was directly 
dealing with the i ssue of discipline in schools. So there was a federalization to 
some extent on this [discipline] i ssue, as it related to all kids, really.  IDEA 
actually  became amended . . .  with what ' s  called the Jeffords' Amendment. So the 
i ssue of amending IDEA in the area of discipline was on the table in 1 994, which 
was before we even had a proposal to the Congress (GUM2). 
According to key informants and key actors, there were three factors that were 
influential in init iating the inclusion of discipline provisions in the 1 997 IDEA. These 
factors were special interest group contacts with members of Congress. and the passage 
of the Gun Free Schools Act and the Jeffords' Amendment in 1 994. 
Emergent Policy Issues Revealed by the Data 
As the reauthorization of IDEA progressed and key actors became more 
immersed in the process of developing the discipl ine provisions, seven policy i ssues 
emerged that had to be given their consideration as they developed the disc ipl ine 
provisions. These i ssues were: 
maintaining school environments conducive to learning: 
safeguarding the fights of chi ldren with disabi lit ies: 
giving unilateral authority to school officials removing students with disabi l ities from 
school settings; 
prescribing specifics of the discipline provisions; 
determi ning when disciplinary action was warranted; 
creating a double standard of discipl ine; and 
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ceasing educational and related services to children with disabil i ties who are suspended 
or expelled from school . 
Policy Issues Agreed Upon 
The special interest group key informants and the key actors recognized that 
maintaining school environments conducive to learning was policy issue upon which all 
agreed. They recognized that all agreed the rights of students with disabil i ties should 
continue to be protected by the 1 997 IDEA. 
Pol icy Issues Creating Controversy 
Special interest group key infonnants and key actors agreed that maintaining 
school environments conducive to learning and protecting the rights of students with 
disabi l ities were pol icy issues that needed to be supported. They realized. however. that 
these two issues could potentially conflict with one another. A key actor who worked for 
a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate shared: 
We wanted to ensure that dangerous kids could be removed from the classroom 
because of teachers and other children. We didn't  want teachers or kids to be put 
at risk. But we also wanted rights and protections for kids that had to be removed 
(GSM4) .  
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A director for a special interest group representing special education administrators 
stated, "Safeguarding the rights of students with disabi l ities . . .  is an overarching theme. 
But we wanted . . .  [an] understanding that sometimes children do need to be removed 
from c lassrooms" (SDEF3) .  
Also, controversies arose between and among special interest groups and 
government representatives regarding these five remaining emergent policy issues : 
giving unilateral authority to school officials removing students with disabilities from 
school settings; 
detail ing specifics of the provisions; 
determining when discipl inary action was warranted; 
creating of a double standard of discipl ine; and 
ceasing educational and related services to children with disabi l ities who are suspended 
or expel led from school .  
It became the task of the key actors to clearly define the controversies inherent in the 
policy issues, design a means by which the discipl ine provisions could be drafted, and to 
give considerations to various factors when developing the discipline amendments. 
C HAPTER 5 :  LEGISLATIVE GOAL:  DEVELOPMENT OF A 
"BALANCED" POLICY 
Overview 
The key actors' goal was to develop a federal policy for disciplining students with 
disabil it ies .  To describe how that was accomplished, this chapter: 
summarizes the roles of the key actors; 
explains what was meant by "balance" ; 
describes controversies within each of the emergent policy issues; 
explains procedures used for developing a balanced policy; 
describes factors influencing balance; 
summarizes resulting 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions; and 
describes key informants' satisfaction \\ ith resulting 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions . 
Role of the Key Actors 
The key actors in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions were: 
a director in the US Department of Education during the Clinton administration (GUM2 ): 
a staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the House (GHM3 ) :  
a staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate (GSM4);  and 
a chief of staff for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate (GSM5) .  
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Explaining Balance 
The key actors held different perspectives regarding the degree to which IDEA 
should be amended and what the 1 997 IDEA discipline provis ions should include. When 
talking specifically about the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions, a key actor who is a staff 
member for a high-ranking Republ ican in the Senate shared: 
The increase in parents' concerns about safety of their kids in school was going to 
be an i ssue that was going to overtake IDEA, if IDEA didn ' t  try to get out in front 
of it . . .  What we were trying to do is figure out how to handle them [discipline 
provisions] fai rly for the students so they get the best education. how to handle 
them fairly for every student and the teachers and the administrators as wel l  . . .  
That 's  a balance that nobody wants to lose, but i t 's  easy to lose. The question i s  
how t o  d o  it most effectively for the child and for the school . And that ' s  some o f  
what we tried to d o  (GSMS ) .  
A key actor who served as  staff for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate provided a 
context from which to view this balance. He stated : 
I wanted to ensure that things were accomplished for children with d isabi l ities 
recognizing history. recognizing the need to individualize discipline to make sure 
that it was meaningful and effective in accomplishing those objectives, and I 
wanted to ensure that what we did did not have unintended consequences 
(GSM4 ) .  
With " balance" a s  a framework. the key actors gaw consideration t o  the spec ific policy 
issues around which the discipline provisions were de\"eloped. 
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" "Balancing" the Pol icy I ssues 
As the reauthorization of IDEA progressed in 1 996 during the 1 04 Ih Congress, seven 
policy i ssues emerged that had an impact on the development of the 1 997 IDEA 
discipl ine provisions. These i ssues were: 
maintaining school environments conducive to learning; 
safeguarding the rights of children with disabi l ities; 
giving unilateral authority to school officials removing students with disabilities from 
school settings: 
prescri bing spec i fics of the disci pline provisions; 
determining when disciplinary action was warranted; 
creating a dual system of discipline; and 
ceasing educational and related sen' ices to students with disabi l ities who were suspended 
or expelled from school .  
There were two emergent policy i ssues about which special interest groups and 
govenU11ent representatiws agreed. Howeyer. controversies arose between and among 
special interest groups and government representatiyes regarding five emergent policy 
i ssues. These areas of agreement and areas of controversy continued throughout the 1 04111 
Congress and into the 1 05111 Congress. 
Maintaining Environments Conducive to Learning 
While Safeguarding Rights of Children with Disabil ities 
Special Interest Groups' Perspectives 
1 3 3 
Al l  key informants agreed that schools needed to maintain educational 
environments conducive to learning. A policy analyst for a special interest group 
representing individuals with disabil ities summarized the perspectives of special interest 
group key informants by saying, "We didn't want teachers or kids to be put at risk" 
( SDF2) .  
Key informants agreed that the rights of students with d isabil ities should be 
protected. The director for a special i nterest group representing special education 
administrators i l lustrated this perception. She stated, "My members had the same 
concerns as the general disabi l ity community, which is safeguarding the rights of students 
with d isabil it ies .  I certainly think that is an overarching theme" (SDEF3) .  
The key informants realized, however, that these two i ssues could potential ly 
conflict with one another. The director for a special interest group representing spec ial 
education administrators stated : 
But I think we also wanted to see some logic in the system. We wanted to 
safeguard the rights of the chi ldren with disabi l ities while also ensuring that the 
other children in the classroom were able to enjoy a l l  the benefits of their 
educational experience. Definitely a balancing act (SDEF3) .  
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Perspectives of Key Actors 
All key actors agreed that schools needed to be able to maintain educational 
environments conducive to learning. A staff member of a high-ranking Democrat in the 
Senate summarized the perception of the key actors. He stated, "1 wanted to ensure that 
school systems had the flexibil ity they needed to ensure that schools were safe and 
conducive to learning" (GSM4). 
The key actors agreed that the rights of students with disabi l it ies should be 
protected. The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate reflected this 
perception stating, "What we wanted to be able to do was give parents [of students with 
disabil it ies] ,  working with administrators and teachers, the greatest number of options 
possible to give each kid that best education possible" (GSMS) .  
The key actors involved in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provisions realized, however. that these two i ssues could potentially conflict with one 
another. The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate shared: 
We wanted to ensure that dangerous kids could be removed from the classroom 
because of teachers and other children. We didn' t  want teachers or kids to be put 
at risk. But we also wanted rights and protections for kids that had to be removed 
(GSM4).  
Summary of Perspectives 
All key informants and key actors agreed that maintaining educational 
environments conducive to learning was a policy issue that was not in dispute. 
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All key informants and key actors agreed that the rights of students with disabi l ities 
should be protected. The means by which these two pol icy issues would be balanced 
became the focus of the efforts of the key actors involved in developing the 1 997 IDEA 
discipli ne provisions. 
Giving Unilateral Authority to School Officials 
I n  Removing Students with Disabilities from School Settings 
Special Interest Groups' Perspectives 
Perspectives varied among special interest group key informants as to the degree 
to which school officials should have uni lateral authority to remove students with 
disabi l ities from school settings when these students exhibited i nappropriate behaviors. 
One special interest group representing spec ial education administrators felt that all  
discipl ine decisions should be left to school officials .  The director of the special interest 
group stated : 
The discipline policies are generally within the purview of local school districts 
"" ith broad guidelines from the state agency.  I believe that there are protections 
[for students with disabi l ities] under IDEA, even without these disc ipline 
provisions . . .  Why, then, did they impose these . . .  in  federal law? (SDEF3) 
She acknowledged that providing unilateral authority to school officials in removing 
students with disabi lities who exhibited inappropriate behaviors was sometimes 
mis interpreted. She stated, "The attitude of the parents was that you couldn 't  depend on 
school officials to keep disabled kids in school" (SDEF3 ). 
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One special interest group representing general education administrators felt that 
some l imits to the unilateral authority of school officials were acceptable while others 
were not. This special interest group approved of school administrators being given 
unilateral authority to remove schools students with disabil ities who brought weapons to 
school . The lobbyist for this special interest group said:  
For a lot of our members, they want a violent chi ld away from other children for 
as long as they can have them away. We were pleased with the expansion from 
j ust guns under the 45-day removal to include other weapons (SEF4) . 
She shared that members represented by this special interest group also wanted the 
unilateral authority to remove students with disabil ities from school for up to 45 days for 
other behaviors. She said, "It didn' t  go far enough. We wanted assault in there as wel l .  
Disruptive isn ' t  in there. and i t  should have been. Seriously disruptive is  what we 
wanted" ( SEF4) .  
The special  interest group representing indiyiduals with disabi l ities felt that the 
unilateral authority given to school officials in remoying students with disabi l ities from 
educational settings should be l imited . Speaking in support of removal of these students 
for possession of weapons and drugs or for exhibiting dangerous behaviors, the pol icy 
analyst for this group said :  
On the serious offenses of weapons, drugs or  danger to self or  others. yes. that 
child should be pul led from the classroom. So we were supportive of the 45 days 
there, and you can always have a second 45-day period ( SDF2) .  
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This special interest group did not support giving unilateral authority of schools officials 
to remove students with disabi l ities for behaviors that were more open to subjective 
interpretation. The policy analyst for this group stated further, "We really got away from 
'disruptive' because 'disruptive' means a lot of different things to a lot of different 
people. It can ' t  just be the principal decides. So we really fought that language" ( SDF2) .  
Perspectives of Key Actors 
Key actors supported, under l imited conditions, unilateral authority of school 
officials to remove from school settings students with disabilities who exhibit 
inappropriate behaviors. The director in the US Department of Education shared: 
The amount of discretion people have in moving kids around is, I think, the bigger 
issue . . .  We went forward with what I would cal l a modest proposal that provided 
more flexibil ity to school districts as it related to extreme incidences of 
misconduct in relationship to weapons and drugs. Essentially, to objectively 
verifiable events. You either have one or you don't (GUM2 ) .  
The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat i n  the Senate stated: 
With respect to the issue of unilateral authority of school officials, there was a 
notion that there are certain kinds of behavior that are very objective. If you bring 
a weapon in, you know it .  If  you bring drugs in you know it. That' s  very 
objective kinds of behavior. In other words, if you do it, you have a good sense 
that it actually happened . . .  We wanted a continuum to provide maximum 
flexibil ity to school officials in those kinds of situations (GSM4) .  
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The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate i ndicated that providing 
unilateral authority to school officials under the conditions described above was one of 
their intentions as the discipline provisions were drafted. He said, "And that "s  some of 
what we tried to do . . .  So, we provided in the law these changes to enable these kids to 
be put out for 1 0  days and for 45 days" (GSM5) .  
The key actors did not support unilateral authority of school officials to remove 
from school settings students with disabi l ities who exhibited inappropriate behaviors that 
were open to subjective interpretation. The director with the US Department of 
Education stated, " We didn 't  go dovm that route of including things that could be in the 
mind of the beholder. l ike ' dangerous' " (GUM2).  The staff member for a high-ranking 
Democrat in the Senate echoed this view. He stated :  
The more subjective the issues were, the more we were concerned about 
providing unilateral authority. You 've got things l ike assaults or danger or 
\-\ hatewr kinds of behayiors Sometimes i t 's  in the eyes of the beholder and 
sometimes i t " s real . . .  How do you figure out \vhich of these kinds of behaviors 
require discipl ine. and which require more appropriate services by trained staff! 
(GSM4). 
The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the House shared the rationale 
for this thinking. He stated. " J t goes to the underlying issue. and i t 's  a fair issue. of the 
historic use of discipl ine measures as a means of removing problem chi ldren. And. not 
surprisingly. problem chi ldren meaning chi ldren with disabi l it ies" (GHM3 ) .  
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The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate provided additional 
insight into the rational of key actors. He stated, "Sometimes, i t ' s  [inappropriate 
behavior] because the system fai led to provide appropriate services by trained staff. Are 
you blaming the kid for the fai lure of the system')'" (GSM4). The staff member for a 
high-ranking Republican in the Senate added, "There are behaviors which are not 
necessarily d iscipline problems but attention problems. They make kids hard to teach. 
Unfortunately, they can be used at times to try and keep kids from being included in 
schoo] ," (GSMS) .  
Summary of Perspectives 
All special interest group key informants and all key actors agreed that school 
officials should have unilateral authority to remove from school settings students with 
disabi l ities exhibiting seriously inappropriate behaviors. Those behaviors were bringing 
weapons to school or bringing drugs to school .  They agreed that school officials should 
be given the flexibil ity to remove from school settings students with disabi lit ies who 
exhibit other types of dangerous behaviors. 
The lobbyist for a special interest group representing general education 
administrators supported uni lateral authority of school officials to remove from school 
settings students who exhibited seriously disruptive behavior or who committed assault .  
Neither the other key informants nor the key actors supported uni lateral authority of  
school officials to remoye students with disabi l it ies exhibiting those beha\ iors or  
exhibiting other beha\'iors open to  subjective interpretation. 
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Key actors expressed concern that school officials may unfairly remove students 
with disabi l ities from school for inappropriate behaviors open to subjective interpretation. 
Prescribing the Specifics of the Discipl ine Provisions 
Special Interest Groups' Perspecti yes 
There was disagreement among special interest groups regarding the degree of 
prescription that would be needed in the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions developed by 
the key actors. The disagreements were well known among the special interest group 
representatives. The director for a special interest group representing general education 
administrators said, "There was a conflict in ideology about letting states handle [the 
specifics of] discipline of special education students" (SEF 1 ) .  The policy analyst for a 
special interest group representing individuals with disabil it ies shared, "It became the 
general ed community versus the special ed community . . .  And we all knew it" (SDF2) .  
The special interest group representing special education administrators felt that 
the particulars of disciplining students with disabi lities should be left to states. The 
director for this group recommended to members of Congress that. under the "State Plan" 
section of IDEA. states should be requi red to " set forth polices and procedures relating to 
the suspension and expulsion of children and youth with disabilities . . .  " (S IS-S ) .  
Parameters for the policies and procedures were suggested. The director for this special 
interest group further explained : 
Our particular take on these discipl ine amendments from the very beginning was 
that we felt that the federal la\\ should say something in the eligibility section that 
states wil l  dewlop policies and procedures regarding disciplining of chi ldren with 
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disabil ities. Leave i t  at that or put i n  a few basic parameters. And then have the 
states and localities develop discipline policies. We took the stand that ' states 
shal l develop policies and procedures' around discipline, rather than to put the 
specifics i nto federal legislation (SDEF3) .  
The lobbyist for a special interest group representing general education 
administrators shared her group's differing perspective. She said :  
I personally and the organization believe there 's  a legitimate federal involvement. 
In that l ight, I would say there' s  an argument for being prescriptive from a federal 
level. . . .  These particular ones [discipline provisions] may be a little too 
prescriptive because there are too many hoops to jump through (SEF4 ).  
Perspecti ves of Kev Actors 
Key actors held differing views on the degree to which the spec ifics of the 
discipl ine provisions should be included in federal legislation. Differences in views were 
along party l ines. Democrats were more united in their views. The director for the US 
Department of Education stated, " We felt there needed to  b e  explic i t  statutory language" 
( GUM2).  
The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate expanded upon this view 
and provided a rational. He shared : 
This [ IDEA] was aid by the federal go\ernment to help schools meet their 
Constitutional responsibility to children . Doesn 't it make sense to have a basic 
floor of opportwlity described in federal legislation, so that the basic 
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Constitutional responsibi lity is clearly understood by all the school systems in a 
state and in all school systems among states? (GSM4). 
Republ icans were less in agreement regarding the degree to which federal 
legislation should prescribe the specifics of discipline for students with disabil ities. The 
staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the House stated: 
I wil l  tell you that they [ Republicans] were tom on that . . .  We had a lot of 
internal policy debates about how, frankly, Republicans on our committee would 
be interested in j ust getting rid of this [discipline provisions] completely . But 
we'd already bought into the fact that this [discipline of students with disabilities] 
was going to be federal regulation. If you accept that fact, . . .  then the next 
question is  how to go about doing that (GHM3 ) .  
The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate shared a slightly different 
view. He stated: 
The most difficult part was finding the answers to the discipl ine questions . . .  
Trying to bring some clarity to them and unity to discipline procedures and 
opportunities that disabled kids would have . . .  We had to have some very clear 
definitions of discipline and what it means. Shouldn't there be a standard? We 
thought so. And it would end up solving problems ahead of time by making it 
clear what the template \\'as for how kids were to be treated and how discipline 
was to be treated. We thought it would be better to lay out a pattern (GSMS) .  
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Summary of Perspectives 
The degree to which the speci fics of disciplinary procedures should be prescribed 
in federal legislation was a controversial policy i ssue. Controversies existed between and 
among special i nterest groups and key actors. 
The special interest group representing general education administrators agreed 
that federal involvement was needed and, therefore, some degree of prescription was 
warranted. The special interest group representing special education admi nistrators felt 
that developing speci fic discipl inary procedures and polices was best left to the states. 
Of the key actors, Democrats provided evidence of cohesive support for detailed 
and prescriptive disc ipline provisions. Republican key actors indicated that their party 
was less united on the degree of prescription the disc ipl ine provisions should have. 
DetermininQ When Discipl inary Action Was Warranted 
Special Interest Groups' Perspectives 
General education administrators felt that the federal legislation should address 
conditions under which students with disabi lities exhibiting inappropriate beha\ iors 
could be discipl ined. Their perceptions were that students with disabi l ities who exhibited 
inappropriate behaviors could not be disciplined under the "old" ( 1 990) IDEA. The 
lobbyist for a special interest group representing general education administrators stated, 
· ·At that time my members were screaming so loudly for some rel ief. They just fe lt the ir 
hands were tied by this law·· (SEF4). 
The director for a special interest group representing special education 
administrators acknowledged this perception. She stated. "It was expressed. that some of 
these people [school administrators] felt they could not remove a student with 
disabil i ties" ( SDEF3) ,  However, she attributed this perception to practice that had 
evolved, not policy, She explained, 
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But school districts have become so nervous about being sued that the whole 
culture kind of developed that you can ' t  remove kids with disabilities, Their 
school district probably told them that if  it 's a kid with an IEP don' t  you touch 
them " , And I think that " , the disability community is as much to blame about 
that as the general ed community, We all bear some responsibi lity for the way the 
practice has evolved (SDEF3) ,  
The policy analyst for a special interest group representing individuals with 
disabilities indicated that this perception of general education administrators may have 
been because. "the schools may not have been applying IDEA properly in the first place" 
(SDF2 ) ,  The director for a special interest group representing special education 
administrators supported this view stating: 
It was expressed. that some of these people [school administrators] fel t  they could 
not remo\'e a student ,\'ith disabi l ities even though clearly there was nothing in the 
[previous] law preventing that. And certainly there were clear ways to do that 
under previous law (SDEF3) ,  
The lobbyist for general education administrators countered this, She said. "They 
[administrators] know ho\\' to implement this law, A lot of the argument was. ' Your 
principals don 't  know how to implement the la\\', '  But they' \'e gro\\'n up with this law" 
( SEF4 ) ,  
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All  special interest group key infom1ants agreed that disciplinary action was 
warranted if students with disabil ities brought weapons or drugs to school or if they 
exhibited dangerous behaviors. The policy analyst for a special interest group 
representing individuals with disabi l ities i l lustrated this perspective by saying. "On the 
serious offenses of weapons, drugs or danger to self or others, yes. that child should be 
pulled from the classroom" (SDF2) .  
The lobbyist for the special interest group representing general education 
administrators indicated that her members wanted disciplinary action to be warranted for 
other inappropriate behaviors. She stated : 
I think for a lot of my members, they want a violent child away from other 
children for as long as they can have them away . . .  "Seriously disruptive" is what 
we wanted in there. We wanted "assault .. in there as well (SEF4) .  
Key informants representing two other special interest groups did not support 
warranting discipl inary action for those behaviors that were open to subjective 
interpretation. The policy analyst for a special interest group representing individuals 
with disabi l i ties stated. "Disruptive means a lot of different things to a lot of different 
people . . .  You could have two principals look at one incident and see it clearly 
differently and handle i t  clearly differently" (SDF2 ) .  
These two kev informants provided rationale for their similar perspectives. The 
director for a special interest group representing special education administrators 
indicated that some behaviors related to a chi ld 's  disabi lity could be misinterpreted as 
behavioral problems. She shared. "Children may exhibit some sort of behavioral problem 
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which may be a conduct problem, versus some child who has an emotional disabi lity or a 
learning disabil ity which causes them to act out" (SDEF3) .  The policy analyst for a 
special interest group representing individuals with disabil ities echoed this view. She 
stated, "Kids that have seizures. Yes, thal' s  disruptive, but that doesn't mean the child 
shouldn' t  have programs" (SDF2) .  
Key inforn1ants from these same two special interest groups were concerned that 
warranting discipl inary action in the 1 997 discipline provisions for inappropriate 
behaviors open to subjective interpretation would allow school officials to use those 
subjective interpretations as a means to exclude students with disabil it ies from schools .  
The director for one special interest group said, "Parent advocates perceive that discipline 
i s  a mechanism to get their kids out of c lasses" (SDEF3) .  The policy analyst for the other 
special interest group shared:  
We got away from " disruptive" because that [taps with penci l ]  could be 
disruptive. That doesn't mean the child has to leave the classroom . . . .  What we 
were afraid of . . .  was that schools would j ust keep giving suspensions. And in 
fact, the kid would be out of the classroom for months at a time (SDF2) .  
Perspectives of Kev Actors 
When discussing development of the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions, key actors 
addressed implementation of law, types of behaviors to be included in the discipl ine 
provisions, and rationale for their perspectives. These views are consi stent among all key 
actors. 
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Key actors did not perceive that the 1 990 IDEA prevented school officials from 
removing students with disabilities who exhibited inappropriate behaviors. They felt that 
school officials did not always use opportunities provided to them in that law to handle 
appropriately discipl ine of students with disabil ities. The director in the US Department 
of Education said, "I never felt that [the 1 990] IDEA was an obstacle for running safe 
discipl ine in schools, if  you exercised the remedies that existed in [the 1 990] IDEA" 
(GUM2). The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in  the Senate shared, "What 
we found was that there were an awful lot of school systems in various parts of the 
country who weren't  l iving anywhere near by the law" (GSMS) .  
Key actors perceived that. under the 1 990 IDEA. discipl ining students with 
disabil ities only became problematic for school officials if parents disputed the decision 
to remove the student from school or c lass and invoked "stay-put . ' ·  Invoking " stay-put"· 
meant that the child would have to remain in the educational setting until the dispute was 
resolved. Even at that. key actors perceived schools could sti l l  remove students from 
schools or c lass by properly implementing remedies that existed in the 1 990 IDEA. The 
director in the US Department of education shared : 
"Stay-put" is the crux of this issue around discipline. You don 't have a problem if  
the parent agrees with what you ' re doing. You only have a problem if a parent 
invokes · ·stay-put"· . . .  There was always available under [the 1 990] IDEA the 
abil ity to override a " stay-put" decision by a parent through a temporary 
restraining order (GUM2). 
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Key actors agreed that disciplinary action was warranted for "objectively 
verifiable events" (GUM2).  The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate 
i l lustrated the perspective of key actors stating: 
I f  you bring a weapon in. you know it . If  you bring in a knife or a gun, you know 
it .  If you bring drugs in. you know it .  That' s  very objective kind of behavior. In  
other words. i f  you do i t .  you have a good sense that that actually happened 
(GSM4).  
Key actors supported the removal of students with disabi l ities from school senings i f  they 
exhibited these types of behaviors. The director in the US Department of Education 
stated. "We went forward with what I would call a modest proposal that provided more 
flex ibil ity to school districts as it related to extreme incidences of misconduct in 
relationship to weapons and drugs" (GUM2 ) .  
Key actors d id  not support including in the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions 
\\ arranting removal of students \\ ith disabi l ities for behaviors that were open to 
subjective interpretation. A staff member for a high-ranking Republ ican in the House 
stated : 
We did not want to get into assault. An assault can be to do this [ lunges] to 
somebody and actually make them afraid. Say a large boy did that to a small girl 
or some such situation. It could be interpreted as an assault and you could ej ect 
that child (GHM3) .  
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The staff member for a high-ranking Republ ican in the Senate echoed this perspective 
saying, "Disruptive can be almost anything. I s  it d isruptive or isn't it? I suppose if a kid 
talked all  day in  every class al l  year long, that ' s  clearly disruptive" (GSMS) .  
Key actors were concerned that some behaviors open to subjective interpretation 
and considered inappropriate by school officials may simply be behaviors related to the 
student ' s  disability. If the behavior i s  related to the disabil ity, the student, by law, cannot 
be discipl ined. The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate shared, 
" More kids are being included [ in  publ ic  schools] with much more challenging behaviors 
. . .  There are some kids that just have more l ittle qui rks than other chi ldren may have. 
Maybe associated with ADHD or other chemical imbalances" (GSMS) .  The director in 
the US Department of Education stated. " You know, we had one person coming to talk 
about a kid who wasn 't  toilet trained. Well .  you know there are kids who aren 't  toilet 
trained. And the law is c lear that they have a right to an education" (GUM2).  
Key actors were also concerned that some behaviors open to subjective 
interpretation and considered inappropriate by school officials may be behaviors 
exhibited by students with disabi l it ies because ofa  "failure in the system" (GSM4). The 
staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate explained: 
Are you blaming the kid for the failure of the system? A kid with mental 
retardation who has been segregated is all of a sudden in a new social 
environment . All  of a sudden they start hitting kids because they don't  know any 
other behavior. How do you figure out which of these things require " disc ipl ine, "  
which require a removal. and which require more appropriate services? (GSM4). 
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The director in the US Department of Education felt that students with disabi l i ties who 
exhibit inappropriate behaviors might be a product of inappropriate placement or 
services. He stated : 
In some instances, and people brought up examples to us, and the kids had 
ridiculous IEPs. In a sense they didn' t  belong in this placement. They didn't 
have support sen·ices. they didn' t  have the things they needed to make a 
successful placement for the kid (GUM2 ) .  
The staff member for a h igh-ranking Republican in the Senate indicated that 
inappropriate behaviors exhibited by students with disabilities might be a result of poorly 
\vritten Individual ized Education Plans ( IEPs) .  He said :  
One of things that we tried to focus on was that a good IEP wil l  get you 90% 
down the road because you ' l l  know what to expect. Some kids don' t  want 
anybody sitting right next to them. They j ust don't want it; they can' t  stand it .  
It 's physically threatening to them. If the teacher knows that, then they just don't 
sit anyone right up next to them. If you don ' t  know that and have all the kids 
sitting on a bench, then this kid is  going to go crazy. Is it the kid' s fault he went 
crazy? Not real ly .  Is it the teacher' s  fault? Not real ly .  Should we have figured 
this thing out beforehand? Yeah ! I f we do a good IEP, we' l l  figure out most of 
these things ( GS !\ 1 5 ) .  
This same key actor felt that students \\'ith disabi l it ies may be perceived b y  school 
personnel to be exhibiting inappropriate behaviors because, "There 's  an awful lot of 
teachers right now teaching classes with disabled kids in them who real ly have no 
training in doing that" (GSM 5 ) . The director in the US Department of Education 
indicated that administrati \'e error could put students with disabi l ities into the position of 
beha\' ing inappropriately .  He stated: 
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The school that had been involved i n  getting the kid transferred never infom1ed 
the school receiving the kid that this kid had very serious behaviors that had been 
exhibited in the previous school. Had that school been informed, this incident 
never would have occurred (GUM2) .  
Key actors perceived, unanimously, that school officials historically used 
disciplinary measures as a means to exclude students with disabi lities from school .  The 
staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate stated, "We had to look at the 
[discipline] issue in the historical context of exclusion, segregation, and denial of 
appropriate services to these children" (GSM4). The staff member for a high-ranking 
Republican in the House added, " It also goes to the underlying issue, and i t 's  a fair  issue. 
of the historic use of discipline measures as a means of removing problem children. And, 
not surprisingly, probl em children meaning children with disabi lities" (GHM3) .  The 
director in the US Department of Education echoed this by saying: 
Some of this stuff [ in the discipl ine provisions] was real ly being driven from our 
perspective that the issue of discipline started to take on kind of a straw dog 
aspect to it. It was more an issue in some instances of "We really don't want 
these kids" (GUM2) .  
Sharing his  views of parents of students with disabilities, the staff member for a high-
ranking Republican in the Senate said :  
The psychological question the parents ask is whether or not they' re [school 
officials] try ing to get rid of the kid or not. Is he just too much trouble for them') 
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Is it too expensive? Is it too hard, and they just don' t  want to deal with it? 
(GSM5) .  
Key actors believed that schools should provide students with disabi l ities 
opportunities to learn appropriate behaviors. The staff member for a high-ranking 
Republican in the Senate provided the rationale saying, "Part of what you have to teach is 
what the proper behavior is in a group. That 's  what the parents want him [the child] to 
know. They want him to be able to l ive in society" (GSM5).  The staff member for a 
high-ranking Democrat in the Senate reinforced this view: 
Does it help to exclude that kid [exhibiting inappropriate behaviors] or to put him 
in a separate class with kids who are incorrigible? No! Because then they're 
going to learn that behavior. What you need to do is use the appropriate 
strategies. Shouldn't we try to assess the kid? Try to figure out what the problem 
is? And if we can, are there solutions in the l i terature based on an educational 
approach for having an intervention plan that is  l ikely to result in a positive 
change. that wi ll  ensure or maximize the l ikel ihood that the behavior does not 
reoccur? What was the message that the amendments would send? . .  
Would the amendments say, "Do whatever you want. Exclude at a bl ink"? Or 
would the message be, '·Try. Try again. And try harder. And if  it doesn't work. 
then take action" (GSM4). 
Summary of Perspectives 
The key informant for the special interest group representing general education 
administrators was the only person who shared that her members believed that they could 
not discipline students with disabil ities under the 1 990 IDEA legislation. Other key 
informants and key actors believed the 1 990 IDEA al lowed for disciplining of students 
with disabil ities who exhibited inappropriate behaviors. 
All special interest group key informants and key actors agreed that disciplinary 
action should be warranted through the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions for students 
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with disabi l ities who brought weapons or drugs to school or who exhibited dangerous 
behaviors. Only the key informant for the special interest group representing general 
education administrators bel ieved disciplinary action should be warranted through the 
1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions for students with disabi l ities who exhibited seriously 
disruptive behavior or who committed assaults. 
Key informants for two other special interest groups and key actors agreed that 
disciplinary actions should not be warranted through the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions 
for behaviors open to subjective interpretations. especially if the behaviors are 
exacerbated by the student 's  disabil ity or by system errors. 
Key actors were unanimous in their perception that historical ly school used 
discipline measures as a means of excluding students with disabi l ities from schools.  
Creating a Dual Svstem of Discipl ine 
Special Interest Groups' Perspectives 
Key infomlants perceived that the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions would allow 
students with disabil ities to be discipl ined less severely than \vould general education 
students who committed the same offenses. The director for a special interest group 
representing special education administrators said :  
There ' s  a dual system rhetoric that " s very obvious. I mean that school districts 
sti l l  perceive that there is a dual system of discipline. That whi le they have these 
mechanisms to get students out who have serious behaviors. they sti l l  feel that . . .  
kids with disabi li ties ha\·e rights that nondisabled students do not ( SDEF3 ) .  
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She questioned, "We felt, why did they [Congress] want to impose these [due process 
protections] in federal law for students with disabi l ities when we didn ' t  have them for 
general ed students in federal law?" (SDEF3) .  
The lobbyist for a spec ial interest group representing general education 
administrators shared this view stating, "A frustrating thing throughout this process was 
the idea that kids with disabi l ities have more rights than other kids. In our view, children 
with disabi l ities deserve an education as much as everybody else. But not more" (SEF4) .  
The policy analyst for a special interest group representing individuals with disabilities 
stated, "We firmly believe that the child, and I ' m  referring to any child, has a right to an 
education" (SEF2) .  
Perspecti ves of  Key Actors 
The key actors did not perceive that the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions would 
create the dual system of discipline that key informants had perceived. The staff member 
for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate indicated that to have the same disciplinary 
measures in place for students \\ ith disabi l ities and their non-disabled peers would 
actually perpetuate a dual system of discipline. He explained: 
There are all kinds of claims of double standards, and all that kind of stuff. The 
way I respond to that is, implicit in double standard is the same response for all 
kids to a particular action by a kid. In  other words, the same discipline for all 
children given a certain action. That" s the notion of everybody treated the same. 
But if everybody is  not the same, given their disabil ity, shouldn' t  we individual ize 
the discipline to achieve the purposes and functions of those rules? We believe 
that there is  a single standard. but you're using different approaches to achieve the 
same overall functions and purposes of those standards (GSM4) .  
The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate l ikened the due process 
protections in the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions to the steps administrators usual ly 
take to resolve any discipline situation. He stated : 
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But what does an administrator have to do before he can mete out the 
punishment? He has to find out who did what. How did this start? How did this 
happen? You have a problem in school and you investigate it .  You j ust have one 
more stage added. which is .  did this kid understand at all what he was doing? But 
i t ' s  not any different from figuring out what happened and why and who did what 
to whom. And you have to find that out to discipline the kids in any situation 
anyway (GSMS ) .  
This same key actor pointed out that when there i s  n o  relat ionship between the 
inappropriate behavior of a student with a disabi l ity and the student ' s  disabi l ity, the 
student should be treated as any other student would be. He said :  
It real ly comes around to how difficult i t  i s  for a school to keep a kid [with 
disabi l i ties] out for a ful l  year if that ' s  what they want to do. And they can do it 
without an awful lot of trouble. But i t ' s  certainly more trouble than for a kid who 
doesn't have an I EP (GSMS ) .  
When discussing the potential for a dual system o f  discipl ine being establ ished b y  the 
1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. the staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the 
Senate brought up an aspect of the discipl ine provis ions which was the source of a great 
deal of controversy. He stated. " If i t ' s  [the inappropriate behavior] absolutely not related 
to the disabi l i ty. the policy is that kid can be excluded. expelled. or suspended for 
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however many days just l ike a nondisabled kid. except there is no cessation of services" 
(GSM4) .  
Summary of Perspectives 
Key infonnants for spec ial interest groups perceived that the 1 997 IDEA 
discipline provi sions would promote a dual system of discipline providing more rights to 
students with disabil ities than to their non-disabled peers. Their opposition to the 
discipl ine amendments in this regard was based on the fact that there was no comparable 
federal legislation protecting the rights of non-disabled students. 
Key actors did not perceive that the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions would 
create a dual system of discipline, 
Ceasing Educational and Related Services to Students with Disabilities 
Who Are Suspended or Expelled 
Special Interest Groups' Perspectives 
The most controversial policy issue was whether or not educational and related 
services should be ceased for students with disabi l ities who are suspended long-ternl or 
expelled from schools for reasons unrelated to their disabi lities. The director for a special 
interest group representing special education administrators said, "Well the main thing 
that kept the disc ipl ine provisions from being finalized was, in my mind. the controversy 
over whether or not to provide educational services if the child was removed from 
school" ( SDEF3 ) .  
Support for continuing ed ucational sen'ices to  students \\ ith disab i l i t ies who \\'er.: 
suspended long-term or expel led varied among special interest groups. The pol icy 
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analyst for a special interest group representing individuals with disabil ities shared that 
members of her group "do not support cessation of services for any child. We don't  
bel ieve any child should be denied services for education" (SDF2).  The lobbyist for a 
spec ial interest group representing general education administrators added, "My group' s  
feeling i s  everybody should get services continued" (SEF4). 
The special interest group representing special education administrators was less 
c lear in  its support. The director for this group said. "The fact of the matter is, I ' m  not 
sure that all of my members would agree that each child who i s  expelled should receive 
services. So, our general position is that we support continuation of services . . . .  That 's  
the consensus position" (SDEF3 ) .  
In  1 996 during the 1 04111 Congress, two of  the key informants partic ipated in  
closed-door negotiations with representatives of  other special interest groups. Their goal 
was to draft IDEA legislation to present to members of Congress. These two key 
infom1ants witnessed the extent of the controversies first hand. The lobbyist for a spec ial 
interest group representing general education administrators talked about these 
negotiations. She stated. "We were pretty united with the exception of the i ssue of 
cessation of services, which my group does not support. We had to part company on that 
and we j ust agreed to disagree" (SEF4) .  The director for the special interest group 
representing special education administrators added: 
But in the final analysis on the discipline issue. we sti l l  were not able to come to 
consensus over provision of educational services. That was the one issue that st i l l  
l oomed out there. What finally happened was that we sent two versions of our 
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final draft to the chairn1an of the house education committee, one which included 
continuing education services, and one which said that you could cease education 
services. We said, ' You know, we just can't agree on this i ssue' (SDEF3) .  
Key informants shared i nformation that helped explain the controversy. The 
pol icy analyst for a special interest group representing individuals with disabi l ities stated: 
It becan1e the general ed community versus the special ed community. We were 
saying, basical ly .  special ed kids have it hard enough to learn. And i f  you start 
taking time away from them, the l ikel ihood that they wi l l  come back to school 
after being expe lled is very smal l .  [ Interest groups representing educators 1 are al l  
basical ly saying, ' How are we going to pay for it? I t 's  not our responsib i l ity . '  It 
became a money thing. I think, in a lot of ways (SDF2) .  
The director for a special interest group representing special education administrators 
shared her perspective saying: 
In  some cases. l ike with the school boards or with the local superintendents, they 
may look at this and say, ' Wel l ,  we don't  provide educational services for non­
disabled students when they're expel led. so why should we perpetuate a dual 
standard and continue to provide services?' And I don't think i t ' s  any malice 
involved. For school boards and local superintendents . . .  also it's an i ssue of 
money. I mean i t 's  not just a matter of saying. ' We're going to provide services . '  
Someone has t o  figure out the logistics, the staffing and the resources . . . .  And I 
think many times, some of the other members of the disabi l ity community real ly 
don't  think in  those terms at al l  (SDEF3) .  
The lobbyist for a special interest group representing general education administrators 
added: 
A frustrating thing throughout this controwrsy. was the idea that kids with 
disabi l it ies have more rights than other kids. In our view. children with 
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disabil ities deserve an education as much as everybody else does. But not more. 
And my members are responsible for every child in the school .  And so I would 
like to see a federal law that says eve,y child is entitled to a free and appropriate 
public education (SEF4).  
Perspectives of Key Actors 
Key actors indicated that whether or not to cease educational services to students 
with disabilities who were suspended long-term or expelled was a policy issue dispute 
that arose during the 1 041h Congress. The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in 
the Senate shared, "During the 1 041h Congress, in general, the most controversial 
discipline issue dealt with the cessation of services. That was number one. Some people 
wanted cessation, some people wanted unilateral discretion. Some people didn't want 
any cessation even for 1 0  days" (GSM4 ) .  
Differences in opinions regarding ceasing of  services to students with disabilities 
was evident among key actors. A director in the US Department of Education said: 
The Department had interpreted [the 1 990] IDEA to say F APE [providing a free 
and appropriate publ ic  education] appl ied to every child, even if they were 
suspended or expelled from school .  Our proposal did not have anything explicit 
in it as it related to cessation of services because we believed that was the law at 
the time (GUM2) .  
The House Bi l l  drafted during the 1 041h Congress allowed for ceasing of services to � � 
students with disabil ities \\'ho were suspended long-term or expelled. A staff member for 
a high-ranking Republican in the House stated: 
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I took the position. after reading the case law. that case la\\' to this point was 
flawed, and there was no guaranteed right of service . . .  We removed the 
guaranteed right of service . . .  to reverse case law that contradicted that (GHM3 ) .  
A staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in  the Senate indicated that the people he 
represented supported the continuation of educational services to students with 
disabilities who were suspended long-term or expel led. He provided their rationale 
saying:  
One of the major provisions in IDEA back in 1 975 was this concept of zero­
reject. The school system had a responsibi l ity to serve all children regardless of 
the nature or severity of disabil ity.  Here was this notion of continuing to provide 
services to all kids. The question became. if  we said cessation of services for 
some. then you were. in effect. going smack head into the zero-reject pol icy .  You 
were, in fact. diminishing that (GSM4) .  
Disagreements continued into the I 051h Congress in 1 997. The staff member for a 
high-ranking Republ ican in the Senate stated : 
It real l y  was extremely important to the disabled community. the advocates. the 
parents. and a number of the Democratic representatives and their staff people 
that there would never be a cessation of services. Obviously. There were some 
who said there could be cases for cessation of services. There were differences 
throughout the group. and in some cases quite contentious views of \\ hat ought to 
be done (GSM5 ).  
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Controversies went deep into the branches of the government. A director i n  the US 
Department of Education shared, "It was controversial within the administration, I can 
tell you that" (GUM2) .  The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the House 
shared. "It was the unanimous view of my members that the i ssue of ceasing services or 
not is a state or local matter" (GHM3) .  
Controversies among special interest groups were evident to  the key actors. A 
staff member for a h igh-ranking Republican in the House shared, "There was a lot of 
lobbying on every side. People said, 'This is outrageous, this is terrible. We won't  
accept this '  " (GHM3) .  
Summary of Perspectives 
Key informants and key actors agreed that whether or not to cease educational 
services to students with disabi l ities who were suspended or expelled was a very 
controversial policy i ssue. There were differences in opinions regarding this issue 
between and among special interest group key informants and key actors. Democrats 
supported continuing services to students with di sabi l ities who were suspended or 
expelled more strongly than did Republicans. 
Procedures for Developing a "Balanced" Policy 
Key actors needed to find a way to give proper consideration to the controversies 
surrounding the emergent policy issues. To assist them in developing a balanced pol icy 
for disciplining students with disabilities during the I OS th Congress, the key actors 
employed a consensus process and used strategic posturing. To understand why the 
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consensus process and strategic posturing were used, the unsuccessful efforts of the 1 041h 
Congress to pass IDEA legislation are revisited. 
Failure of the Efforts of the 1 041h Congress to Pass IDEA Legislation 
Efforts to reauthorize IDEA during the 1 041h Congress were begun in  the House, 
using the traditional congressional processes to enact legislation. The Subcommittee on 
Early Childhood, Youth and Famil ies of the House Committee on Economic and 
Educational Opportunities initiated these efforts. The staff member for a high-ranking 
Republican in the House who served on the Committee shared: 
We, as the committee, had already released drafts. There were actually two 
separate ones. There was a second draft that was released in November of that 
year. And we put all of that [weapons, drugs, and battery] into the second draft and 
ran it up. And that was floated in early November of 1 995.  And then the 
screaming started (GHM3 ) .  
The same House Republican was at the center o f  efforts to have special interest groups 
proyide input for the legislation. His staff member shared that certain special interest 
group lobbyists " . . .  went out and organized these groups . . .  [The House Republican] got 
wind of it and told us to let them knov.; that he wanted his  Bi l l  as the base of any 
recommendations" (GHM4) .  The Senate acknowledged these efforts. The staff member 
for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate shared: 
[The House Republ ican] had gotten together many of the outside groups, from the 
teachers' groups to the administrators' groups, to the parents groups, to those who 
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work with parents and disabled individuals. He tried to get them together to write 
a B i l l  (GSMS) .  
Two special interest group key infom1ants part ic ipated in those negotiations. The 
lobbyist for a special interest group representing general education administrators called 
this a "nightmare period of negotiations" (SEF 4). The director for a special interest 
group representing speci al education administrators provided more detail .  She explained: 
Well basically the chairman of the House Education Committee got the 
stakeholders together and asked us to hash out what we would l ike to see as 
legislation. So in essence we put together a draft bi l l .  Now we were sequestered 
at the NEA building for a solid week doing this moming t i l l  night process, and it 
was very instructive ( SDEF3 ) .  
Whi le  th is  infom1al committee agreed on many aspects of  the disc ipline 
provisions, they could not agree on whether or not educational services should be ceased 
to students with disabi l i ties who were suspended long-term or expelled. The lobbyist for 
a spec ial interest group representing general education administrators indicated. "We had 
to part company on that [no ceasing of seryices] and we just agreed to disagree" (SEF4) .  
The director for a special interest group representing special education administrators 
shared the committee ' s  solution to the controversy. She said, "What finally  happened 
was that we sent two versions of our final draft to the chairman[ in the House] .  one v,'hich 
inc luded continuing educational services and one 'vvhich said that you could cease 
educational sen ices" (SDEF3 ).  
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The House took note of the two versions and prepared a Bi l l  that allowed 
cessation of educational services to students with disabil ities who were suspended long­
term or expelled (GLS-6) .  In spring of 1 996, the House passed its B i l l .  Controversy 
continued, however. The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate 
explained : 
While they sent a Bi l l  to the floor and passed the Bi l l  on the House side that had 
overwhelming support, the disabil ity community. disabil ity advocates and the 
parents had really grave concerns about what was in the B i l l  and what would 
happen as a result of passing that Bi l l  (GSMS) .  
The Senate began i ts  work on a Bi l l  after the House had begun i ts  work. The staff 
member for a h igh-ranking Democrat in the Senate shared. "There was a Senate Bi l l  that 
had discipline. The Senate reported a Bi l l  out of committee that included the discipl ine 
provisions that were the result of this [special interest group] consensus-bui lding process" 
(GSM4).  The Senate was not able to come to consensus on a Bi l l .  The same staff 
member said. " But almost immediately everybody involved was effectively walk ing 
away from the consensus" (GSM4). The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in 
the Senate stated : 
They tried to put together a Bi l l  for mark up in July and early August [ 1 996] and 
ran into problems with some of the Senators on the committee who felt the 
discipline issues were not being adequately addressed. The Senate did not act on a 
Bi l l  and the reform Bi l l  died in the 1 04111 Congress. That 's  the way it ended in the 
1 041h Congress (GSMS ). 
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The Consensus Process 
The 1 051h Congress began with renewed efforts to reauthorize IDEA. The House 
was adamant in its resolve to pass a Bi l l .  The staff member for a high-ranking 
Republ ican in the House said, "We were going to move a Bil l .  And the starting point 
would be the Bi l l  we passed last year" (GHM3) .  
Because of the controversies and lack of success in  reauthorizing IDEA in the 
1 041h Congress, it was suggested that a new consensus process be used . The consensus 
process would consist of two parts. A committee of Democrats and Republicans from the 
House, Senate and Administration would meet in c losed-door negotiations to draft the 
legislation. Public hearings would be held on a regular basis where special interest 
groups and individuals would be briefed on progress and would be al lowed to give 
testimony. 
The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in  the Senate initiated the 
process. He explained : 
At the beginning of the 1 051h Congress I went to the chairmen of the two 
authorizing committees and asked them if they would allow us to try a process 
which would include all of the different people who had an interest in this :  the 
outside groups as wel l  as representatives of the House members and senators and 
the Executive Branch. To sit down and work through an effort to write an IDEA 
Bi l l  that would update the old law . . .  to try and make these dec isions at the 
legislative level so it would be clear what was intended by the Congress (GSM5) .  
The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate further explained the 
purpose: 
A suggestion \\'as made to try to get the Administration, the Democrats and 
Republ icans in the House and the Senate to sit down and see if they could try to 
take control over the legislation. Take control back in terms of the pol icy makers 
and their staff. And to figure out a way of doing it so that. in my opinion, 
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everybody could walk away feeling comfortable with the pol icy and that the 
legislation would then be greased and make it through the process. By having the 
administration at the table, by having Democrats and Republicans, and having a 
faci l i tator (GSM4).  
Those participating in  c losed-door negotiations were staff of House and Senate 
Democrats and Republ icans, and members of the US Department of Education. Al l  key 
actors interviewed for this study participated in these negotiations. 
This group first decided upon the guiding principles and rules by which it would 
operate. They agreed to use current law, facts and research to guide them in developing 
the discipl ine provisions and other sections of IDEA. They made the decision to 
distinguish between problems with IDEA and problems with implementing IDEA (GI5-
1 0) .  The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate explained. "We 
i nsisted that before we got into the specific issues, that we would reach consensus on 
certain guiding principles. What were our joint goals, objectives and concerns with 
respect to the reauthorization?" (GSM4). 
They then establi shed procedures by which they would operate. This same key 
actor continued: 
We also spent t ime talking about process and procedural approaches. What if vve 
reached consensus. what then? The notion was, if we reached an agreement, no 
amendments would be accepted unless everybody agreed to them. We agreed that 
we weren't going to make changes based on those comments [from publ ic 
hearings or from members of Congress or Administration] unless everybody felt 
comfortable with them. Part of the other process was that we would go to our 
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members and get sign-off. Once it went to the members, that was it .  We went on 
to the next i ssue (GSM4) .  
After agreeing to guiding principles and procedures, those in the negotiations 
drafted the various sections of IDEA. The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in 
the House shared, "What mattered was that over the course of four or five weeks of 
reasonably intensive all -day every week staff negotiations that usually ran from late 
morning or early afternoon to seven or eight at night. That' s  where things happened" 
(GHM3) .  
Weekly public hearings were held. The staff member for a h igh-ranking 
Republ ican in the Senate explained the purpose of the hearings: 
We would bring those ideas to regular weekly meetings that we held for all the 
people who had an interest in the legislation. All the outside groups could send 
people i f  they wanted to. Individual parents could come if they wanted. Those 
meetings were very much l ike open hearings. We provided for them a grid saying 
here ' s  what we 're working on, here are some of the tentative dec isions we' ve 
made . We tried to walk through what we were doing at the staff level so that they 
weren't surprised by the progress that we made. In addition to which it was sort 
of a rol l ing situation. We talked to them about what we had done. They'd  advise 
us on what we had done. We talked to them about \vhat we were going to next 
and get their advice on that (GSMS ) .  
Key actors discussed comments from the public hearings as part o f  the closed-door 
negotiations. 
The consensus process continued from February 1 997 unti l  May 1 997.  The 1 997 
IDEA was signed into law in June of 1 997 .  
Strategic Posturing 
The key actors. as part of the consensus process. were able to draft a Bil l  by using 
a rational decision-making process that can be described as strategic posturing. Strategic 
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posturing involved making very deliberate decisions about timing. about whom they 
would i nvolve in the decision-making process, and about negotiation and compromise. 
Timing 
The l 05lh Congress was anxious to have a Bi l l  passed and made doing so a 
priority. When the suggestion was made to use the consensus process, the chairman for 
the House committee responsible for drafting a Bi l l  established a timel ine. The staff 
member for this high-ranking Republ ican in the House said:  
[The chairman] made one thing very very clear: we [the House] would move a 
B i l l .  Consensus would happen in a month. or it would not happen at al l .  And he 
was also clear that he was maybe wil ling to let things sl ip a l i ttle beyond that 
(GHM3) .  
The key actor responsible for developing and faci l i tating the consensus process 
responded : 
I told them we would try to come up with a proposal for the two chairmen by the 
Easter recess. so that we \\ ouldn't hold them up . . .  They had to act [on a Bi l l ] . 
We didn't want to take so much time that they wouldn' t  have t ime to move 
forward if they saw fit to do so if we fai led (GSM5).  
Timing of discussion of the pol icy i ssues was also critical. A deliberate decision 
was made to discuss the discipline provisions at the end of the t imeline. The key actor 
responsible for developing and fac i l itating the process shared: 
We really started with the easy i ssues first. My theory \vas that if you could reach 
conclusions on the easy issues. people became vested in the idea of putt ing 
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together a Bi l l  because you would have built up that support. Whereas if you 
started with the more difficult [discipl ine] i ssues, it might have fal len apart before 
you began (GSMS) .  
Deciding Whom to Involve in the Decision-Making Process 
The primary decision to make was who should serve on the consensus committee 
that would be responsible for drafting. behind c losed-doors, the 1 997 IDEA. All  key 
actors interviewed in this study served on this committee. 
The key actor responsible for developing and faci l itating the process described 
those who were on this committee . He said :  
We put together staff people up here on the Hi l l .  The administration had . . .  by 
and large left this to the Education Department staff. We had Republ icans and 
Democrats from the House side as well as Republicans and Democrats from the 
Senate side (GSMS) .  
The key actor who was staff for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate added: 
It was a helpful component to have administration at the table with their expertise .  
their knowledge of the research.  And having Democrats and Republ icans. and 
having a faci l itator. Also having people who would do drafting. who understood 
the history of how the law developed over time, et cetera. From a Democratic 
point of view. this was our best strategy for having issues resolved on the merits 
rather than based on pol itics (GSM4 ). 
The choice of the fac i l i tator was also careful ly  planned. The key actor who was staff for 
a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate said: 
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Now, choosing a fac i l itator who was a Republican. who was a staff director for 
the [high-ranking Senator] was an interesting notion. Because here is a person 
who is c learly Republ ican, who is working for a very conservative member of 
Congress, but who is in a leadership position, and who has a chi ld with a 
disab i l ity. Given that we kind of fai led in the 1 04th Congress to get beyond the 
hyperbole, Democrats said this is worth the risk (GSM4). 
The decision was made to include in the process at some level special interest 
groups and concerned individuals. Scheduling publ ic  hearings on a regular basis during 
the consensus process accomplished this. The key actor who was a director in the US 
Department of Education said, "To his [staff member] eternal credit . . .  he set up these 
publ ic  meetings where anyone could come and speak to those of us who were working on 
the Bi l l "  (GUM2) .  The key actor who was staff for a high-ranking Republ ican in the 
House shared: 
I also think it was [staff member's] idea to do publ ic  hearings as part of it .  He 
had been lobbied by various disabi l ity folks who were worried that this would 
look l ike a complete inside job and a fait accompl i .  And to avoid that. to keep it 
from looking l ike that, we would hold these [public  hearings] (GHM3 ) .  
Decisions were also made to  not involve certain members of Congress in debates 
about policy i ssues. When describing the debate over a contentious section of the 1 997  
IDEA discipl ine provisions. a staff member for a high-rank ing Republican in the House 
said :  
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And it was clear in our minds that the member who was most concerned about 
this, . . .  would get [the senator] tied into it. And we thought if we don't  point this 
out to [the senator] , and because we work for House Republicans, our members 
wi l l  be happy. So. we didn ' t  bring it up (GHM3) .  
Negotiation and Compromise 
Each member of the consensus committee agreed that not every person on the 
committee was able to have everything in the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions that he or 
she wanted. The director in the US Department of Education said, "It was a 
compromi sing law. No question about that" (GUM2).  The staff member for a high­
ranking Republican in the House added. " The easiest [ issues] to resolve were everything 
the Department [of Education] had already proposed" (GHM3 ) .  This same key actor 
explained the consensus negotiations saying: 
We went through every section of the law. from section 601 straight through. 
And every day we would restart at section 60 1 and negotiate straight through. I f  
i ssues needed to  be resolved. your job was to tag them, go  back, and try to resolYe 
them among yourselves at night. Eventual ly things would become settled. That ' s  
how i t  really worked (GHM3) .  
It was understood that the discipl ine provisions would be the most contentious 
sections to deal with. The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate 
explained how negotiating the controversies \\'as eased: 
Before we did discipl ine. which was the last issue We dealt with. we said. "Before 
anybody has any proposals. before anybody puts words down. what are your 
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interests, what are your concerns') Let' s  lay them all out and see if we might even 
reach an agreement that we have a mutual set of interest and concerns before we 
actual ly  get into a discussion of the detai ls" (GSM4). 
The key point of controversy and, therefore, negotiation was the policy i ssue of whether 
or not to cease services to students with disabil ities who had been suspended long-term or 
expelled from school .  The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate 
explained the negotiation saying: 
And that really was an old-fashioned barter at the legislative stage. Saying, "OK, 
we won' t  cease services, but by the same token we have to have some very c lear 
definitions of discipl ine and what it means" . . .  Clearly defining what we meant in 
the d iscipline provisions. laying them out was a fair trade for saying no cessation 
of services (GSM5) .  
The staff member for a high ranking-Republican in the House provided additional 
rationale for the compromise saying:  
It had become clear to us.  the House Republicans. that we ultimately could not 
win and get a Bi l l  passed if we retained cessation [of educational services] . It 
would be a fil ibuster. It  was clear in our minds that even though we sti l l  thought 
we could carry all the Republicans we did not think we could break the 
Democrats on the i ssue of cessation . . .  We knew that was of central importance 
. . .  to a lot of the outside groups pressuring the Democrats. We knew if we gave 
on that. it  was so large symbolically that it would mean a lot and it might break 
open the negotiations. And at the end of the day. it did (GHM3 ). 
Summary of Procedures 
Attempts to pass lDEA legislation in the I 041h Congress fai led, in part. because of 
Congress ' s  inabil ity to agree on the proposed discipl ine provisions. While a bil l  passed 
in the House. the Senate Bi l l  did not come to a floor vote. 
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Detennined to pass a B i l l  in the 1 05lh Congress, key actors set up procedures for 
developing a federal policy regarding discipline of students with disabi l ities. The 
procedures consisted of the consensus process and strategic posturing. The consensus 
process included regularly scheduled publ ic hearings and closed-door negotiations among 
Democrat and Republ ican members of the House, Senate, and Administration. Strategic 
posturing i nc luded establishing timelines for negotiations, detennining who would be 
involved in drafting the Bi l l ,  and negotiation and compromise. 
Factors Influencing the "Balance" 
Key actors gave consideration to factors that had the potential to influence them 
as they sought to develop a balanced federal policy regarding discipline of students with 
disabil it ies. These potentially influential factors were : other federal legislation; case law; 
views of federal ism; lack of data to support perspectives; stories told by special interest 
group representatives; and emotions of special interest group representatives and key 
actors. 
Other Federal Legislation 
Special Interest Groups' Perspectives 
Two key infonnants representing the special interest groups did not mention other 
legislation as an influential factor in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provisions. The lobbyist for a special interest group representing educators mentioned 
that the Elementary and Secondary Education Act may have been influential (SEF4) .  
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Perspecti ves of Key Actors 
In developing the IDEA discipl ine provisions, key actors considered the history of 
federal legislation regarding educating students with disabi l ities. The staff member for a 
high-ranking Republican in the House stated, "I read the entire Congressional Record 
from the original introduction of the Bi l ls  unti l  its passage in every subsequent 
amendment" (GHM3) .  
The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate explained the 
importance of considering the history of educating students with disabil ities. He said, 
"Prior to the enactment of IDEA nearly one mi l l ion children were totally excluded from 
education. Totally excluded" (GSM4). His  view was shared by the director in the US 
Department of Education. He stated : 
IDEA has as its foundation, strong Civil Rights foundation. [Acts] which 
preceded it sought to provide kids with disabil ities their rights under the 
Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution. That [rights of students with 
disabi l i t ies] was well documented to have been wry significantly abused by state 
and local discretion. So, that has been the basis for IDEA and continues to be the 
basis  for IDEA ( GUM2 ) .  
One key actor mentioned several pieces of  federal legislation that were given 
consideration as IDEA was being reauthorized in 1 996 and 1 997. Speaking about 
reauthorization of IDEA in general. the director in the US Department of Education 
stated, "We wanted to address some of the issues as it related to things around . .  Goals 
2000 and IASA, Improving America's Schools Act, so we'd have consistent polic ies 
between the Acts" ( GUM2).  
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The Gun Free Schools Act of 1 994 required that schools develop polic ies for 
immediate removal from school of students who bring guns to school or to school 
functions ( GL4-2) .  Key actors gave consideration to the Gun Free Schools Act of 1 994 
when developing the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions. The director in the U S  
Department of Education said: 
From the broad perspective of public  policy there was a piece of legislation going 
through Congress when we first came here. The Gun Free Schools Act was 
directly dealing with the i ssue of discipline in schools, So there was a 
federalization to some extent on this i ssue, as it related to all  kids, real ly (GUM2).  
The Jeffords' Amendment to IDEA in 1 994 allowed the same immediate removal 
options to be extended to students with disabi l ities. The Jeffords' Amendment stated that 
students with d isabi l ities bringing guns to school or to school functions could be removed 
to an alternative educational setting for up to 45 days (GLS-8) .  
Key actors gave consideration to the Jeffords' Amendment as they developed the 
1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the 
House explained, "The Jeffords' Amendment would become erased from law the day any 
IDEA amendments passed, by its own terms. That ' s  why we had to do something" 
(GHM3) .  The director in the US Department of education said, "When we approached 
the reauthorization of IDEA . . .  we agreed of course with what Congress had already 
passed, which was that school districts had to have greater discretion in removing kids 
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who brought weapons or guns to school" (GUM2).  The staff member for a high-ranking 
Republican in  the House shared, "I was essentially to take the Jeffords' Amendment on 
fireanns and expand that to include other weapons" (GHM3) .  
Summary of Perspectives 
Key actors gave consideration to other federal legislation when developing the 
1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. The Gun Free Schools Act ( 1 994) and the Jeffords' 
Amendment ( 1 994) were given the most consideration. 
Case Law 
Special I nterest Groups' Perspectives 
Two key infonnants indicated that case law might have influenced key actors 
developing the 1 997 I DEA discipl ine provisions. The director for a special interest group 
representing special education administrators said, "Ten days [ suspension] arose from 
Honig. That j ust got codified, finally" (SDEF3 ) .  The lobbyist for a group representing 
general education administrators indicated that the degree of prescription of the 1 997 
IDEA discipl ine amendments may have been intended to decrease confl icting case law 
among c ircuit courts .  She said, "It shouldn't be the luck of the geographic draw that kids 
get certain rights and not others" (SEF4). 
Perspectives of Key Actors 
Key actors gave consideration to case law when developing the 1 997 IDEA 
discipline provisions. The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the House said . 
.. j sat down and went through every single letter of the la\\·. I read a hundred cases, not 
all discipline" (GHM 3 ) .  The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate 
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said, " some of the standards that were ultimately included in the legislation clearly come 
from case law" (GSM4).  The key actors first determined which case law to codify, 
which case law, if any, to overturn; and they identified ways to l imit  issues for future 
potential l i tigation. 
Honig v. Doe ( 1 988)  was one case given consideration by key actors. Honig v .  
Doe ( 1 988)  established that students with disabi l ities exhibiting inappropriate behaviors 
could be suspended for up to 1 0  days without it being considered a change in placement; 
that students were to remain in  current educational placements if disputes arose over 
placement ( called "stay-put"); and that j udicial processes could be used as emergency 
measures to remove from school settings students exhibiting inappropriate behaviors (GL 
5-9). 
The staff member for a high-ranking Republ ican in  the Senate shared: 
I l istened to more discussions of Honig by the lawyers in the room about what it 
meant and how to do it. It  was less a difficult decision to agree that we should put 
Honig in than it was to figure out how to put it in  (GSM5) .  
The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the House explained further saying: 
Of all, Honig had the greatest impact because the attempt was to codify Honig. 
Everything we got into was attempting to codify the Honig standard of 1 0  days 
[as a l imit  for removal of students with disabil ities for inappropriate behaviors] 
(GHM3) .  
The "stay-put" provision of Honig ( 1 98 8 )  was a basis of consideration for another 
section of the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions. The director in the US Department of 
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Education said, "When we approached the reauthorization of IDEA . . .  we agreed that 
school districts had to have greater discretion in removing kids who brought weapons or 
guns to school ,  even i f  the parent invokes ' stay-put' " (GUM2).  
Key actors gave consideration to making more flexible the judicial hearing 
provision of Honig ( 1 988) .  The staff member for a high-ranking Republican i n  the 
House explained that in the 1 997 I DEA discipline provisions, "The entire provision on 
the hearing officer was an attempt to take the Honig j udicial hearing and tum it into a 
hearing officer" (GHM3) .  
The key actors gave consideration to  Commonwealth of Virgi nia Department of 
Education v. Riley ( 1 997) when drafting the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. In Ri ley 
( 1 997) the Fourth Circuit ruled that Virginia could cease providing educational services 
to students with disabil ities who were expelled for inappropriate behaviors unrelated to 
their disabi l i ties; and that the US Department of Education could not withhold IDEA 
funds from Virginia for doing so. The director in the US Department of Education said :  
There was an intervening event that 1 think highlighted the [discipl ine] i ssue. 
which was our decision and the Department' s  decision to seek to withhold funds 
from the state of V irginia for failure to serve kids who had been expelled from 
school (GUM2).  
Key actors were not in agreement in determining whether the discipline 
provisions should uphold the ruling in Riley ( 1 997) or nul l i fy it .  The staff member for a 
high-ranking Republican in the House said, · ·1  took the position, after reading the case 
law, that case law up to Ri lev was flawed. There was no guaranteed right of service. I am 
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still firmly convinced that that was the correct interpretation of the law" (GHM3 ) .  The 
director in the U S  Department of Education countered this perspective saying, "The 
Department [of Education] had interpreted [the 1 990] IDEA to say that the notion of 
continuing services to kids who had been expelled from school applied to all . . .  We 
believed that was the law" (GUM2). 
Several lower courts were struggling with the issue of whether or not to cease 
services to students with disabi l ities who were suspended long-term or expelled from 
school. There were confl icting case law rulings on the issue at the federal level .  The key 
actors in effect overturned the decision in Rjley ( 1 997) in the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provisions, by requiring that schools continue educational services to students with 
disabi l i t ies who are suspended long-tenn or expelled from school .  The staff member for 
a high-ranking Republican in the Senate explained the rationale saying: 
It seemed to me that the worst thing in  the world was to leave this to the tender 
mercies of lawyers and j udges . . .  particularly when you had differing opinions at 
the c ircuit court level saying whether you could or couldn't  have ceasing of 
services (GSMS) .  
The director in the US Department of Education added: 
There were a significant number of lower court cases deal ing with this i ssue . . .  
C learly, i f  the Virginia case went to the Supreme Court and the Supreme Court 
agreed with the Circuit Court. then our policy would be moot. We felt that this 
i ssue was up in the air .  And we felt the best 'vva)' to deal with something up in the 
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air from a policy perspective, was through a statute. Take care of it .  So we took 
care of it (GUM2).  
The key actors then made the decision to develop proactive legislation that would 
remove from courts i ssues of future potential l i t igation. They did this by being 
prescriptive when developing the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. The staff member 
for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate shared: 
The courts were already starting to make decisions around these [discipline] 
i ssues. And there were more and more challenges in the courts. If there 's  a worse 
decision than the federal government making decisions about these discipline 
i ssues, it was not making the dec isions and letting judges and lawyers make the 
deci sions. That made no sense to me whatsoever (GSM5) .  
The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate added: 
Shouldn't  the standards be simi lar rather than have 50 courts with 50 sets of 
minimum Constitutional standards resulting in cases going crazy, different 
circuits having different decisions? You can see that you could have 1 00 different 
court cases going in 1 00 different \'Jays. going to the courts of appeals, going to 
the Supreme Court, trying to resolving all  these issues (GSM4). 
Summary of Perspectives 
Key actors made decisions to uphold case law, to overturn case law, and to 
proactively develop discipline provisions that would decrease i ssues for potential future 
l itigation. Key actors gave consideration primarily to Honig  Y .  Doe ( 1 988)  and 
Commonwealth of Virginia Department of Education v. Ri lev ( 1 997) .  
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Views of Federalism 
The Tenth Amendment of the US Constitution gives states the authority over and 
responsibi l ity for education of its c itizens. Special interest group key informants held 
differing v iews about the appropriate degree of federal involvement in the discipline of 
students with disabi l ities. Key actors disagreed whether being prescriptive and increasing 
the number of mandates in  the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions would be in conflict with 
the Tenth Amendment of the US Constitution. Disagreements occurred along party l ines. 
Special Interest Groups' Perspectives 
Special interest group key informants each made the views of their members 
known to key actors. The views of the special interest groups differed from one another 
at least . 
The lobbyist for a spec ial interest group representing general education 
administrators shared the viev. of her members stating. "I think i t 's  perfectly legitimate 
for the federal government to say all kids with disabil ities should be treated thus and so. 
They have certain rights. This Im\' [originally] came about because states weren't doing 
it uniformly" (SEF4 ) .  The policy analyst for a special interest group representing 
individuals with disabi l i ties shared a similar view stating, "We firmly bel ieve that any 
child has a right to an education. I t ' s  a Civil Right. And that ' s  the funny thing about 
special education. 1 look at it l ike Civi l  Rights legislation" ( SEF2 ) .  
The director for a special interest group representing special education educators 
shared a different view than the other two key informants. She stated, "The discipl ine 
pol icies general ly are within the purview mainly of local school districts with guidel ines 
from the state agency. We felt very strongly that there was really not a place in the 
federal law for this" ( SDEF3 ). 
Perspectives of Key Actors 
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Key actors who were Democrats did not perceive that there was a conflict 
between states' authority and responsibil ity for educating its c itizens and the 1 997 I DEA 
discipline provisions. The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in  the Senate 
shared, " I  don' t  think it exceeds notions in terms of federalism" (GSM4). The director in 
the US Department of Education said, "IDEA is very prescriptive. The question is ,  is it 
j ustified, is it a violation of the Constitution? The answer to that question is, I do not see 
this at all as a violation of a Constitutional right" (GUM2).  
The Democrats framed their perspectives by addressing the 1 997 IDEA as a 
voluntary grant program and as having a Civi l  Rights foundation. The director in the US 
Department of Education stated. " First and foremost, IDEA is  a grant program. States do 
not have to participate. They don't  have to take the money" (GUM2).  The staff member 
for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate expanded upon this by saying: 
First of al l ifs very important to understand what IDEA is  from a conceptual 
point of view in tem1S of what kind of Bi l l  it is .  Clearly if s a grant in aid 
program that provides assistance to states to help pay for part of the cost of 
educating chi ldren with disabi l i t ie:, .  But IDEA is  more than j ust a grant in aid 
program. It i s  also a Civi l  Rights statute.  It implements the Equal Protection 
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the US Constitution ( GSM4). 
In a culminating statement. the director in the US Department of Education said:  
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There is that tension, is this federalism run amok? My view has never been that . . .  
I would never ever, ever want to go back to those days when locals and states had 
broad discretion over whether or not to even educate kids with disabi l ities 
(GUM2) .  
There was less consensus among Republicans regarding the federal i sm issue. The 
staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the House stated : 
I wil l  tell you among my members that there were a lot of different views. We 
had a lot of internal policy debates about how, frankly. Republicans on our 
committee would be interested in just getting rid of all this [discipline provisions] 
completely .  It was v iewed by a number of Republicans as simply not being an 
appropriate federal role to micro-manage the expulsion policies of schools 
(GHM3 ) .  
The staff member for a hi gh-ranking Republican in  the Senate shared " [The Senator] fe lt 
very strongly there should be a yery l imited federal government role.  Within those l imits. 
we ought to be clear. \\'e ought to have as few mandates as possible" (GSM5 ) . 
Even so. the Republ icans rationalized the prescriptive nature of the 1 997 IDEA 
discipl ine provisions by viewing IDEA as Civi l  Rights legislation. The staff member for 
a high-ranking Republican in the House said: 
If you accept fourteenth Amendment j ur isprudence saying that if a State is 
offering a service. for example education services. it may not discriminate in the 
provision or that service. and if  you extend that further to all the Civil Rights 
legislation and Civi l  Rights jurisprudence, if you extend that to children with 
disabi l ities -- I think that i s  all legitimate (GHM3 ) .  
The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in  the Senate agreed, saying: 
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You looked at it as a Civi l  Rights question. Once you' ve crossed that threshold of 
whether or not you're going to have federal protections for the right to an 
education for these kids, it seems to me, as little as I l ike federal regulations and 
mandates. i t ' s  far better to have that decision made on the commonalty throughout 
the states rather than throw it up to whoever has the money to fight it out in court 
(GSMS) .  
He finished by  saying: 
And this i s  a law that was put into effect because there were a lot of states, or 
places rather. in v,hich kids weren't  being educated. If the purpose was to have a 
law that said these kids ought to have the opportunity to be educated, then by its 
very nature that ' s  federal (GSMS ) .  
Summary of Perspectives 
Two spec ial interest group key informants supported federal involvement in 
developing policy regarding discipl ine of students with disabi l ities. The key informant 
representing spec ial education administrators did not support such federal involvement. 
All key infomlants made thei r  views known to key actors. 
Democrats were united in agreeing that the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions did 
not impede states '  responsibi l i ties for pro\' iding an education to its cit izens under the 
Tenth Amendment of the US Constitution. Republicans were less united, perceiving that 
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the federal government should not unnecessarily involve itself in states' responsibilities 
for providing education to their c itizens. 
Al l  key actors viewed IDEA as Civil  Rights legislation. Democrats and 
Republ icans agreed that schools should not be able to exclude students with disabi lities 
from receiving an education, as i t  was perceived they had done in the past. 
Democrats also noted that IDEA was a voluntary grant program. It was their 
view that as such, it could be prescriptive in nature. 
Lack of Data 
The key actors intended to use data to guide them as the developed the 1 997 
IDEA d iscipl ine provisions. Little data were available. 
Special Interest Groups' Perspectives 
Key infom1ants all agreed that no data were available to support the positions 
taken and shared with key informants. The director for a special interest group 
representing general education administrators shared. "Congress could not get a fair 
picture. There were no hard data on levels of satisfaction of current law or current 
pract ice" (SEF I ) . The lobbyist for a spec ial interest group representing general education 
administrator said. '"It was hard to lobby for a particular issue because there weren ' t  
scientific data to  support either side" (SEF 4) .  
Perspectives of Key Actors 
When developing the guidel ines for the consensus process. key actors wanted to 
ensure that policy decisions would be .. . . .  dec isions based on facts . . .  rather than front-
page hyperbole" (GSM4 ). Little data were available to help them do so. 
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According to two key actors, h istorical data were available that were given 
consideration when developing the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. The staff member 
for a h igh-ranking Democrat in the Senate said, "Prior to the enactment of IDEA, nearly 
one mil l ion chi ldren were totally excluded from education. Totally excluded" (GSM4) .  
The director in  the U S  Department of Education said, "But the data that was there [prior 
to 1 975  special education legislation], . . .  was that when school districts were given broad 
discretion around serving kids with disabil ities, they chose not to serve lots of them" 
(GUM2). 
L i ttle data specific to discipline were available to guide key actors in  the 
development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. The director in the US Department 
of Education said: 
We couldn't  get data that people [school officials] were employing the remedies 
that were available to them and finding them wanting. We couldn't  get the data 
. . .  On the i ssue of "stay-put." we could not get data that there was large-spread 
abuse of " stay-puf' [by parents] . It didn ' t  exist. It sti l l  doesn 't exist .  The people 
who had a deep interest in amending the law on this i ssue could never produce it 
(GUM2) .  
Considering formal research and its findings, the staff member for a high-ranking 
Democrat in the Senate shared, "Once a kid with disabi l ities is disconnected from the 
system, they don' t  get reconnected to the system. So in the l ikelihood of a suspension or 
an expulsion, that kid would l ikely not be back in the system" (GSM4) .  
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Summary of Perspectives 
Two key actors spoke to the consideration given to data in developing the 1 997 
IDEA discipline provisions. They used historical data available. There were l i ttle data 
related to discipl ine useful to them in developing the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
Stories 
Special interest groups and individuals shared stories with key actors involved in 
developing the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. In 1 997, the stories were shared at the 
publ ic hearings scheduled as part of the consensus process. 
Special Interest Groups' Perspectives 
Key infonnants perceived that stories influenced key actors involved in 
developing the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. The lobbyist for a special interest 
group representing general education administrators shared, "There was no data. and the 
anecdotes became true" ( SEF4). The director for a special interest group representing 
special education administrators said :  
So much anecdotal infomlation was floating around. that it was very hard to sift 
out what the real i ssues were, what the real facts were. And so it was almost l ike 
the battle of the dueling anecdotes. 1 mean, whoever could tell the worst horror 
story was the kingpin for that week in that discussion (SDEF3 ) .  
The lobbyist for a special interest group representing general education 
administrators did not feel that key actors l i stened to their stories. She explained. "There 
were the ' horror stories . '  On the disabi l ity side, it \-\as taken as gospel .  Our anecdotes 
were just as real and not taken as seriously" (SEF4) .  
Perspectives of Key Actors 
Despite the lack of data, key actors sti l l  were committed to develop discipl ine 
provisions that recognized legitimate concerns and addressed them. The staff member 
for a h igh-ranking Democrat in the Senate said, "Our concern was to be sure that you 
made decis ions based on facts. Get away from the hysteria, get away from the 
hyperbole" (GSM4).  
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Key actors gave consideration to stories shared at public hearings. The director i n  
the U S  Department of Education shared, "The working group took those comments very 
seriously that people brought to us" (GUM2) .  
The public hearings were " . . .  certainly dominated by the comments made and the 
publ ic  discussions by the parents and the advocates [of students with disabi l ities] ." 
( GSMS) .  The director in  the US Department of Education said: 
The great majority of people who came to these meetings were parents of kids 
with disabi l it ies. They were basically pleading with us, "Don'1 weaken the federal 
law. Make it stronger. · ·  And we heard too many horror stories from parents of 
k ids who were kicked out of school .  . . .  Quite a few kids came to testify. Kids 
with incredible stories. And some of them had had behavior problems in school 
that had there not been some of these provisions, they would not have been able to 
get where they are today . (GUM2) .  
He explained further the impact of these stories sharing. "They sound emotional, and they 
sound mushy. but they impact policy, bel ieve me" (GUM2).  
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Educators also attended the public hearings, but they didn't share many stories. 
The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate said, "Many of the school 
people who came would come every week, take notes, l i sten, but wouldn't  necessarily 
talk" (GSMS) .  The director in the US Department of Education shared his perspective of 
the educators' stories. He said : 
But the school people were not nearly as impressive as the parents and kids . . .  In  
some instances, people [representing schools] brought up examples to  us . . .  and 
in those anecdotes there were serious, serious problems with the decision-making 
on the part of the district . . .  the kids had ridiculous IEPs [ Individualized 
Education Plans] (GUM2 ). 
He shared further: 
We had another [educator] who came talking about a kindergartner who was 
engaged in some really significant sexual acting out behavior. . . .  She [the 
educator] should have been doing something far more significant than trying to 
get this kid out of school ! That didn't impress people, you know? That doesn ' t  
impress people (GUM2). 
He explained the consideration key actors gave to these stories by saying: 
I t  had a big impact on the results. And I don't think the over all impression given 
was. to be honest with you. that we wanted to give them [school officials] a lot 
more discretion in removing kids (GUM2 ). 
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The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate agreed that the stories had 
an impact on the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. He shared, 
"There was a degree of legislat ing by anecdote, rather than based on the merits" (GSM4) . 
Summary of Perspectives 
Key informants representing special interest groups shared stories with key 
informants. Key informants felt that the stories were very influential in the development 
of the 1 997 IDEA discipli ne provisions because of the lack of hard data. 
Key actors gave consideration to stories in developing the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provisions. The concerns of those representing students with disabil ities were more 
l ikely to be addressed in the discipli ne provisions than were the concerns expressed by 
those representing educators. 
Emotions 
Key informants and key actors talked very emotional ly about the development of 
the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions. They talked about their  own emotions as well as 
the emotional cl imate present during the development of the discipline provisions. 
Special I nterest Groups' Perspectives 
Key informants perceived that a highly emotional cl imate surrounded the 
development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. The director for a special interest 
group representing special education administrators stated, "There was much recognition 
that when disabil ity legislation i s  being discussed. what emotional issues you ' re dealing 
with. When emotional levels are high. taking a rational approach doesn ' t  work" 
(SDEF3) .  The lobbyist for a special interest group representing general education 
administrators added, "It ' s so controversial, emotions are so high" (SEF4) .  
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The controversies i n  policy positions among special interest groups added to the 
emotional c l imate. The director of a special interest group representing special education 
administrators said, "I mean, some people [representing certain groups] really took all of 
this very personally, and really had quite strong feelings against some of the lobbyists and 
organizations, in a very personal way" (SDEF3) .  The policy analyst for a special interest 
group representing individuals with disabi l ities said, 'Their defenses went up" ( SDF2).  
The lobbyist for a special interest group representing general education administrators 
added, "I didn ' t  l ike the way they [certain lobbyists] insulted my members. And some of 
the attacks were j ust personal . That" s the frustration of dealing with [certain] lobbyists" 
(SEF4). 
Key informants perceived that emotions influenced the development of the 1 997 
IDEA discipline provisions. The director of a special interest group representing general 
education administrators summarized this. She said. "Because there were no data. policy 
was set by emotions and anecdotes rather than by rational thought" (SEF I ) . 
Perspectives of Key Actors 
Key actors acknowledged the emotional climate surrounding the development of 
the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. The staff member for a high-ranking Republ ican in 
the Senate said :  
The disabil ity community was always very nervous about amending IDEA 
because they were worried about what effect it would have. In addition to which. 
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there had been growing concern over discipline issues involving IDEA students. 
The increase in parents' concern about safety of their kids in school was going to 
be, because of what was happening in some of the schools, an i ssue that was 
going to overtake I DEA, if IDEA didn't try to get out in front of it GSMS) .  
The staff member for a high-ranking Democrat i n  the Senate described the impact o f  the 
emotions upon those drafting the discipline provisions. He said: 
There was a notion that all hell was still breaking loose and the abil ity to reach a 
consensus on a Bi l l  was rapidly deteriorating. Given the emotional nature of the 
debate, especially with respect to discipli ne, the question was how to figure out a 
way to truly focus on the merits of the i ssue (GSM4). 
Emotions were evident in  consensus negotiations among those key actors drafting 
the 1 997 discipl ine provisions. The staff member for a high-ranking Republ ican in the 
Senate shared, "Everybody was waiting for the shoe to drop when you got to the big 
i ssues on discipl ine" (GSMS ) .  Regarding a point of controversy in  the negotiations, the 
staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the House described: 
That is the only point where i t  ever degenerated into a very ugly screaming match 
between staff. It was really nasty. And in fact, we made threats saying, "This is it .  
We are not changing anything. We'l l  bury the Bill first . . .  " It was ultimately 
resolved. And now in hindsight I can " t  even remember what it was. I can only 
remember how angry I was (GHM3 ). 
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Summary of Perspectives 
Key infonnants and key actors agreed that emotions were influential in the 
development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. The emotional nature of the policy 
i ssues controversies and their own emotions added to the emotional c l imate. 
Results of Efforts to Develop a Balanced Policy 
When developing the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions, key actors used the 
consensus process and strategic posturing to balance the conflicting views of seven policy 
issues and six influential factors. They were successful in thei r  efforts to pass IDEA 
legislation in the 1 05lh Congress, and IDEA was signed into law in June of 1 997 .  Two 
sections were added that specifically address the discipline provisions developed. These 
were sections 6 l 2(a)( I )(A) and section 6 1 5(k) .  These are shown as US Code 
1 4 1 2(a)( I )(A)  and US Code 1 4 l 6(k) in Appendices A and B, respectively. 
Section 6 1 2(a)( 1 ) (A) describes conditions under which states are el igible to 
receive federal funding for special education programs (see Appendix A) .  The legislation 
requires that states provide educational services to all students with disabi l ities, even 
those suspended long-term or expelled, in order to receive federal funds (PL 1 05 - 1 7 ) .  
Section 6 1 5(k)( 1 ) (A)  gives uni lateral authority for school officials to  remove from 
their current educational settings students with disabilities exhibiting certain 
inappropriate behaviors (see Appendix B) .  Reflecting the decision in Honig ( J  988) .  
section 6 l 5 (k)(  1 ) (A)( i )  al lows school officials to remove students with disabi l ities from 
their current educational settings for up to 1 0  days, if they exhibit inappropriate 
behaviors. Reflecting the Jeffords' Amendment. section 6 1 5 (k)( I )(A)( i i )  allows school 
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officials to remove students with disabil ities to an alternative educational setting for up to 
45 days, if these students bring weapons or drugs to school .  
Section 6 l 5 (k) reflects two modifications of the Honig ( 1 988)  decision (see 
Appendix B ) .  Section 6 l 5(k)(2) allows a hearing officer, under certain conditions, to 
remove students with disabil ities to an alternative educational setting for up to 45 days, i f  
these students exhibit dangerous behaviors. Section 6 1 5(k)(7)(a) defines the "stay-put" 
placement during placement disputes as the alternative educational setting, for students 
bringing weapons or drugs to school or for students exhibiting dangerous behaviors. 
The remainder of section 6 1 5(k) is prescriptive in nature. I t  describes procedures 
to be used when determining whether or not students' i nappropriate behaviors are related 
to their disabilities; it provides definitions of terms; and it describes the roles of various 
personnel in making discipl inary action decisions (see Appendix B) .  
Satisfaction with Balance 
When developing the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions, key actors used the 
consensus process and strategic posturing to balance the conflicting views of seven policy 
issues and six influential factors. Perceptions of their success in  developing a balanced 
pol icy fol low. 
Special Interest Groups' Perspectives 
Key informants had different degrees of satisfaction with the resulting 1 997 IDEA 
discipline provisions. The policy analyst for a special interest group representing 
individuals with disabi l ities appeared to be the most satisfied with the discipline 
provisions. She shared. "When you go through a consensus process. it 's a compromise. 
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Not everybody' s going to be happy. We think i t 's  a good law. I think we' re happy with 
the protections it provides kids" (SDF2).  
The lobbyist for a special interest group representing general education 
administrators appeared less satisfied. She said, " It ' s  more than we had. I t 's  not enough. 
It was better, and that 's  what I said to our members, Our members have mixed feel ings 
about it" ( S EF4), 
The director for a special interest group representing special education 
administrators appeared to be the least satisfied with the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provisions. She said, "We would have preferred that it was not in federal law. That i t 's  
in federal law OK. I think that in some ways we put the cart before the horse, I don ' t  
think we've helped the situation" (SDEF3) .  
Perspectives of Key Actors 
Key actors were consistent in their general satisfaction with the 1 997 IDEA 
discipline provisions and with the processes used to develop them. The staff member for 
a high-ranking Democrat in the House stated, "Well, I think the [consensus] process was 
effective to produce a B i l l ! think ultimately can withstand close scrutiny by all sides" 
(GSM4).  The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the Senate said, "The 
consensus process was a successful effort . , .  We needed to have something that was fair .  
And I think we found something that was fair" (GSM5 ) .  
The staff member for a high-ranking Republican in the House expressed general 
satisfaction with the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions, He said :  
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1 view, in the aggregate, the discipline provisions and IDEA as it was passed in 
1 997 as a substantial improvement over the previous law. There i s  more clarity in 
current federal discipline law for students with disabilities than there ever has 
been before (GHM3) .  
The director in  the US Department of Education also indicated general 
satisfaction with the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions. He stated, "We were pleased with 
the Bi l l  in general. The final Bill does give school districts more options than had existed 
in old law . . .  There' s  quite a bit of flexibil ity that wasn't there before that 1 think i s  
appropriate" (GUM2).  
Al l  key actors recognized the role of compromise in  attempting to achieve balance 
in the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. The staff member for a h igh-ranking Republican 
in the House summarized their thoughts. He said, " 1  take what 1 consider a realist view 
of federal or state policy development through law. There are no perfect laws. They are 
all compromises" (GHM3 ). 
CHAPTER 6 :  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Overview 
The purpose of this study was to describe and analyze the factors i nfluencing the 
key actors i nvolved in developing sections 6 1 2(a)( l )(A) and 6 1 5(k) of the 1 997 
Individuals with D isabilities Education Act ( IDEA), from their own perspectives. To 
achieve the purpose, interviews were conducted with key actors involved in  developing 
these two sections, known as the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. Interview questions 
were designed to answer the fol lowing questions proposed in the organizational 
framework: 
1 .  Who were the key actors in the framing of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions? 
What were their ro les and how did they exert their influence? 
2. How did case law regarding discipline of students with disabil ities influence the 
framing of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions? 
3. Which spec ial interest groups were influential in framing the J 997 IDEA discipl ine 
provisions, and how did they exert their influence? 
4 .  How did recently passed federal legislation regarding education or individuals with 
disabi l ities influence the drafting of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions? 
5. Which federalism phi losophies influenced the development of the 1 997 IDEA 
discipline provisions? 
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6. Was the change i n  processes by which this legislation was drafted and passed 
considered to have significance? 
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The key actors in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions were: 
a director in the US Department of Education during the Cl inton administration; 
a staff member for a h igh-ranking Republican in  the House; 
a staff member for a high-ranking Democrat in the Senate; and 
a chief of staff for a h igh-ranking Republican in the Senate. 
These key actors participated in closed-door negotiations with other congressional and 
administration staff to write the 1 997 IDEA, including the discipline provisions. 
Discussion of "Balance" 
The key actors' goal was to develop a balanced policy at the federal level for 
prescribing discipline of students with disabi l ities. They attempted to do this by writing 
the 1 997 I DEA discipl ine provisions. which were signed into law in June 1 997 .  
Data obtained in this  study provided insight into the term "balance." First, key 
actors intended to balance the need for schools to maintain environments conducive to 
learning with the need to safeguard the rights of students with disabil ities. Second. they 
used a consensus process and strategic posturing to balance consideration they gave to 
the various sides of seven policy i ssues. Finally. they used the same two processes to 
balance the influence that case law. views of federalism. lack of data, stories. and 
emotions had upon them as they developed the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
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The Pol icy Development Model 
Analysis of the data revealed a policy development model used by the key actors. 
The model is based upon the key actors' beliefs, their view of federal ism, and the 
processes they used to give balanced consideration to the policy issues and influential 
factors. The model is i l lustrated in Figure 6 . 1 .  
Beliefs 
And Balanced Policy 
I nfluential Factors 
Processes Federalism View 
F igure 6 . 1 .  Key actors' policy development model used for developing 1 997 IDEA 
discipl ine provisions. 
A pattern of beliefs that key actors held emerged across data sets. Their beliefs 
emerged as they shared decisions they made regarding policy issues. consideration they 
gave to influential factors. and as they shared the processes they used to develop the 1 997 
IDEA discipline provisions. Because the beliefs were not thrust upon key actors and 
because these beliefs influenced key actors in developing the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provisions, these beliefs are considered to be internal influential factors. 
Key actors indicated that they believed IDEA was a grant program and that 
participation was voluntary. Key actors articulated their belief that IDEA was Civil  
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Rights legislation first and education legislation second. Key actors referred time and 
again to their belief that school officials historically excluded students with disabilities 
from school settings, and that they often used disciplinary measures as a means of doing 
so. 
These beliefs were the bases for the functional view of federalism that the key 
actors adopted as they developed the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. The functional 
view of federalism presumes that more governmental influence at a higher level i s  
necessary t o  ensure that policy i s  properly implemented at a lower level (Elmore, 1 986) .  
In  this study, data revealed that key actors developed a prescriptive policy to ensure that 
states and schools would properly implement the 1 997 IDEA discipli ne provi sions. 
V iewing IDEA as Civil Rights legislation strengthened thei r  resolve to ensure that states 
and school s  would not mis interpret the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions and further 
exclude students with disabi l ities from obtaining an education. Because the functional 
view of federalism was not thrust upon key actors and because this view influenced key 
actors in developing the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions, the functional view of 
federal i sm is considered to be an internal influential factor. 
W ith these bel iefs and the functional view of federalism establ ished, key actors 
used two processes to address policy issues and influential factors as they developed the 
1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. Key actors developed sets of guiding principles and 
beliefs and used these to design the consensus process. The consensus process included 
publ ic hearings and closed-door negotiations among Democrat and Republican members 
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of Congress and the Administration. Strategic posturing consisted of timing. determining 
whom to involve in  decisions, and negotiation and compromise. 
The Policy Development Model and the Policy Issues 
Analysis of the data revealed seven policy issues about which key actors made 
decisions. These i ssues were: 
maintain ing school environments conducive to learning; 
safeguarding the rights of children with disabi l ities; 
giving unilateral authority to school officials removing students with disabi l i ties from 
school setti ngs; 
prescribing specifics of the discipline provisions; 
determining when discipl inary action was warranted; 
creating a dual system of discipline; and 
ceasing educational and related services to chi ldren with disabi l ities who were suspended 
or expelled from school .  
The key actors used their beliefs, their functional view of federal ism, and two processes 
to balance consideration given to all sides of the policy i ssues, and to balance the 
decisions they made regarding the policy i ssues. 
The prescriptive nature of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions reflects the 
functional view of federalism and the beliefs of the key actors. The 1 997 IDEA 
discipline provi sions l imit  unilateral authority of school officials to remove from school 
settings students with disabil ities who exhibit inappropriate behaviors; describe 
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objectively verifiable behaviors warranting discipl inary action; and describe conditions 
under which specific types of disciplinary action can be taken. 
By framing the policy i ssues within a functional view of federal i sm and within 
their belief that schools tended to exclude students with disabil ities more often than not, 
key actors created a policy by which educational and related services to students with 
disabil ities can never be ceased. By requiring continuation of services, key actors 
removed the potential means to exclude students with disabi l ities from receiving an 
education. 
The functional view of federal i sm, key actors' beliefs, and the processes used to 
make decisions about the policy i ssues shifted the balance of the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provisions toward safeguarding the rights of students with disabilities, as shown in F igure 
6 .2 .  Key actors did not perceive that shifting the policy balance more towards 
safeguarding the rights of students with disabi l ities created a dual system of discipl ine. 
In fact. they believed that to treat students with disabil ities exactly the same as their non-
disabled peers would reinforce a dual system by putting students with d isabilities at a 
disadvantage. Doing so. they believed. would violate their Civil  Right to a free and 
appropriate public education. 
Maintaining Environments 
Conducive to Learning 
/\ 
Safeguarding Rights of 
Students with Disabilities 
F igure 6 .2 .  The effect on policy balance: Decisions made regarding policy issues. 
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The Policy Development Model and Influential Factors 
Analysis of the data revealed that six external factors influenced the key actors as 
they developed the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. These factors were : confl icting 
views of federalism; other federal legislation; case law; lack of data; stories; and 
emotions. Key actors used their beliefs, their functional view of federali sm, and two 
processes to guide them as they gave consideration to each of these external influential 
factors. 
While key actors could not find any data to support the premises made by school 
officials that discipline of students with disabilities was a problem, they found sufficient 
data indicating that school s  historically excluded students with disabi l ities from school 
settings and from receiving an education. This reinforced their bel ief that giving sole 
responsibil ity to states for disciplining students with disabil ities would result in exclusion 
of students with disabil ities from educational settings and opportunities. 
It was this belief and the belief the IDEA was Civil Rights legislation that moved 
the key actors to adopt a functional view of federalism as described by Elmore ( 1 986) .  
Key actors supported a shared, intergovernmental responsibil ity between federal and state 
governments for educating and disciplining students with disabilities. Their beliefs and 
the functional view of federalism influenced key actors in the development of the 1 997 
IDEA discipl ine provisions more than any of the other factors did. 
Understanding the key actors' beliefs and functional view of federalism explains 
why they made certain decisions regarding the external influential factors. Key actors 
relied on the Jeffords'  Amendment to guide them in l imiting the degree to which and the 
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manner in which students with disabi lities could be removed from school settings. By 
codifying Honig ( 1 988), key actors l imited the number of days schools can remove 
students with disabilities from school settings without providing services. Key actors 
null ified the ruling in Riley ( 1 997) by requiring that educational and related services be 
continued for students with disabilities who were expelled. 
In public hearings, key actors l istened to emotional stories told by individual and 
special i nterest group proponents of individuals with disabilities, and by individual and 
special interest group proponents of educators. What they heard indicated to them that 
school officials were looking for ways to exclude students with disabilities exhibiting 
inappropriate behaviors. These interpretations influenced them to write prescriptive 
legislation l imiting the degree to which and manner in which students with disabilities 
could be excluded from school settings. 
Conflicting beliefs and conflicting views of federalism among key actors, 
members of Congress, and special interest group representatives created the emotional 
turmoil surrounding the development of the discipline provisions. Key actors used the 
consensus process and strategic posturing to try to limit the influence of emotions on the 
development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
The functional view of federalism, key actors' beliefs, and the resulting 
consideration given to external influential factors shifted the balance of the 1 997 IDEA 
discipline provisions toward safeguarding the rights of students with disabi lities. This is  
shown in Figure 6 . 3 .  
Maintaining Environments 
Conducive to Learning 
Safeguarding Rights of 
Students with Disabil ities 
F igure 6 .3 .  The effect on policy balance: Consideration given to  external influential 
factors. 
Summary 
It may appear as if the resulting 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions did not 
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"balance" schools' needs to maintain environments conducive to learning and the need to 
safeguard rights of students with disabil ities. However, the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provisions allow school officials more flexibil ity than earlier legislation in removing 
students with disabil ities who bring weapons or drugs to school or who exhibit dangerous 
behaviors. The fact that the 1 997 I DEA discipline provisions are prescriptive in how that 
is to be accomplished does not negate the flexibi l ity provided to school officials. 
The degree of prescription in the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions i s  there to 
protect the rights of students with disabi l ities to receive a free and appropriate public 
education. This prescription i s  necessary in l ight of beliefs that schools would attempt to 
use discipl inary measures to exc lude students with disabi l ities from receiving an 
education, given the opportunity to do so. 
"Balance" must be considered in  a larger sense. Key actors developed processes 
by which "balanced" decisions were made regarding policy i ssues and by which external 
influential factors were given "balanced" consideration. The use of the consensus 
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process in  particular was instrumental in key actors' successfully developing IDEA 
legislation. I t  i s  this researcher 's  conclusion that the key actors perceived they developed 
a balanced federal policy regarding discipline of students with disabi l ities. 
Discussion of the Findings and Research 
The review of l i terature for this study was divided into two sections: the historical 
perspective and the review of research. This discussion relates the findings of this study 
to each, and addresses areas for future research. 
Historical Perspective 
The historical perspective portion of the review of l iterature conducted for this 
study traced origins of special education legislation and its revisions from the 1 950 's  
through 1 997.  It  was determined that a t  times when major revisions were made to  federal 
legislation regarding educating students with disabi lities, several events usual ly  occurred 
at or near the times of the major revisions. These events were conflicting views of 
federal ism; increased involvement of courts in establishing case law related to education 
or to individuals with disabi l ities; increases in special interest group activity; and passage 
of other federal legislation related to education or to individuals with disabil ities. It could 
not be determined through this review, however, whether or not these events had any 
direct influence on the revisions made to federal legislation regarding educating students 
with disabil ities. 
This study used historical documents and also data obtained through interviews 
with key actors involved in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions to 
determine which factors. if any, may have influenced them as they developed the 1 997 
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IDEA discipline provisions. The data from this study allow one to conclude that the 
factors revealed in the historical perspective influenced key actors involved in developing 
the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. Of these factors, the key actors' functional view of 
federalism most influenced the decisions made regarding policy issues and consideration 
given to other external factors. 
The data from this study revealed two events concurrent with the development of 
this legislation that did not appear in the historical perspective. First, key actors 
articulated the beliefs that influenced them to adopt a functional view of federalism when 
developing the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. They also used these beliefs to develop 
guidelines and procedures by which they drafted 1 997 IDEA legislation. 
Also, a new process was designed and used for drafting, developing and passing 
the 1 997 IDEA: the consensus process. The consensus process consisted of closed-door 
negotiations among Democrat and Republican members of Congress and the 
Administration. Weekly public hearings were also part of the consensus process. Data 
indicate that the consensus process was instrumental in the successful development of the 
1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
Review of Research 
The review of research revealed conclusions drawn from various studies on the 
degree of influence federalism, courts, special interest group activity. and other federal 
legislation have had on the development of federal legislation or on members of 
Congress. The review of research revealed that these four factors have been studied in 
isolation. and data suggested that they are influential in the development of legislation. 
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Federalism 
Key actors adopted a functional view of federalism described by Elmore ( 1 986).  
The functional view presumes that more governmental influence i s  necessary at a higher 
level to ensure proper policy implementation at a lower level .  The functional view of 
federal i sm appeared to influence key actors' decisions made regarding policy issues and 
the consideration they gave to external influential factors while developing the 1 997 
IDEA discipline provisions. 
Key actors used the functional view of federalism to balance the consideration 
they gave to external influential factors and to guide them as they made decisions about 
policy i ssues. Key actors were more prescriptive in the development of the discipline 
provisions to ensure that states and schools would properly implement discipline policy 
and not exclude students with disabil i ties exhibiting inappropriate behaviors from 
educational settings or from receiving educational and related services. 
The rationale key actors used to adopt a functional view of federalism can be 
explained by various theories about federalism. Interview data from this study explain 
why key actors adopted a functional view of federalism, thereby extending further the 
federali sm theories of Wildavsky ( 1 998), Elazar ( 1 972) and Peterson ( 1 995) .  Key actors 
rationalized the prescriptive nature of the 1 997 IDEA discipline amendments by stating 
that IDEA is a voluntary grant program for which states receive funds; therefore, 
prescription is warranted. On several occasions, key actors rationalized the prescriptive 
nature of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions by pointing to states' and schools'  
tendencies to exclude from schools students with disabi lities exhibiting inappropriate 
behaviors. They also framed IDEA as Civil Rights legislation, and determined that a 
prescriptive federal policy was warranted. 
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Interviews with key informants verified that Republicans were less supportive of 
a functional view of federalism than were Democrats, as McClay ( 1 995)  and Gold ( 1 996) 
suggested in  their studies. However, Democrat and Republican key actors held a strong 
belief that IDEA was Civi l  Right legislation first and education legislation second. 
Because of their strong system of beliefs, key actors supported the prescriptive nature of 
the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. This suggests that IDEA legislation as a whole and 
the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions in particular are not l ikely to be part of the 
devolution evolution trend in the near future. 
Courts 
Results of this study supported and extended the findings of Adamany and 
Grossman ( 1 989) .  Key actors drafting the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions were 
representative sub-groups of political parties, houses of Congress and Administration. As 
participants in the consensus process, they were strategically positioned to support or 
null i fy federal case law. Key actors codified several aspects of the Honig ( 1 988 )  decision 
in  the 1 997 IDEA disc ipline provisions. Conversely they were in  a strategic position to 
null i fy the Ri ley ( 1 997) decision that conflicted with thei r  ideology, and they did so 
purposefully .  
Levine and Beckler ( 1 973 ) indicated that virtual ly no research exists to explain 
how Congress determines to codify or nul l ify federal court rul ings. The data gathered in 
this study explain why the key actors made the decisions they did in codifying or 
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null ifying case law. Their decisions were based upon their functional view o f  federalism 
grounded in their beliefs that schools would attempt to exclude students with disabil i ties 
from educational opportunities using disciplinary action, and that IDEA was Civil Rights 
legislation designed to protect the rights of students with disabi lities. 
The rationale behind null ifying Riley ( 1 997) i s  of particular interest. Key actors 
were concerned that c ircuit courts had handed down conflicting rul ings on the issue of 
whether or not to cease services to students with disabi lities who were removed from 
school settings; some circuits did not allow services to cease, while others did (the Fourth 
Circuit in particular). Key actors were also concerned that the issue might come before 
the Supreme Court. There was concern among Democrats that the Supreme Court might 
rule to allow ceasing of services, thus rendering the Administration ' s  position moot. 
They determined that the best way to handle the situation, in l ight of these i ssues and 
their beliefs, was to prescribe in federal legislation that states could not cease services to 
students with disabil i ties who exhibited inappropriate behaviors and who were removed 
from school sett ings. 
One aspect of the influence of courts on federal legislation emerged in this study 
that was not found in the review of research. While developing the 1 997 IDEA discipline 
provisions, key actors determined which aspects of the provisions had the potential to 
become issues for future l itigation. They then intentionally developed those aspects of 
the discipl ine provisions to be detailed and specific. Their intent was to remove from the 
courts interpretation of the legislation. and thus reduce the l ikelihood of future l itigation 
of certain disciplinary i ssues. 
Special Interest Group Activity 
As Sheppard ( 1 985 )  suggested, data from this study indicated a high level of 
special interest group activity in favor of the legislation by special interest groups 
representing the beneficiaries (students with disabilities) and a high level of activity 
opposing the legislation by special interest groups representing those responsible for 
bearing the cost of the legislation (school officials). Data obtained in this study 
supported Bailey 's  ( 1 975)  and Davis's ( 1 995)  findings that special interest group 
representatives preferred to i l lustrate their points of view by using stories tied to 
emotional issues rather than by using hard data. 
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S mith ( 1 995)  and Evans ( 1 996) indicated that no direct causal l ink could be 
drawn between special interest group activity and congressional support for legislation. 
The data from this study suggest that the stories shared by special interest groups were 
given direct consideration by key actors during the consensus process, and that the stories 
shared did have an impact on the resulting legislation. 
The degree to which key actors considered various stories from the different 
interest groups was influenced by their functional view of federalism and their beliefs, 
however. Therefore, one could not conclude that special interest group activity directly 
caused certain aspects of the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions to be included in the 
legislation. 
Other Federal Legislation 
Studies conducted on other federal legislation indicated that one piece of 
legislation can influence the development of another (Goren, 1 997) .  Data col lected in 
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this study through interviews with key actors con finned that the Gun Free School s  Act of 
1 994 and the Jeffords' Amendment to IDEA in  1 994 influenced the development of 
certain aspects of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
Other studies indicated that staff were influential in  shaping legislators' decisions 
about legislation, and therefore in  shaping the legislation itself (Roberson, 1 987;  
Mi lbrath, 1 963) .  Data obtained in  this  study added another dimension to the influence of 
staff i n  developing legislation and in  garnering Congress members' support. The key 
actors were members of congressional and administration staff. As members of the 
consensus committee, they wrote, and therefore influenced the development of, the 1 997 
IDEA discipline provi sions. Interview data i ndicated that the key actors were responsible 
for obtaining their members' support for the decisions made by the consensus committee. 
In that sense, then, they i nfluenced Congress members. 
None of the studies on the development of legislation directly addressed the 
influence of personal ly held beliefs on legislators' policy decisions. Roberson ( 1 987) 
studied the influence of "personal feel ings" on state legislators' voting patterns, but he 
did not find it to be a stat istically significant influence. Data from this  study suggest that 
key actors' beliefs were strong internal infl uences. The beliefs they held supported the 
functional view of federali sm they adopted, shaped the decisions they made about 
confl icting policy i ssues, framed their considerations of external influential factors. and 
guided the processes they used to develop the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
None of the studies on the development of federal legislation revealed 
infonnation about the processes used to develop the legislation. Analysis of data from 
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this study uncovered key actors' development and use of the consensus process and 
strategic posturing to develop the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. Analysis of data 
from this study lead to the formation of a policy development model used by key actors 
to develop the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions. 
Suggestions for Future Research 
A policy development model used by key actors emerged from the data analysis 
in  this study. Because this was a case study, i t  cannot be assumed that legislators use this 
model when developing other federal legislation. Further research is needed to ascertain 
if this model is applicable to the development of other federal education-related 
legislation. Such research may clarify the roles that beliefs, federalism views, and 
processes play in shaping federal legislation. 
Although IDEA was signed into law relatively recently, opportunities exist for 
amending the legislation both before and during its next reauthorization. The design and 
methodology presented in this study could be used to study the next reauthorization of 
IDEA. Describing and analyzing the factors influencing key actors during the next 
reauthorization would provide insight into the development of any potential patterns of 
influential factors in the development of federal special education law. Information 
obtained would be useful to states and school divisions in developing policies regarding 
education of students with disabilities. 
Within that context. any one influential factor or any one policy issue could be 
studied in depth, using the design and methodology of this study. Because the data from 
this study suggest that beliefs and the view of federalism held by key actors were 
influential factors in shaping policy, research should begin with those two factors. 
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One reason key actors intentionally developed prescriptive 1 997 IDEA discipl ine 
provisions was to remove certain interpretations of the legislation from the courts. 
Therefore, emerging case law and its future influence on federal special education 
legislation should be studied. 
In the past, US Department of Education regulations, which interpret the law and 
provided a base for state regulations governing special education, have been developed 
soon after federal special education law was passed. However, almost two years passed 
between the s igning of IDEA into law in 1 997 and the release of US Department of 
Education regulations in 1 999. The design and methodology used in  this study could be 
used to determine how the US Department of Education regulations were developed to 
interpret federal special education law. Information obtained would be useful to states 
and school divisions in developing policies regarding education of students with 
d i sa b i l  i ties. 
Implications 
The fi ndings of this study have implications for special education policy 
development at state and local levels. In particular, the goals, beliefs, and view of 
federali sm of the key actors should guide officials at state and local levels as they 
develop policy regarding the discipl ine of students with disabil ities. 
Key actors and key inforn1ants indicated that no data were available from which 
policy decisions regarding discipl ine of students with disabi l ities could be made: this 
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elevated the attention paid to stories shared in public hearings. Schools and states should 
develop policies and practices supporting the collection of hard data regarding discipline 
of students with disabil ities. Data could include types of offenses, proactive measures 
taken, and numbers of assignments to and types of alternative educational settings. 
Pol icies regarding discipl ine of students with disabilities should attain the goal of 
maintaining school environments conducive to learning while protecting the rights of 
students with disabilities. Policies should be written to ensure that state and school 
officials are able to avai l themselves of the opportunities provided in the 1 997 IDEA 
discipl ine provisions to remove from school settings students with disabi l ities exhibiting 
truly dangerous " objectively verifiable" behaviors, such as bringing weapons or drugs to 
school .  
Key actors viewed IDEA as Civil  Rights legislation first and education legislation 
second. They also perceived that school officials unnecessarily excluded students with 
disabil ities from school settings, and that they often used disciplinary actions as a means 
to do so. Therefore. policies de\"eloped regarding discipl ine of students with disabi l ities 
should not support disciplinary action as a first step for those inappropriate behaviors that 
are open to more subjective interpretation. Policies should be proactive, with the focus 
on providing proper placement and services to students with disabi l ities, on teaching 
them appropriate behaviors. and on stopping inappropriate behaviors before they start. 
Key actors supported the continuing of educational and related services to 
students with disabilities who are expelled. Those who were uneasy with this indicated 
that their feel ings stemmed from the fact that continuing services was not required for 
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general education students who were expelled. These same key actors adopted a 
functional view of federal ism, which supports federal intervention into school policy. 
The potential exists, therefore, for federal law to require that states and schools continue 
to provide educational services to all students who are expelled from school settings. For 
these reasons, states and schools should strongly consider developing discipline policies 
that would allow for continuation of educational services in a variety of alternative 
educational settings for all students who are suspended long-term or expelled. 
Conclusions 
The goal of the key actors writing the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions was to 
develop a pol icy that balanced schools'  needs to maintain environments conducive to 
learning with safeguarding the rights of students with disabi lities. To develop this 
balance. key actors had to make decisions regarding: the amount of uni lateral authority 
school officials should have in determining when disciplinary action was warranted: the 
degree of prescription of the discipline provisions; the creation of a dual system of 
discipline: and whether or not educational and related services should be ceased to 
students with disabilities removed from school settings for exhibiting certain 
inappropriate behaviors. These decisions had to be made as key actors also gave 
consideration to external influential factors such as case law, conflicting views of 
federal ism. special interest group activity, and other federal legislation. 
The policy development model used by key actors was instrumental in their  
reaching their goal . Key actors' beliefs. their functional view of federalism. and 
processes used shaped the decisions they made regarding policy issues and the 
consideration they gave to external influential factors. 
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The resulting 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions are prescriptive in nature. The 
prescription is intentional, to remove from courts and school officials many potentially 
subjective interpretations of the law. 
State and local policies developed regarding discipline of students with 
disabilities should reflect an understanding of the beliefs and goals of the key actors. 
While maintaining environments conducive to learning. schools must safeguard the rights 
of students with disabil ities and be proactive in their handling of discipline situations. In 
the words of one key actor, the message sent by the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions is, 
·'Try. Try again .  And try harder. And if it doesn 't  work. then take action" (GSM4).  
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U S  Code Referencing Section 6 1 2(a) ( I )  (A) of the 1 997 IDEA 
UNITED STATES CODE SERVICE 
Copyright 1 998, LEXIS Law Publishing, a division of Reed Elsevier 
Inc. 
All  rights reserved-
* * *  THIS SECTION IS CURRENT THROUGH 1 05 - 1 74, APPROVED 5/ 1 /98 
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TITLE 20. EDUCATION 
CHAPTER 3 3 .  EDUCATION OF INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES 
ASSISTANCE FOR EDUCATION OF ALL CHILDREN WITH 
DISABILITIES 
20 USCS § 1 4 1 2  
( 1 998) 
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§ 1 4 1 2 . State eligibil ity [Caution: For effectiveness. unt i l  luly I ,  1 998, of certain 
provisions of 20 USCS §§ 1 400 et seq. and 1 4 1 1 et seq. ,  as in effect prior to amendment 
by Act lune4, 1 997, P .L .  1 05 - 1 7, see §20 1 (a)(2)(C) of such Act, which appears as 20 
USCS § 1 400 note. For text of this section prior to the June 4, 1 997 amendment. see 
Explanatory note. ]  
(a )  In general. A State i s  el igible for assistance under this part [20 USCS § §  1 4 1  I et  seq . ]  
for a fiscal year i f  the State demonstrates to the satisfaction of  the Secretary that the State 
has in effect policies and procedures to ensure that it meets each of the fol lowing 
conditions: 
( I )  Free appropriate publ ic education. 
(A) In general. A free appropriate public education is available to all children with 
disabi l ities residing in the State between the ages of 3 and 2 1 ,  inclusive, including 
children with d isabi l ities who haye been suspended or expelled from school .  . 
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U S  Code Referencing Section 6 1 5 (k) of the 1 997 IDEA 
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20 USCS § 1 4 1 5  ( 1 998) 
§ 1 4 1 5 . Procedural safeguards [Caution: For effectiveness, unt i l  July 1 ,  1 998, of certain 
provisions of 20 USCS §§ 1 400 et seq . and 1 4 1 1 et seq. ,  as in effect prior to amendment 
by Act June 4, 1 997, P .L . 1 05- 1 7, see § 20 1  (a)(2)(C) of such Act, which appears as 20 
uses § 1 400 note. For text of this section prior to the June 4, 1 997 amendment, see 
Explanatory note. ]  
(k )  Placement in  alternative educational setting. 
( 1 )  Authority of school personnel .  
( A )  School personnel under this section may order a change in the placement of a child 
with a disabi l i ty-
(i )  to an appropriate interim alternative educational setting, another setting, or 
suspension, for not more than 1 0  school days (to the extent such alternatives would be 
appl ied to chi ldren without disabil ities); and 
( i i )  to an appropriate interim alternative educational setting for the same amount of 
time that a child without a disabil ity would be subject to discipline, but for not more 
than 45 days i f--
(I) the child carries a weapon to school or to a school function under the jurisdiction of 
a State or a local educational agency: or 
( I I )  the child knowingly possesses or uses i l legal drugs or sel ls  or solicits the sale of a 
controlled substance while at school or a school function under the jurisdiction of a 
State or local educational agency. 
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(B)  E ither before or  not later than 10 days after taking a disciplinary action described in 
subparagraph (A)--
(i) if the local educational agency did not conduct a functional behavioral assessment and 
implement a behavioral intervention plan for such child before the behavior that resulted 
in the suspension described in subparagraph (A), the agency shall convene an IEP 
meeting to develop an assessment plan to address that behavior; or 
( i i )  i f  the child already has a behavioral intervention plan ,  the IEP Team shall review the 
plan and modify it, as necessary, to address the behavior. 
(2 )  Authority of hearing officer. A hearing officer under this section may order a change 
in the placement of a child with a disabi l ity to an appropriate interim alternative 
educational setting for not more than 45 days if the hearing officer--
(A) determines that the public agency has demonstrated by substantial evidence that 
maintaining the current placement of such child is substantially l ikely to result in injury to 
the chi ld or to others; 
(B )  considers the appropriateness of the child's current placement; 
(C)  considers whether the public agency has made reasonable efforts to minimize the risk 
of harm in the child's current placement, including the use of supplementary aids and 
services; and (D)  determines that the interim alternative educational setting meets the 
requirements of paragraph (3 )(B).  
(3) Determination of setting. 
(A) In  general. The alternative educational setting described in  paragraph ( I  )(A)(i i )  shall 
be determined by the IEP Team. 
(B)  Additional requirements. Any interim alternative educational setting in which a 
child is placed under paragraph ( 1 )  or (2 )  shal l--
( i ) be selected so as to enable the child to continue to participate in the general 
curriculum, although in another setting, and to continue to receive those services and 
modifications, including those described in the child's current IEP, that will  enable the 
child to meet the goals set out in that IEP.  and, 
( i i )  inc lude services and modifications designed to address the behavior described in 
paragraph ( I )  or paragraph (2 )  so that it does not recur. . 
( 4) Manifestation determination review. 
(A) In general . If a disciplinary action is contemplated as described in paragraph ( I )  or 
paragraph (2)  for a behavior of a child with a disabil ity described in either of those 
paragraphs, or if a disciplinary action involving a change of placement for more than 1 0  
days i s  contemplated for a child with a disabi l ity who has engaged in other behavior that 
violated any rule or code of conduct of the local educational agency that applies to all 
children--
( i )  not later than the date on which the decision to take that action is made. the parents 
shall be notified of that decision and of all procedural safeguards accorded under this 
section; and 
( i i )  immediately. if  possible. but in no case later than 1 0  school days after the date on 
which the decision to take that action i s  made. a review shal l  be conducted of the 
relationship between the chi ld's disability and the behavior subject to the discipl inary 
action. 
(8) Individuals to carry out review. A review described in subparagraph (A) shall be 
conducted by the IEP Team and other qualified personnel . 
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(C) Conduct of review. In carrying out a review described in subparagraph (A), the IEP 
Team may determine that the behavior of the child was not a manifestation of such 
child's disabil i ty only if the IEP Team--
( i )  first considers, in terms of the behavior subject to disciplinary action, al l  relevant 
information, including--
( I )  evaluation and diagnostic results, including such results or other relevant information 
supplied by the parents of the child; 
( I I )  observations of the child; and 
( I I I )  the child's IEP and placement; and 
( i i )  then determines that--
( I )  in relationship to the behavior subject to disciplinary action, the child's IEP and 
placement were appropriate and the special education services, supplementary aids and 
services, and behavior intervention strategies were provided consistent with the child's 
IEP and placement; 
( I I )  the child's disabil ity did not impair the abil ity of the child to understand the impact 
and consequences of the behavior subject to disciplinary action; and 
( I I I )  the child's disability did not impair the abi lity of the child to control the behavior 
subject to disciplinary action. 
(5 )  Detem1ination that behavior was not manifestation of disability. 
(A) In general. If the result of the review described in paragraph (4) is a determination, 
consistent with paragraph (4)(C), that the behavior of the child with a disability was not a 
manifestation of the child's disabil i ty, the relevant disciplinary procedures applicable to 
chi ldren without disabilities may be applied to the child in the same manner in which they 
would be applied to children without disabilities, except as provided in section 6 1 2(a)( 1 )  
[20 USCS § 1 4 1 2(a)( 1 )] .  
(8) Additional requirement. I f  the public agency initiates disciplinary procedures 
applicable to all chi ldren, the agency shall ensure that the special education and 
disciplinary records of the child with a disability are transmitted for consideration by the 
person or persons making the final determination regarding the disciplinary action. 
(6) Parent appeal. 
(A) In general. 
( i )  If  the chi ld's parent disagrees with a determination that the child's behavior was not a 
manifestation of the child's disabil ity or with any decision regarding placement, the 
parent may request a hearing. 
( i i )  The State or local educational agency shall arrange for an expedited hearing in any 
case described in this subsection when requested by a parent. 
(8) Review of decision. 
(i ) In reviewing a decision with respect to the manifestation determination. the hearing 
officer shall determine whether the public agency has demonstrated that the child's 
behavior was not a manifestation of such child's d isabi l i ty consistent with the 
requirements of paragraph (4 )(c) . .  
( i i )  In  reviewing a deci sion under paragraph ( 1  )(A)( i i )  to place the child in  an interim 
alternat ive educational setting, the hearing officer shall apply the standards set out in  
paragraph (2 ) .  
(7)  P lacement during appeals. 
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(A) I n  general . When a parent requests a hearing regarding a disciplinary action 
described in paragraph ( 1  )(A)( i i )  or paragraph (2) to challenge the interim alternative 
educational setting or the manifestation determination, the child shall remain in the 
interim alternative educational setting pending the deci sion of the hearing officer or unti l  
the expiration of the time period provided for in  paragraph ( l)(A)(i i )  or  paragraph (2),  
whichever occurs first, unless the parent and the State or local educational agency agree 
otherwise. 
(B) Current placement. I f  a chi ld  is placed in  an interim alternative educational setting 
pursuant to paragraph ( l ) (A)( i i )  or paragraph (2)  and school personnel propose to change 
the child's p lacement after expiration of the interim alternative placement, during 
the pendency of any proceeding to challenge the proposed change in placement, the child 
shall remain in  the current placement (the child's placement prior to the interim 
alternative educational setting), except as provided in subparagraph (C) .  
(C) Expedited hearing. 
( i )  If school personnel maintain that it is dangerous for the child to be in the current 
placement (placement prior to removal to the interim alternative education setting) 
during the pendency of the due process proceedings, the local educational agency may 
request an expedited hearing. 
( i i )  In determining whether the child may be placed in the alternative educational setting 
or in another appropriate placement ordered by the hearing officer, the hearing officer 
shall apply the standards set out in paragraph (2 )  . .  
( 8 )  Protections for children not yet eligible for special education and related services. 
(A) In  general. A child who has not been determined to be eligible for special education 
and related services under this part [20 USCS §§ 1 4 1 1 et seq.] and who has engaged in 
behavior that violated any rule or code of conduct of the local educational agency, 
i ncluding any behavior described in paragraph ( I ), may assert any of the protections 
provided for in this part [20 USCS §§ 1 4 1 1 et seq. ]  if the local educational agency had 
knowledge (as determined in accordance with this paragraph) that the child was a 
child with a disabi l i ty before the behavior that precipitated the disciplinary action 
occurred. 
(B)  Basis of knowledge. A local educational agency shal l  be deemed to have knowledge 
that a child is a child with a disabi l ity i f--
( i )  the parent of the child has expressed concern in writing (unless the parent is i l l i terate 
or has a disability that prevents compliance with the requirements contained in this 
clause) to personnel of  the appropriate educational agency that the child i s  in need of 
special education and related services: 
( i i )  the behavior or perfonnance of the child demonstrates the need for such services; 
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( i i i )  the parent of the child has requested an evaluation of the child pursuant to  section 
6 1 4  [20 USCS § 1 4 1 4] ;  or 
( iv)  the teacher of the child, or other personnel of the local educational agency, has 
expressed concern about the behavior or performance of the child to the director of 
special education of such agency or to other personnel of the agency. 
(C)  Conditions that apply if no basis  of knowledge. 
( i )  In general . If a local educational agency does not have knowledge that a child is a 
child with a d isabil ity ( in  accordance with subparagraph (B))  prior to taking disciplinary 
measures against the child, the child may be subjected to the same disciplinary measures 
as measures applied to children without disabil ities who engaged in comparable 
behaviors consistent with clause ( i i ) .  
( i i )  L imitations. I f  a request i s  made for an evaluation of a child during the time period in  
which the child i s  subjected to  disciplinary measures under paragraph ( I )  or (2) ,  the 
evaluation shall be conducted in an expedited manner. If the child is determined to be a 
child with a disability, taking into consideration i nformation from the evaluation 
conducted by the agency and information provided by the parents, the 
agency shal l  provide special education and related services in accordance with the 
provisions of this part [20 USCS §§ 1 4 1  I et seq.] ,  except that, pending the results of the 
evaluation, the child shall remain in the educational placement determined by school 
authorities. -
(9) Referral to and action by law enforcement and judicial authorities. 
(A) Nothi ng in  this part [20 USCS §§ 1 4 1  I et seq. ]  shall be construed to prohibit an 
agency from reporting a crime committed by a child with a disabil ity to appropriate 
authorities or to prevent State law enforcement and judicial authorities from exercis ing 
their responsibilities with regard to the application of Federal and State law to crimes 
committed by a child with a disabil ity. 
(B )  An agency reporting a crime committed by a child with a disabil ity shall ensure that 
copies of the special education and disciplinary records of the chi ld are transmitted for 
consideration by the appropriate authorities to whom it reports the crime. 
(10) Definitions. For purposes of this subsection, the fol lowing definitions apply: 
(A) Control led substance. The term "controlled substance" means a drug or other 
substance identified under schedules I, II, I l l ,  IV, or V in section 202(c) of the Controlled 
Substances Act (2 1 U .S .C .  8 1 2(c)) .  
(B)  I l legal drug. The term "i l legal drug"-­
( i )  means a controlled substance; but 
( i i )  does not include such a substance that is legally possessed or used under the 
superv ision of a l icensed health-care professional or that is legally possessed or used 
under any other authority under that Act or under any other provision of Federal law. 
(C)  Substantial evidence. The term "substantial evidence" means beyond a preponderance 
of the evidence. 
(D) Weapon. The tern1 "weapon" has the meaning given the tern1 "dangerous weapon" 
under paragraph (2)  of the first subsection (g) of section 930 of title 1 8. United States 
Code. 
( I )  Rule of construction. Nothing in this title [20 USC § §  1 400 et seq. ]  shal l be 
construed to l imit the rights, procedures, and remedies available under the 
Constitution, the Americans with Disabil ities Act of 1 990, title V of the Rehabi l i tation 
Act of 1 973 [29 uses §§ 790 et seq . ] ,  or other Federal laws protecting the rights of 
children with d isabil ities, except that before the fi l ing of a civi l  action under such 
laws seeking rel ief that is also available under this part [20 uses §§ 1 4 1  1 et seq . ] ,  
the procedures under subsections ( 1 )  and (g)  shall be exhausted to the same extent as 
would be required had the action been brought under this part [20 uses § § 1 4 1  1 et 
seq. ] .  
(m)  Transfer of parental rights at age of majority. 
( l )  In general. A State that receives amounts from a grant under this part (20 uses 
§ § 1 4 1 1 et seq. ]  may provide that, when a child with a disabil ity reaches the age of 
maj ority under State law ( except for a chi ld with a d isabil i ty who has been determined 
to be i ncompetent under State law)--
(A) the public agency shall provide any notice required by this section to both the 
individual and the parents; 
(8) al l  other rights accorded to parents under this part (20 uses §§ 1 4 1  1 et seq. ]  
transfer to the child; 
(C) the agency shall notify the individual and the parents of the transfer of rights; and 
(D) al l  rights accorded to parents under this part [20 uses § § 1 4 1  I et seq . ]  transfer 
to children who are i ncarcerated in an adult or juvenile Federal, State, or local 
correctional i nstitution. 
(2) Special rule .  I f, under State law, a child with a disabi l ity who has reached the age 
of maj ority under State law, who has not been determined to be incompetent, but who 
is determined not to have the abil i ty to provide informed consent with respect to the 
educational program of the chi ld. the State shal l establish 
procedures for appointing the parent of the child, or i f  the parent is not available, 
another appropriate 
individual, to represent the educational i nterests of the child throughout the period of 
eligibil ity of the child under this part [20 uses §§  1 4 1 1 et seq. ]  . .  
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Appendix C 
Data Sources for Answering Organizational Questions and Research Questions 
Interview Documents 
Who were the key actors? X X 
What were their roles? X 
How did they exert influence? X 
How did special education discipline court cases X X 
influence the framing of the discipl ine provisions? 
Which special interest groups were influential? X X 
How did they exert influence? X 
How did other federal legislation shape the X X 
discipline provisions? 
Which federalism phi losophies influenced the X 
development of the discipl ine provisions? 
What was intended and accomplished by X X 
including the d isc ipl ine provisions in the federal 
legislation? 
What were the major areas of discussion? X 
Which sections of the discipline provisions were X 
more easily agreed upon? 
What were the bases for those agreements') X 
What were the bases for those controversies? X 
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Interview Documents 
How were the controversies resolved? X 
How were specific time l imits, disciplinary X 
offenses, and discipl inary actions and procedures 
arrived at? 
2 3 7  
Appendix D 
Interview Questions for Government Sub-sample 
What was your role in the development of the 1 997 I DEA discipline provisions? 
What was it that you wanted to help ensure for students by developing these provisions? 
Which aspects of the discipline provisions were most easily agreed upon? Why do you 
think that was so? 
Which aspects of the discipline provi sions were more controversial? Why do you think 
that was so? 
How were the controversies resolved? 
Time l im its of 1 0  days and 45 days for unilateral changes in placement were written into 
the legislation. Where did these time l imits come from? 
How was it decided that the 45-day change in placement would only apply to certain 
disciplinary offenses? 
What was the thinking behind continuing services to disabled students who were 
suspended long-tern1 or expelled? 
Did you feel that these provi sions were too prescriptive or not prescriptive enough? 
What lead to your think ing? 
How did the d iscipline provisions "fit" with the 1 0th Amendment of the US Constitution, 
which indicates that education is a state responsibil ity? 
How did the concept of these provisions originate? 
Who else participated in the development of the discipline provisions? 
Can you think of any other information that would help shed l ight on the development of 
the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions? 
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Appendix E 
I nterview Questions for Special Interest Group Sub-sample 
What was your role in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipl ine provisions? 
What was i t  that you wanted to help ensure for students by developing these provisions? 
What strategies did your organization use to make thei r  views about the provisions 
known to those who would be writing the provisions? 
Which aspects of the discipline provisions were most agreeable to your organization? 
Why do you think that was so? 
Which aspects of the discipl ine provisions were less accepted by your organization? 
Why do you think that was so? 
Which aspects of the discipline provisions caused the most controversy during the 
reauthorization process? Why do you think that was so? 
How were the controversies resolved? 
Time l imits of 1 0  days and 45 days for unilateral changes in placement were written into 
the legislation. Where did these time l imits come from? 
How was it decided that the 45-day change in placement would only apply to certain 
disciplinary offenses? 
What was the thinking behind continuing services to disabled students who were 
suspended long-term or expelled? 
Did you feel that these provisions were too prescriptive or not prescriptive enough? 
What lead to your thinking? 
Overal l .  how do you feel about the resulting legislation regarding discipl ine of special 
education students? 
Which other special interest groups closely monitored the development of the discipline 
provisions? 
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Can you think of any other information that would help shed l ight on the development of 
the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions? 
GI4- 1 :  
GL4-2:  
GL4-3 : 
GI4-4 : 
SI5-5 : 
GL5-6 :  
GL5-7 :  
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Appendix F 
Codes and Descriptions of Documents Reviewed for this Study 
House panel OKs aid to disabled. ( 1 990, May 5) Congressional Quarterly 
Weekly Report, 48 ( 1 8 ),  1 3 55 .  
This document describes the controversy between Rep. Owens (D-NY) 
and Rep. B artlett (R-TX) regarding whether or  not reference to  allowing 
corporal punishment of students with disabi l ities should be i ncluded in 
1 990 I DEA revisions. 
Gun Free Schools Act, 20 USC § 892 1 ( 1 994, 1 998) .  
This law requires that schools establ ish procedures for the immediate 
removal from school of any student bringing a gun to school or to a school 
function. 
Individuals with Disabil ities Education Act of 1 990, P .  L .  No. 1 0 1 -476 
( 1 990). Section 6 1 5( e ) (3)  of this law requires that i f  a dispute arises over 
the placement of a child with a disabi l ity, that the child remain in the 
current educational placement unti l  the dispute is resolved. 
I nternal memo with Congressional Record - Senate, July 28,  1 994, p .  
1 0008- 1 0009 attached. The memo and Congressional Record describe the 
rationale and the wording of the proposed Jeffords' Amendment to IDEA, 
which would allow removal of a student with a disabil i ty who brings a gun 
to school to an alternative educational setting for up to 45 days. 
January, 1 997, position paper for a national-level special i nterest group 
representing special education administrators. The paper reiterates their 
original stand from May, 1 995, that Congress should require states to 
develop procedures by which students with disabi l ities are disciplined. 
rather than prescribe these procedures itself. 
H. R. 3268. House version of IDEA passed by the House in Apri l .  1 996. 
S. 1 5 78 .  Senate version of IDEA drafted in committee in  May. 1 996. 
This Bi l l  never came to the Senate floor for a vote. 
GL5-8 : 
GL5-9:  
GI5- 1 0: 
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Jeffords' Amendment, 1 994. The Amendment allowed school personnel 
to remove to alternative educational settings for up to 45 days students 
with disabi l ities bringing guns to school. 
Honig v .  Doe, 484 US 305; 1 08 S.Ct .  592 ( 1 988) .  The decision in Honig 
allows school officials to remove students with disabil ities from school 
settings for up to 1 0  days for exhibiting inappropriate behaviors. The 
decision allows school officials to seek j udicial assistance in situations 
requiring emergency removal of such students. It stipulates that if the 
removal is d isputed, the student must remain in the current educational 
placement, or "stay-put" unt i l  the dispute is resolved. 
Statement of Principles Relating to IDEA. This document was developed 
by key actors involved in closed-door consensus negotiations to draft the 
1 997 IDEA legislation. The principles outline beliefs used to guide them 
in making dec isions about rules, procedures, and content of the Bi l l .  
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Appendix G 
Topics Identified Through Analysis of Interview Data, Government and Special Interest 
Group Sub-samples 
Anecdotes 
Beliefs 
Intent 
Case Law 
Consensus Process 
Controversies 
Data 
Dual System 
Federalism Views 
Origins of Discipl ine Provisions 
Other Federal Legislation 
Resolution of Controversies 
Satisfaction W ith Final Legislation 
Strategy 
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Appendix H 
Sample Letter and Attachments Mailed to Key I nformants 
Dear XXXX, 
Thank you for talking with me about gathering information for my dissertation. 
am sure you and your staff are busy with many critical issues, and I appreciate your 
making time to talk with me about my dissertation. 
I am a former public school teacher and administrator, and I currently work for 
V irginia Commonwealth University and thirteen school divisions. In these capacities it 
has been my responsibil ity ,  among other things, to ensure proper implementation of 
special education policy in public school settings. 
The purpose of my dissertation is to describe, from the perspective of those 
involved in the process. the factors that influenced the development of the discipline 
provisions during the last reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabi l ities Education 
Act. For the purposes of the dissertation, I am defining the discipline provisions as 
sections 6 1 2(a)( l )(A) and 6 1 5(k)  of the 1 997 IDEA. A brief description of the study i s  
enclosed for your review. 
It is my intent to formally interview at least three representatives of special 
interest groups and at least three representatives of the federal government or federal 
agencies. As I mentioned in our phone conversation, your perspective would be valuable 
to this study. 
I am enclosing prel iminary i nterview questions. These questions would serve as a 
guide for our interview, although some may not be used at all if you determine they are 
i nappropriate. 
It wi l l  be necessary for me to take notes during our interview, and I would l ike to 
request permission at this t ime to also tape record the interview. Based upon past 
experience, I anticipate that the interview would take about 45 minutes. 
Any infonnation that you do not wish to be discussed wi l l  not be discussed, and 
any information that you wish to remain off the record wil l  be regarded as such. At the 
end of the interview, you will  have the opportunity to request that additional information 
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be deleted from the study. I will also provide you with a transcript of the interview for 
your review prior to any of the information being included in the study. 
I would l ike to emphasize that the names of key informants wil l  not be used in the 
dissertation. The confidentiality of all key informants will  be maintained, and thei r  
names wi l l  not  be released. 
Again, I appreciate the time you are giving to consider this request. I hope you 
will consent to an interview, as your perspective will be critical to the success of the 
study. 
S incerely, 
Cheri Magil l  
Federal Special Education Law and Discipline of Students with Disabilities : 
A Description of the Factors Influencing 
The Key Actors 
Involved in Developing 
Sections 6 1 2  (a)( l )(A) and 6 1 5(k) 
Of the 
1 997 Individuals with Disabi lities Education Act 
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Until the latest reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabil i ties Education Act 
( IDEA), policies regarding discipline of students with disabi l ities were set primarily by 
case l aw. In  1 995, however, the debates over reauthorization of the IDEA focused on 
proposed provi sions designed to describe the measures and procedures to be used by 
public school officials  when disciplining students with disabi l ities. The proposed 
discipli ne provi sions, in part, caused a delay in the reauthorization of the Act. 
The purpose of this study is to describe the factors influencing those most closely 
involved in the development of the two sections of the 1 997 IDEA that address disCipline 
of students with disabilities. 
A review of the l i terature suggests that certain factors have influenced the 
development of other federal legislation. These factors are: case law; special interest 
group activity; views of federalism; and other related legislation passed at about the same 
time. 
The design of this study will be a case study. Interviews wi ll  be conducted with 
key informants from government and special interest groups. A l ist of potential key 
informants has been created by noting the names of persons and organizations mentioned 
in historical documents addressing the reauthorization of IDEA. While responses of key 
informants wil l  be part of the data cited in the dissertation names of participants will  be 
kept confidential and wil l  not appear in the final document. 
Questions wil l  be designed to e l icit responses that will describe the factors 
influenci ng key actors involved in developing the discipline provisions of IDEA. 
Interviews wil l  be scripted and tape-recorded. Interview data wil l  be corroborated with 
appropriate historical documents. 
Data will  be analyzed inductively. Recurring topics and categories wil l  be 
analyzed to uncover patterns of the data. 
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Preliminary Interyiew Questions 
What was your role in the development of the 1 997 IDEA discipline provisions during 
the last reauthorization? 
What was it that you wanted to help ensure for students with disabi l ities as these 
provisions were being drafted? 
How did the concept of adding these provisions originate? 
How did special interest groups make known their  views about the provisions? 
Which aspects of the discipline provisions, if any, were most easily agreed upon? Why 
do you think that was so? 
Which aspects of the discipline provisions caused the most controversy during the 
reauthorization process? Why do you think that was so? 
How were the controversies resolved? 
Time l imits of 1 0  days and 45 days for unilateral changes in placement were written into 
the legislation. Where did these time limits come from? 
How was i t  decided that the 45-day change in placement would apply only to certain 
disciplinary offenses? 
What was the thinking behind continuing services to students with disabi l ities who were 
suspended long-term or expelled for reasons unrelated to their disabil ities? 
Did you feel that these provisions were too prescriptive or not prescriptive enough? 
What lead to your thinking? 
Overal l ,  how do you feel about the resulting legislation regarding discipli ne of students 
with disabil ities? 
Who else participated in  the development of the discipline provisions? 
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Vita 
